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ABSTRACT

Enhancing the bonding of CFRP adhesive joints through laser-based
surface preparation strategies
Ran Tao
Nowadays, Carbon Fiber-Reinforced Polymers (CFRPs) have been widely applied
in the aerospace and automotive industries. Secondary adhesive bonding, instead of
using rivets or bolts in conventional mechanical fastenings, is promising in joining
CFRPs because it is simple and applicable for cured parts, widely applied for repairing
structures, and of light weight. However, the mechanical performance of secondary
bonding is very sensitive to the treatment of CFRP parts. Besides, another concern
arises from the fact that secondary bonded specimen often prematurely fails due
to delamination and leads to a catastrophic structural collapse. While enhancing
the joint strength and toughness is important, limiting the progression of damage is
crucial, to ensure confidence in the design and allow enough time for maintenance
and repair. Therefore, it is significant to introduce a crack arrest feature into the
joints, to slow down (or even stop) the crack growth and achieve progressive failure.
In this thesis, we employ advanced surface preparation strategies to enhance the
strength, toughness, and safety of adhesively bonded CFRP joints. Globally uniform
surface pretreatments, using conventional mechanical abrasion, peel-ply, and pulsed
CO2 laser irradiation, are employed at first to improve the mechanical responses of
adhesively bonded CFRP joints. Then, to better understand damage mechanisms and
guide the joint design, characterizations of surface chemistry, surface energy, and surface morphology are correlated with obtained strength and toughness. Next, trench
patterns, ablated by pulsed CO2 laser irradiation, are applied to CFRP substrate to
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further analyze the role of surface roughness on increased mode I energy release rate.
Finally, a novel surface patterning strategy is proposed to achieve superior toughness
enhancement in adhesively bonded CFRP joints to improve the joint safety. Such
surface preparation strategy is assessed through 2D numerical models and realized
experimentally by patterning of pulsed CO2 laser irradiation, illustrating its potential
in toughening the joint and successfully delaying the crack propagation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Background and motivation

Composite materials are materials composed of two or more distinct phases (matrix
phase and reinforcing phase), achieving bulk properties significantly different from
those of any of the constituents. Composites can be classified into three groups
according to the composition of the matrix phases: metal matrix composites (e.g.,
aluminum alloy strengthened with SiC particles [2]), ceramic matrix composites (e.g.,
inorganic ceramic matrix filled with carbon nanotube [3]), and polymer matrix composites. According to a report disclosed by McKinsey & Company in 2012 [4], 78%
of aviation parts in 2010 and approximately 67% of automotive parts in 2030 are
lightweight materials, among which polymer matrix composites (e.g., carbon fiber reinforced epoxy resin polymer, CFRP) have attracted wide attention because of their
high stiffness. Lightweight materials are desired globally since their superior on the
resource efficiency and CO2 reduction. Although CFRP parts were 5.7 times more
expensive than steel parts in 2010, the industrial development could reduce the cost
up to 45%, or even 67%, before 2030, bring it to the same cost level as aluminum
parts [4]. Therefore, we are witnessing a growing application of CFRP, rising to 17%
market expanding before 2030 [4].
To apply polymer matrix composites to primary load-bearing structures, the selection of a suitable joining technique is the key to enable next generation design
concepts. However, joining techniques already employed in primary load-bearing
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aerospace structures, such as mechanical bolting and riveting (Fig. 1.1 (a)), present
several shortcomings because of multi-scale and complex damage mechanisms lies in
composite materials and structures [5, 6]. For instance, mechanical fastening requires
holes to be drilled within the structure, thereby introducing multiple sites amenable
to high level of stress concentration. Besides, the use of bolts or rivets adds-up to
the total weight, could range from about 7% to 20%, which decreases the overall
efficiency [7]. An emerging joining technique which can sort out most of these issues
is represented by a rational use of adhesive bonding.

Figure 1.1: Schematics of (a) joining techniques, and (b) three bonding methods for
composite structures
Currently, several options are available to bond composite structures: co-curing,
co-bonding and secondary bonding (Fig. 1.1-b). In the co-curing process, uncured
composite pre-pregs are stacked and cured together by chemical cross-linking of the
epoxy matrix without the need to resort to a second adhesive material. Co-curing
represents the earliest stage of integration, resulting in a fully integrated component.
On the other hand, in the co-bonding process, uncured stacked pre-pregs adhere
to cured substrates with an additional layer of adhesives. The joining mechanism
between the adhesive and the cured part is adhesion, while chemical cross-linking is
taking place between the un-cured part and the adhesive. Co-bonding represents an
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intermediate stage of integration in the fabrication of large scale composite structures.
Co-curing and co-bonding could reduce the number of parts and curing cycles during
the fabrication, and thus attracted research interests in the field of composite bonded
repairing [8, 9, 10]. In the third process, namely secondary bonding, cured composite substrates are bonded together with structural adhesives forming a sandwich
structure. The secondary bonding is the main focus of this Ph.D. research because
it provides the flexibility to join large and complex composite structures, such as
aircraft wings and fuselage [11, 12] as well as the bus body [13].
Aerospace industries are early adopters of secondary adhesive bonding because
adhesives facilitate a wide range of material combinations and ensure uniform stress
distribution, weight reduction, less labor cost, damping of sound and vibration, and
so on [1, 14]. Compared to standard joining techniques (e.g. bolting and riveting),
secondary bonding has several advantages. Without applying additional fasteners,
an adhesive joint can fully exploit the lightweight potential of composite structures.
Moreover, adhesive bonding improves sealing and joint efficiency and can also enable
new design concepts. For instance, composites have the ability to be tailored into
complex shapes, as a consequence, a properly devised geometry of the interfacial
region could also enable mechanical interlocking of the mating parts and enhance
the overall strength of the joint. In addition, modern adhesives can be provided
with multi-functional capabilities, e.g. doping with conductive nanoparticles, thereby
providing the opportunity to develop ad − hoc structural health monitoring (SHM)
strategies.
Despite all advantages of secondary adhesive bonding, most primary load-bearing
structural joints still rely on mechanical fasteners due to its complex and unclear failure mechanisms, which involves the interface, the adhesive, the substrates, or a combination thereof [15]. Several methods have been reported to enhance the joint strength
and toughness, including the use of ductile and/or stiff adhesives which reduced the
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sources of stress concentration [16, 17, 18, 19], global geometry modifications of bonding regions which triggered macroscopic mechanical interlocking [20, 21, 22, 23, 24],
and surface pretreatment techniques. As substrate and adhesive materials are usually
determined due to specific engineering requirements, the most critical factor for the
joint reliability is the interface, and several certification requirements are set due to
the safety concerns (see the FAR 23 Section 23.573-5 [25]). First of all, the adhesion
of composite joints needs to be improved through suitable and reproducible surface
pretreatments. Unlike metallic substrates, cured composites display poor interaction
with commonly used adhesive materials, resulting in a relatively low joint strength
and toughness and thus limiting their application. Second, adhesive joints are vulnerable by the presence of cracks, which arise in service (e.g. impact or environmental
attack) or even during the fabrication [11]. Therefore, interfacial features able to slow
down or stop growing cracks are largely desirable. Finally, there is a compelling need
for SHM strategies which could prevent catastrophic failures of the joints [26]. This
thesis focuses on achieving proper surface preparation strategies to enhance the joint
strength, toughness, and crack-arrest features.

1.2
1.2.1

State-of-the-art
Basic adhesion mechanism

Typical adhesion mechanisms can be grouped into four kinds of interactions, which are
electronic, diffusion, adsorption or chemical bonding, and mechanical interlocking [1].
The schematics of adhesion mechanisms are depicted in Fig. 1.2. Electronic interaction is applicable when free charges generate electrostatic forces at substrate/adhesive
interfaces, while diffusion interaction indicates enhanced adhesion due to the interdiffusion of molecule chains. In common practices, the substrate is chosen as cured
thermoset, which limits the molecular diffusion at the bonding interface, and nonconductive adhesive leaves no room for the electronic interaction. Therefore, in terms
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of chosen substrate and adhesive materials, promoting chemical bonding (e.g., van
der waals force, covalent bonds, and hydrogen bonds) caused by intimate molecular
contact or mechanical interlocking coming from rough substrate surfaces is the major
target of deploying the surface preparation.
(a)

(b)
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-
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-

+
-

+
-
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-
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-
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-
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+
-

B atoms or molecules

+
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Adhesive
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Substrate

Figure 1.2: Schematics of four major adhesion mechanisms, (a) electronic, (b) diffusion, (c) adsorption or chemical bonding, and (d) mechanical interlocking.
Plenty of previous works successfully improve the strength or toughness of adhesively bonded CFRP joints, through promoting the mechanisms of chemical bonding,
mechanical interlocking, or both, as summarized in Table 1.1. To trigger the chemical
bonding, a few works reported
that modifications of surface atomic and functional
Fig adhesion_mechanism
groups concentration were responsible to the enhanced adhesion. Applications of the
chemical coating on the substrate surface are prominent examples [27, 28, 29, 30].
For instance, functional silane and thiol were applied on corona discharged CFRP
substrates [30], which recorded improved shear strength (66.9%) and mode I toughness (947.8%), as determined using single lap joints (SLJ) and double cantilever
beams (DCB). Besides, physical high-energy treatments, such as laser [31], plasma
[32, 33], corona [30], and flame [34], could also activate surfaces, leading to enhanced
joint strength or toughness. On the other hand, surface morphology modifications,
such as light abrasion or surface texturing, also play a very important role. Many
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works assessed standard peel-ply treatments, such as in [35], which evaluated several
polyester-based peel plies and the effect of the resulting surface texturing, leading
to a large increase of joint strength (27.7%). However, the role of surface roughness is usually complex. Rough surface could help to promote mechanical bonding,
but too rough surface may lead to void, which would be detrimental to the bonding
[36, 37]. Therefore, in a general classification, the measured macroscopic adhesion
strength or toughness can be decomposed in two main contributions, i.e., the work
of adhesion and micro- as well as macro-scale energy dissipation. Tailoring surface
chemistry of the interfaces enables to increase the former while surface morphology
efficiently affects the latter contribution. Notice that increased work of adhesion implies a leveraging effect on the other sources of energy dissipation, and the modification of the surface morphology also involves the variation in the other contributions
[38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Thus, the subtle effects of surface chemistry and
morphology modification need to be clarified for the given substrate and adhesive
materials.

1.2.2

Advanced interfacial patterning strategy

Starting from these basic observations, a large research effort focused on interfacial
patterning, acting on either surface chemistry or morphology, on the resulting effect
on the joint response, i.e., fracture toughness and shear strength. Two tuning mechanisms of the 1D patterning strategy can be classified based on its direction. When
the tougher regions parallel to the crack propagation direction [46, 47], as shown in
the schematics in Fig. 1.3 (a), the crack front was deflected due to the pinning effect
of the inclusions. Compared to the unpatterned region, obtained mode I cleavage
toughness was improved up to 90.0% [47]. On the other hand, the inclusions perpendicular (Fig. 1.3 (b)) to the crack advance direction, through modifying the surface
chemistry and/or morphology, could increase the joint adhesion because of a different
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Table 1.1: Basic mechanisms and corresponding mechanical enhancement in previous
works.
mechanism

chemical
bonding

mechanical
interlocking

combination
of chemical
and
mechanical

substrate
PP
CFRP
CFRP

treatment
UV-induced
photografting
silane coating
silane coating

CFRP

excimer laser

CFRP

plasma

CFRP

plasma

CFRP

flame-based

CFRP

peel-ply
treated
grinding
sanding
excimer laser
fiber laser
fiber laser
plasma
plasma

Al, wood
CFRP
CFRP
CFRP
CFRP
CFRP
CFRP

mechanical enhancement
3300% in shear strength

Ref.
[27]

53% in shear strength
66.9% in shear strength,
947.8% in mode I toughness
6.3% in shear strength compared to sanding
73.0% in mode I toughness
compared to sanding
13.3% in shear strength
compared to sanding
220.0% in shear strength,
but -5.3% compared to
sanding
27.7% in shear strength

[29]
[30]

40% in shear strength
9.9% in shear strength
114.2% in shear strength
22.2% in mode I toughness
269.4% in shear strength
260.0% in shear strength
56.3% in shear strength

[36]
[37]
[38]
[44]
[45]
[43]
[40]

[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]

[35]

mechanism [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. Effects of patterned surface chemistry
were analyzed through the analytical, numerical, and experimental investigations, revealing that the crack experienced unstable propagation and then it was re-initiated
after reaching the adjacent pattern [54, 56]. Besides, modifications of the surface
morphology introduced the variation in the local failure mode. For instance, groove
patterns, in the direction perpendicular to the crack propagation, was employed on
composites bonded with steel substrates, indicating an efficient improvement of joint
strength and toughness thanks to the transitions from interfacial to cohesive failure
of the adhesive layer [49, 50]. A similar work on the application of perpendicular
grooves to composite substrates investigated the failure mechanisms under different
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loading conditions, which concluded that mode I toughness was enhanced due to the
local shear failure while the increase of the mode II came from the resistance of the
groove features [51, 52, 53].
(a)

(b)

crack

crack
Inclusion

parallel

perpendicular

Substrate

Figure 1.3: Schematics of 1D patterning strategy respect to the crack direction, (a)
parallel inclusions, (b) perpendicular inclusions.
Of particular interest is the work which employed 2D patterning. The micro-scale
line patterns enhanced the work of fracture through a sequence of crack initiation
and arrest events [57]. In the meso-scale, Chan et al. [58] employed silane patterns,
with varying shapes and area fractions, onto glass substrates subsequently bonded
to e-PDMS. By performing 90o degree peel tests it was found that a circular silane
patterns, with relatively low area fraction, could provide enhanced peel resistance
(115.0%) by triggering efficiently crack pinning. The work by Xia et al. [59] demonstrated that planar interface heterogeneities in the form of ink patterns applied to
Fig patterning

PDMS sheets could lead to a wavy peel front and resulted in global load fluctuations in peel tests reflecting the occurrence of front instabilities. Tougher inclusions,
due to the laser pretreatment, delayed the crack front and enhanced the peel force,
further enabling large plastic dissipation in the copper substrate [60]. Instead of
activating the pinning mechanism listed above, other work focused on the morphology variation. For example, various groove patterns were mechanically employed on
Aluminum substrates, which enhanced the shear strength when bonded to a brittle
adhesive due to mechanical interlocking of the grooves [61]. Laser-etched patterned
interfaces was fabricated using Nd:YAG laser irradiation, resulting in improved mode
I fracture toughness [62]. Moreover, 3D printed titanium substrates, with either
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grooves or dimple patterns, were fabricated and subsequently adhesive bonded to
CFRP substrates [55]. Large improvement of the mode I (DCB tests) joint toughness
was associated to the peculiar topography of the interface which enabled crack path
deflection and lengthening [55].
As discussed above, many works investigated the effect of advanced interfacial
patterning of surface chemistry and morphology, which can be tailored so that to (i)
delay the crack front [58, 47], (ii) arrest and re-initiate the crack [57], (iii) increase
contact area [49, 50], (iv) enable interfacial-to-cohesive failure [49, 50, 53], and (v)
induce crack path deflection [52, 53]. The first adhesion mechanism is mostly triggered
by parallel inclusions, while the later four are related to perpendicular regions, as
summarized in Table 1.2. More interestingly, patterned surface could also lead to a
crack deflection from the center of the adhesive layer to the weak interface [63] or
from one bonding interface to another [48], providing potential routes to elaborately
control the crack path.

1.2.3

Laser technique for surface pretreatments

To prepare CFRP substrate surfaces and trigger the adhesion mechanisms discussed
above, various techniques are available including sandblasting or sanding, peel-ply,
plasma, and pulsed laser irradiation [64, 65]. A brief summary of these techniques is
listed in Table 1.3.
Mechanical abrasion is the most commonly adopted technique, which has been
widely used for decades and is still one effective technique for surface preparation
[37, 66]. The final objective of these techniques is mainly to remove contaminants
(e.g., mould release agents), but also to increase the surface polarity, surface energy, and contact area of the adhesive/CFRP interface. Surface contamination in
the form of mono-layer adsorbates may prevent adhesion at the adhesive/CFRP interface and induce adhesive failure, while increasing the contact area could promote
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Table 1.2: Adhesion mechanisms and corresponding mechanical enhancement of the
patterning strategy. Involved mechanisms are: (i) delay the crack front, (ii) arrest
and re-initiate the crack, (iii) increase contact area, (iv) enable interfacial-to-cohesive
failure, and (v) induce crack path deflection.
mechanism

substrate

treatment

(i)

glass

parallel inclusion

steel/polymer

perpendicular
grooves
perpendicular
grooves
perpendicular
patterns
perpendicular
patterns
2D SAM coating
perpendicular
trenches,
2D
dimples
various oriented
grooves
various oriented
UV laser grooves

(ii)-(v)

Al
CFRP
CFRP

(i)-(v)

glass/PDMS
Ti/Ti,
Ti/CFRP
Al
CFRP

mechanical enhancement
90.0% in cleavage
toughness
27.7%
in
shear
strength
57.4% in peel load

Ref.

450.0% in mode I
toughness
1900.0% in mixed
mode toughness
115.0% in peel energy
14.5% of Ti/Ti and
50.0% of Ti/CFRP in
mode I toughness
45.0%
in
shear
strength
1000.0% in mode
I toughness,
and
10% compared to
sandblasting

[51]

[47]
[49]
[50]

[53]
[58]
[55]

[61]
[62]

mechanical interlocking and lead to cohesive failure of the adhesive layer. However,
sandblasting or sanding is labor-intensive for large structures and exhibits two main
areas of concern: the non-uniformity and the inherent trade-off between the full removal of contamination and damage of surface fibers. At present, the use of peel-ply
is attractive from a manufacturing and quality assurance standpoint because it reduces manufacturing costs, ensures good reproducibility, is easy to apply, minimizes
the human error, and protects the surface during handling prior to bonding [35, 41].
However, the peel-ply-treated surface very often needs to be cleaned or activated [41].
Additional strategies have been devised through the years, such as wet chemical
treatments [9, 27, 30] and physical high-energy radiation treatments which include,
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Table 1.3: Different surface pretreatment techniques for CFRP substrates.
technique
mechanical
abrasion

release film

wet chemical

plasma

laser irradiation

modification
advantage
disadvantage
remove contam- easy to conduct, labor-intensive,
inant, increase cheap
non-uniform treatsurface polarity
ment, detrimental
to surface fibers
leave a texture cheap,
minimize treated
surfaces
on substrate sur- the human error
need to be further
face
activated
promote chemi- increase surface po- hazard to the encal bonding
larity
vironment, laborintensive
promote chemi- increase surface po- fail to roughen the
cal bonding
larity, environmen- surface, could not
tal friendly
last long
promote chem- increase
surface consume lots of
ical
bonding, polarity, roughen power
change surface the surface, envimorphology
ronmental friendly,
automatic process

for example, plasma [32, 40, 33] (or flame-based [34]) and laser processing [67, 68].
However, similar to sandblasting, chemical treatments may cause harm to the environment by producing large amounts of hazardous chemical waste. Moreover, chemical
treatments are difficult to automate in an industrial scenario. Modern high-energy
radiation treatments provide an environmentally friendly alternative to wet chemical treatments. Plasma is widely used process which has been proved to enhance
the strength and fracture toughness of adhesively bonded composite joints, especially
after aging [32, 40]. However, plasma processing usually provides little or no modification of surface morphology and does not enable mechanical interlocking of the
bonding substrates [32]. Besides, some research stated that plasma treatment was
unstable over time [30].
In this thesis, pulsed laser irradiation will be the major surface treatment technique because it is an environmental friendly, reproducible and efficient technique,
which can simultaneously modify surface chemistry and morphology, and is suitable
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for large-scale applications [69, 38, 70, 31, 62, 71, 42]. In particular, laser beams
can be used to selectively remove target materials, including potential contaminants.
Laser treatments also reduce the risks associated with manual processing, e.g., contamination and process variation. Currently, there is no universally defined tool for
laser ablation; indeed, pulsed laser systems operate at different pulse regimes with
wavelengths varying from UV to IR, which causes different interactions with the target material. For applications on CFRPs, previous works focused on lasers in the
UV range (λ = 266 nm [72], excimer laser λ = 308 nm [73, 31, 38], Nd-YAG laser
λ = 355 nm [74, 62, 68, 75]), near-IR range (λ = 1024 nm [76, 44], λ = 1064 nm
[45, 77, 75, 78, 79]) and mid-IR range (CO2 laser, λ = 10.6 µm) [69, 67, 42, 80].
Since the incident photon energy EL is determined by EL = hc/λ, where h is the
Planck’s constant, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, and λ is the photon wavelength,
the laser-CFRP interactions are different for distinct wavelengths. For the UV range
laser source, the incident laser energy is sufficient to break covalent bonds between
carbon atoms of the polymer resin, which is called photo-chemical interaction with
CFRP substrates. While both near- and mid-IR range lasers interact with CFRP
through the photo-thermal ablation, which decompose the substrate due to the input
heat. A brief summary of different laser sources applied to CFRP substrate is shown
in Table 1.4. In spite of these two laser-CFRP interactions, different working parameters lead to large variations on treated surfaces, from a simple surface “cleaning”,
with little or no modification of surface layers, to a full removal of the matrix with
consequent exposure of carbon fibers. As a consequence, these surface conditions are
more influential, than laser-CFRP interactions, on very different fracture responses,
which require in-depth characterization in terms of the chosen substrate materials.
UV range laser treatment was explored in [38, 72] and an improvement of 233.3%
in shear strength was reported due to the successful removal of surface contaminants.
However, the authors also pointed out that excessive roughening of the surface and the
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Table 1.4: Laser irradiation techniques for CFRP substrates.
laser
source

UV

surface interaction

wavelength
(nm)
248
266

photochemical
308

355

near-IR

mid-IR
(CO2 )

photothermal

1064

10600

mechanical enhancement

Ref.

114.2% in shear strength
233.3% in shear strength,
and 100% compared to
sanding
1600.0% in shear strength,
but 6.7% compared to sanding
6.3% in shear strength compared to sanding
1400.0% in shear strength,
but -6.7% compared to
sanding
116.7% in shear strength
22.2% in mode I toughness
269.4% in shear strength
1300.0% in shear strength,
but -13.3% compared to
sanding
106.9% in shear strength
-38.1% in shear strength
compared to peel-ply
689.4% in shear strength,
and 291.0% compared to
sanding
1300.0% in shear strength,
but -13.3% compared to
sanding
9.1% in shear strength, and
6.7% compared to sanding

[38]
[72]

[67]

[73]
[67]

[75]
[44]
[45]
[67]

[75]
[78]
[79]

[67]

[80]

effect of protruding fibers was detrimental on the joint strength [38]. Besides, some
other work reported that successful removal of epoxy resin could help to increase
the shear strength [31]. Nd:YAG laser irradiation (355 nm) of composite surfaces
was assessed in [70], where laser-etched patterned interfaces could be fabricated by
tailoring the processing parameters, i.e., laser fluence and line spacing. The resulting
interface morphology was able to improve the mode I toughness up to 10% higher than
sanded surfaces, but rougher surface with fully exposed carbon fibers, i.e., complete
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removal of the matrix, led to a detrimental effect on adhesion strength [70]. On
the other hand, a detailed composite surface observation has been reported, using
laser with near-IR range laser wavelength, and the selective removal of epoxy resin
could be also achieved by careful adjustment of the energy and laser moving speed
[76]. However, fiber lasers input larger amount of heat into carbon fibers, resulting
in near surface substrate damage such as the fiber/matrix debonding [67, 75]. This
micro-scale debonding could be one reason for the substrate failure observed in some
works [78, 79]. Moreover, near-IR laser demonstrated slightly better shear strength
compared to polished single-lap joints, but largely (38.1%) worse than the peel-ply
technique [78]. Different from the near-IR laser, mid-IR laser (CO2 laser) could
remain the fiber/matrix integrity. And compared to UV lasers, CO2 laser has higher
processing speed and larger processing area, which is more suitable for industrial
applications [42]. Research of using CO2 laser for the surface treatment showed
that proper processing parameters needed to be characterized to obtain optimized
shear strength, since insufficient laser treatment failed to remove surface contaminants
completely [42] or higher power of incident laser irradiation would break carbon fibers
[80]. Although CO2 laser is also applicable for trench or groove patterning on CFRP
surfaces, rare work could be found in this application, leaving an interesting research
gap in this direction.
In summary, the near-IR range laser would lead to fiber/matrix debonding and
thus diminish the joint strength, which is not preferred as a surface preparation
technique. While both UV and CO2 laser sources have the ability to clean surface
contaminants, selectively remove resin matrix, cut carbon fibers, and create sophisticated patterns, making them good candidates for preparing CFRP substrates for
adhesive bonding. In this thesis, due to its user-friendly working environment, fast
processing, powerful design platform, and versatile ending surface conditions, pulsed
CO2 laser irradiation was carried out as the main surface preparation technique to
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improve the strength and toughness of adhesively bonded CFRP joints.

1.2.4

Activation of crack-arrest features on CFRP

After various advanced surface preparation strategies successfully enhance the joint
strength and toughness, higher energy is needed to initiate and propagate the crack,
as shown by point A in schematic Fig. 1.4. However, once extra energy is input,
e.g., point B in Fig. 1.4, catastrophic failure of the joint occurs even for improved
joints (blue curve). Therefore, crack-arrest features are demanded to enhance the
joint safety, which are able to slow down the crack advance by locally elevating the

required energy

required energy to point C in the schematic.
C
B
A

①

②
improved
baseline

crack-arrest
features

crack advance

Figure 1.4: Schematic for different required energy curves against the crack advance.
Several methods have been reported to delay or arrest crack propagation. Tserpes
et al. manufactured CFRP adherents with surface corrugation and observed a crackarrest effect in DCB tests [81]. A higher fracture load was required because of mode
transition from opening to shear stress [81]. Despite the significant enhancement,
the use of corrugations is still limited, because the shape and the geometry of the
structures are usually constrained based on the intended application. The systematic
corrugation of the substrate also might
not be feasible, especially in CFRP where
Fig arrest
carbon fibers restrict the geometrical perturbations. Z-pinning and stitching are more
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popular crack-arrest features implemented for impeding the growth of delamination in
composites [82, 83, 84]. Carefully designed through-thickness reinforced fibrous pins
could largely improve the ultimate shear strength of composite single lap joints by
enabling extrinsic energy dissipation [82]. However, through-thickness reinforcements
can only be applied in co-cured joints, and even in such cases, they can be detrimental
to the substrate because of the wavy fibers, which increases fiber breakage events
[84]. In any case, z-pinning or stitching cannot be applied in the context of secondary
bonding where the parts to be joined together are already cured.
Modifying or structuring the adhesive layer or its interface with the substrate is
an alternative way to introduce crack-arrest features, as opposed to the strategies
described above which target the bulk of the substrates. One example suggested to
co-bond an extra continuous fiber layup inside the adhesive layer, which was manufactured by interlocked 0o layers [85]. When the crack passed through the crossing
part of the above arrest feature in DCB tests, a higher applied load was required
for further growth [85]. However, delamination was found to possibly occur at the
interfaces between the interlocked layer and composite substrates without triggering
the embedded crack-arrest feature. Similar Z-pinning approach for cured composite
laminates was undertaken by Kruse et al. [71] by fully exposing fibers in CFRP substrates, using laser ablation, as obstacles to fatigue crack propagation. The results
indicated that the crack front was effectively trapped inside the heterogeneous region
for more than two million shear loading cycles [71], which was very promising but
contrary to other work where fully exposed fibers were detrimental to the adhesion
strength [62]. Another way to structure the adhesive layer has been suggested by cocuring thermoplastic patches with CFRP substrates during the fabrication process.
These thermoplastic films were aligned and welded when applying epoxy adhesive
to bond the joint [19]. The integration of the thermoplastic inclusions successfully
trapped the crack growth and largely enhanced the mechanical strength [19]. How-
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ever, co-curing and welding of thermoplastic patches require extra manufacturing
steps; moreover, the adhesion between thermoplastic material and epoxy needs to be
carefully monitored.
Natural organisms provide a plenty of solutions to arrest crack propagation and
thus avoid catastrophic failure. Amazing and unique surface adhesive properties
are found in ants, geckos, frogs, mussels, flies, and spiders to resistant the peeling
due to the micro- or nano- scale adhesion pads [86, 87], which could be explained
by the enhanced fracture resistance due to the smart arrangement of hard elements
and soft connections [88]. Such bio-inspired micro-scale patterned interfaces were
explored, where the enhanced fracture behavior was attributed to arrest and confinement effects of crack propagation [57, 89] . Different from applications of fibrils or
pads, Glassmaker et al. [90] covered a thin plate on top of the fibril array which
resulted in nine times enhancement in the fracture toughness. Similar concept was
applied in adhesively bonded 3D-printed joints, with circular or square shape voids
patterned on the substrate, successfully delaying the crack propagation and increasing the crack driving force [91, 92]. However, these local bio-inspired mechanisms
usually required sophisticated designs and sacrificed the joint strength to achieve enhanced fracture toughness, as discussed by Ritchie [93]. On the other hand, extrinsic
toughening mechanism could be promoted to delay the crack growth without modifying the intrinsic properties, leading to a rising crack-resistance curve (R-curve)
toughness behavior [93, 94]. In this way, the required energy keeps increasing as the
crack propagates, largely enhancing the joint safety. Take the human bones as an
example, a large contribution to such fracture resistance is the extrinsic toughening,
including the ligament bridging at the crack wake and the crack deflection [95, 96].
Nacre exhibits similar extrinsic toughening through the bridging of the brick structure due to the initiation of a secondary crack [94, 96], and more importantly, the
sliding-induced in-elasticity near the cracked region [95]. Wood presents a cellular
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and layered structure, where the crack propagation is delayed and arrested due to
the bridging cellulose in different orientations to the crack plane [97]. Inspired by
the wood trunk, the design of T-joints with composite adherents exhibit an improved
toughness thanks to the extra energy dissipation associated to crack branching and
crack bridging [98, 99].
Therefore, new concepts for enabling crack arrest by triggering extrinsic mechanisms are promising and require deeper investigation. Heide-Jørgensen et al. analyzed
the R-curve due to bridging of a nylon carrier embedded in a commercial epoxy adhesive film to set the layer thickness, and found a significant toughness enhancement
[100]. Despite of the large improvement, the triggering of the bridging of the nylon
carrier relied on the random defects within the commercial adhesive film [100], which
needed to be controlled to better ensure the joint safety. As summarized previously,
surface pretreatment strategies, e.g., patterning treatments, are able to deflect the
crack path from the center of the adhesive layer to the weak interface [63] or from one
bonding interface to another [48]. Similar idea has been reported on the incorporation of weak interfaces, where the flaws-induced crack path selection strategy, aiming
to enhance the structural fracture toughness [101, 102]. Moreover, a weak interface
is capable to introduce the secondary crack which was able to double the fracture
resistance [103] and trigger the ligament [104] of a layered structure. In Maloney and
Fleck’s work, this concept was implemented, guiding the crack path through weak
interfaces, to trigger adhesive ligaments which finally enhanced the energy release
rate [105]. Non-sticky PTFE films were alternatively placed at the top and bottom of
Al/adhesive interfaces to trigger bridging of the adhesive layer reinforced with a copper mesh, which significantly enhanced the joint fracture toughness [105]. However,
this enhancement asked for the presence of a foreign material, which added the total
weight of the joint and introduced extra manufacturing challenges. The interaction
between the adhesive material and foreign inserts were questionable and required de-
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tailed investigations. Moreover, weak interfaces caused by the non-sticky PTFE films
were not preferable due to possible breakdown in terms of mechanical responses.
In summary, triggering adhesive ligaments (with or without reinforcement within
the adhesive layer) can be an effective alternative crack-trapping strategy relative to
other techniques, e.g., corrugation [81], z-pinning [82], stitching [83], and thermoplastic inclusions [19]. Indeed, triggering adhesive ligaments only relies on modifications
of the mating surfaces or the property of the adhesive, without additional modifications within the substrates prior to curing.

1.2.5

Computational modeling techniques

Computational simulation is a powerful tool to help us to better understand the failure
mechanisms and to boost our experimental tests. In this thesis, double cantilever
beam (DCB) specimens were experimental tested to obtain mode I toughness after
various surface preparation strategies. In order to shed light to the crack-trapping
strategy through the formation of an adhesive ligament, a 2D finite element model of
a DCB specimen was adopted to assess the R-curve response.
In conventional simulation models, the adhesive layer and interfaces are usually
replaced by a single layer of cohesive elements, whose parameters are determined
using experimental calibration [106, 107]. This concept of simulation model is rooted
in the finite-element study of the delamination of CFRP laminates [108, 109, 110, 104],
where the fractured surface can be viewed as zero-thickness mid-plane.
However, this simulation model does not allow to account for the complex synergy
of local and non-local energy dissipation within the adhesive layer during fracture,
which may be significant when using ductile adhesives or with a reinforcing third
phase. Several analytical models [111, 112, 113] were investigated to understand
the mode I global responses and crack propagation when interfacial defects were
present, leading to a new research path for a heterogeneous adhesive layer. Instead
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of employing the cohesive zone model, Wei et al. [114] proposed a numerical model
using elastic interface properties to capture the stress distribution along the adhesive
thickness. In order to include the non-local contributions, researchers have developed
modeling approaches that explicitly account for the bridging fibers [115, 116] or the
adhesive layer [117, 118, 119]. For example, an extra layer of cohesive elements was
prescribed at the possible fracture location of the adhesive layer, in order to analyze
the toughness enhancement of the in-mold surface modification on bonded CFRP
DCB specimens [117]. Moreover, instead of having preknowledge assumptions, the
separation between the adhesive and either the top or bottom substrates can be
captured separately and detailed analysis was feasible by deploying two cohesive zone
layers [118, 119].
Therefore, in this thesis, to investigate the mechanisms controlling the formation
of an adhesive ligament (which, in essence, corresponds to a non-local mechanism
of dissipation [109]), the adhesive layer was fully modeled as a volume entity and
sandwiched between cohesive elements which mimicked a debonding at the top and
bottom interfaces. In addition, bulk plasticity within the adhesive layer was also
accounted for by introducing isotropic hardening prior to final failure at a critical
strain level.

1.3
1.3.1

Problem statement and objectives
Problem statement

As suggested by the certificate requirement and investigated by various previous literature works, two problems are of critical importance during the application of adhesively bonded composite joints, especially to the aerospace and automotive industrial.
What are the proper surface preparation strategies for CFRP substrates to improve
the joint strength and toughness? How to arrest the crack propagation in the adhesive joint so that the structure could sustain the current load till the maintenance
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process?
Intrinsically, CFRP laminates suffer from low surface energy and weak adhesion
with adhesive materials, leading the joint vulnerable to defects or disbonds, either
generated during fabrication or in-service. Therefore, the first challenge concerns
the achievement of high strength and toughness, through proper surface preparation
strategies for a certain substrate and adhesive material system. Chemical bonding and
mechanical interlocking are two basic adhesion mechanisms, but previous work failed
to systematically conclude their roles on the deployed CFRP and adhesive material
system. This lack of information requires in-depth investigation. Besides, a robust,
reliable, fast, and automated treatment technique is desired. Previous work tried
various advanced techniques, such as chemical coating, plasma, and laser irradiation.
However, these results were not systematic, sometimes even controversial, and they
failed to outperform the joints treated with conventional mechanical abrading method.
Moreover, only a few research employed the pulsed CO2 laser irradiation as one surface
pretreatment technique, which illustrated limited improvement in the joint strength
and toughness. The potential of CO2 laser in advanced surface preparation strategies,
such as groove patterning, was not fully investigated in the previous work.
While improving the strength and toughness of the adhesive joint is important,
limiting the progression of any damage is more crucial, to ensure confidence in the
design and allow enough time for maintenance and repair. Rapid loss of strength
and catastrophic failure could be hardly prevented in the cases of applying globally
uniform surface pretreatments. It follows that crack stopping features are largely
desirable to improve joint safety, as indicated by the recent contributions discussed
earlier. However, these features, discussed in previous research work, require sophisticated fabrication process and experience limited application scenario. Thus, new
concept of arresting the catastrophic crack propagation and corresponding computational model are needed to better design the adhesively bonded CFRP joints for
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primary load-bearing structures.

1.3.2

Objectives

The objective of this research work is to develop advanced joining strategies for composite structures that can fulfill the above requirements: enhancing the joint strength
and toughness as well as arresting the crack propagation within the joint. The emphasis will be placed to secondary bonding of carbon-fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP)
using structural epoxy adhesives.
1. Proper surface preparation techniques need to be identified. In particular, surface preparation techniques, based on the use of pulsed CO2 laser irradiation,
amenable to robust improvement of joint strength and toughness will be deployed;
2. Surface energy and surface roughness of investigated uniform pretreatments
need to be characterized and correlated with obtained mechanical responses.
Based on these correlation and analyses, advanced surface preparation strategies
(i.e., CO2 laser-based surface patterning) will be developed to improve chemical
bonding and promote mechanical interlocking in adhesive bonds;
3. To delay or arrest the crack propagation, a novel patterning strategy, realized
through pulsed CO2 laser irradiation, will be proposed to promote the formation of the adhesive ligaments, which will be investigated both numerically and
experimentally.
Such objectives will be pursued based on the combined use of (i) advanced fabrication processes, (ii) state-of-the art mechanical measurements, including full field
techniques, and (iii) finite element modeling using cohesive zone models. Surface
chemistry and topography were assessed by various characterization techniques, such
as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), contact angle measurement, mechanical
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and optical profiler, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Mechanical tests were
carried out to evaluate the strength, toughness and safety of adhesive joints pretreated by various modification techniques, for example, single lap shear (SLS) tests
for the apparent shear strength and double cantilever beam (DCB) tests for mode I
fracture toughness. Multiple observation techniques, e.g., digital image correlation
(DIC), X-ray computed tomography (CT), optical microscopy, and SEM, will be deployed during tests to assess damage development in the course of the tests and final
failure of the joints. Simulation work carried out using the finite element method
will be essentially used to narrow down the space of possible designs and reduce the
number of experiments. The synergistic use of the above approaches will be finally
examined as an attempt to obtain reliable joints with high strength, toughness and
safety.

1.4

Organization of the thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. Following the introduction and literature review,
the basic experimental methodology is introduced in Chapter 2. It covers the material system, the laser irradiation technique, and experimental methods. Chapter 3
is addressing the mechanical properties of adhesively bonded composite joints with
the globally uniform pretreatments. Single lap shear tests are performed to address
the apparent shear stress. Three-point bending tests of miniatured single lap joints
are designed to evaluate the local damage evolution. More importantly, mode I fracture toughness is obtained under double cantilever beam (DCB) tests. Chapter 4
is focusing on the interfacial patterning strategy using laser trenches, aiming to enhancing mode I fracture energy under DCB loading. Chapter 5 investigates the mode
I fracture toughness of proposed surface patterning strategy through 2D numerical
simulation, aiming to enhance the joint safety by adhesive ligaments. Chapter 6 validates the proposed surface patterning strategy through double cantilever beam tests.
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Finally, conclusions and the possible future research work are drawn.
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Chapter 2
Materials and methods

In this chapter, basic experimental methodology is introduced, including the utilized
material system, the pulsed laser irradiation technique, characterization methods and
instruments, and equipment for various mechanical tests.

2.1
2.1.1

Specimen preparation
Materials

The substrate materials were unidirectional carbon fiber pre-pregs composed of toughened epoxy resin and carbon fibers (HexPly M21/T700, Hexcel, Stamford, CT, USA),
with a nominal fiber volume of 57%, which represents an aerospace-grade composite
material. Unidirectional laminates ([0◦ ]8 ) were fabricated by compression molding,
working as substrates for the following adhesive bonding. The curing cycle of the
laminates was conducted as follows. First, a full vacuum (1 bar) was applied to every
four-layer stacking in order to reduce air entrapment and void formation in the final
laminate. Then, a gauge pressure (7 bar) was applied using a hydraulic hot press
machine (Hydraulic presses, Pinette Emidecau Industries, Chalon-sur-Saone, France)
at a heating rate of 3◦ C/min and a hold time of 120 min at 180◦ C, as shown in Fig.
2.1. Finally, the laminate was cooled at a rate of 3◦ C/min. The fabrication process
of [0◦ ]8 with the peel-ply surface (detailed in Table 3.2 in Chapter 3) is shown briefly
in Fig. 2.2. The cured unidirectional CFRP laminate has the nominal orthotropic
property of Exx = 125000 MPa, Eyy = Ezz = 7800 MPa, νxy = νxz = 0.33, νyz = 0.4,
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temperature oC

Gxy = Gxz = 5100 MPa, and Gyz = 2786 MPa.

180 oC

dwell for 2h

time

Figure 2.1: Curing cycle of HexPly M21/T700.

(a)

(b)
vacuum
bag

peel-ply and breather

4-ply stacking

CFRP stacking
peel-ply

removal of entrapped air
(c)

in-mold preparation
(d)
peel-ply

cured CFRP

Fig CFRP_cure

hot press setup

peel-ply removal

Figure 2.2: Fabrication process of unidirectional CFRP laminates: (a) vacuum for
4-ply stacking, (b) prepare for the vacuum
bag, (c) setup the hot press, (d) remove
Fig CFRP
the peel-ply after curing.
The adhesive selected for bonding the cured CFRP substrates was a two component room-temperature curing epoxy (Araldite 420 A/B, Huntsman, Salt Lake City,
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UT, USA). It is a structural adhesive with high shear and peel strengths for bonding materials such as metals, thermosets, and thermoplastics. The two components
consist of the epoxy resin (yellow viscous liquid, A) and hardener (black liquid, B),
which was manually stirred at the weight ratio of 10:4 until the mixture became
a uniform dark green liquid. The basic mechanical properties of the adhesive provided by the manufacturer and obtained through tensile tests are given as follows:
Young’s modulus, E = 1.5 GPa; elongation at break, f = 4.6%; and tensile strength,
σf = 29 MPa [120]; as shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Stress-strain curve of cured Araldite 420 epoxy adhesive.

2.1.2

Laser treatment method

Pulsed laser irradiation L was carried out using a 10.6 µm CO2 laser (PLS6.75 Laser
Platform, Universal Laser Systems, NY, USA). Different surface modifications were
attained by controlling adjustable laser processing parameters in L, i.e., the laser
traveling speed, average power, and pulse frequency. Since CFRP substrates may be
produced with different surface-resin contents and fiber orientations, a careful evaluation of the laser processing parameters is necessary. The main parameter guiding
the efficiency of the process is the pulse fluence (Fp ):
Fig adhesive_curve
Fp = Ip · tp =

Wave
4Wave
=
,
f · As
v · P P I · πd2

(2.1)
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where Ip represents the laser irradiance, tp is the laser pulse duration, f = v · P P I
is the pulse frequency, Wave is the average pulse power, As = πd2 /4 is the spot size
which is controlled by adjusting the focal distance, v is the beam traveling speed,
and P P I represents the number of pulses per inch. In this study, the pulse fluence
Fp was elected as the controlling parameter of the ablation depth and the equipment
parameters are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Processing parameters of the CO2 laser.
Process parameters
Value
Laser wavelength (µm)
10.6
Optimized spot diameter (µm)
200
Maximum traveling speed (mm/s) 1500
Maximum average power (W)
75
Processing gas (-)
Air
To employ the laser irradiation on cured CFRP substrates, the treated regions
and shapes were designed by CorelDRAW (Corel, Ottawa, Canada) and then sent to
the printer (PLS6.75 Laser Platform, Fig. 2.4 (a)) to carry out the process. There are
four controlling parameters in the laser printer: average laser power (Wave ), traveling
speed (v), PPI, and z-axis (focal distance). Since the thickness of cured CFRP in this
thesis was 2 mm, the focal distance of the laser printer was fixed as 2 mm, which was
determined based on the spot diameter variation versus the change of z-axis values
plotted in Fig. 2.4 (d). Besides, the image enhancement choice is another important
controlling parameter (highlight in the red box in Fig. 2.4 (b)) for the laser process
and we fixed it as “Auto: margin” for all laser irradiation.

2.2
2.2.1

Surface characterization methods
Surface topology

Obtaining surface topological properties is a straightforward way to characterize a
solid surface, including the shape, texture, and surface roughness. Shape and texture
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(b)
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Figure 2.4: (a) Pulsed laser printer, (b) corresponding control panel, (c) schematic of
the focus of the laser beam, z0 is the standard height after calibration and z is the
user-defined parameter, (d) variation of the spot diameter versus the z-axis value.
can be accessed by simply observing the surface, while surface roughness is calculated
Fig Laser_printer
based on surface profiles, which is a curve showing the height of corresponding points.
The arithmetical-average roughness (Ra , Eq. 2.2) is extracted from the obtained
profile:
Ra =

1X
|yi − ymean |,
n

(2.2)

where n is the number of sampling points from the scan, yi is the detrended height
of the surface profile, and ymean is the average of all yi values. The area roughness Sa
was estimated by averaging the line roughness Ra obtained in both the parallel (x-)
Rax + Ray
and perpendicular (y-) directions, i.e., Sa =
.
2
In this work, several techniques were deployed to obtain surface topology. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Quanta 600, FEI, CA, USA) with secondary electron
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imaging was deployed to resolve the morphological features, providing access to detailed shapes and textures on CFRP surface. The incident focused electron beam,
featuring a high energy, was interacted with the atoms, and the scattered electrons
were collected point by point as the information of the material composition and surface topology of investigated surfaces. Two kinds of information could be obtained
using SEM, i.e., the elastic scattered backscattered electrons were mainly affected by
the atom weight, revealing the material composition, while secondary electrons coming from the inelastic scattering featured the surface topology. A 3-nm thick iridium
was coated before mounting the surface into SEM, to avoid charging under scanning
electrons which would resulted in a large distortion of obtained images. 3D optical
surface profiler (Zygo NewView 7300 Optical Surface Profiler, Lambda Photometrics, Harpenden, UK) was also used to reveal the micro-scale surface topography, by
receiving the reflected light from the scanned surface and using the interferometry
information to reconstruct the surface profile. In this thesis, the treated surfaces were
coated with a thin Au layer (25 nm) using a high-resolution sputter coater (Cressington 208HR, Cressington Scientific Instruments, Watford, UK) to increase the light
reflection and thus improve the accuracy of the measurements. The observation fieldof-view was 320 µm × 240 µm using a 20x optical lens, with a bipolar scan under
the frequency of 380 Hz (Fig. 2.5 (a)). Macro scale surface profiles were measured
by contact profilometry (Fig. 2.5 (b), Dektak 150 Surface Profiler, Veeco, New York,
USA) using a microscopic stylus tip (5 µm radius). A critical constant contact force
was set so that the position of the stylus tip could represent the surface profile while
scanning the stylus. A minimum of five scans were carried out both parallel and
perpendicular to the fiber direction, featuring a gage length of 3 mm and a sampling
resolution of 0.1667 µm/point.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: (a) 3D optical surface profiler Zygo NewView 7300. (b) Contact profilometry Dektak 150.
Fig profiler

2.2.2

Surface chemistry

Surface chemistry, i.e., average atomic concentration of elements and functional groups,
is accessible through X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) study. XPS is based
on the measurement of the binding energy of ejected electrons, due to the photoelectric effect when an incident X-ray irradiates on the solid surface [121]. The binding
energy is defined as the required minimum energy to separate electrons from the solid
surface, which indicates an intrinsic identification of surface elements or functional
groups. The sample is placed in the analysis chamber of the system, maintained under
ultra-vacuum, containing a X-ray source and an analyzer. The sample is then bombarded by X-rays. All of the electrons emitted are collected and counted according
to their energy kinetics by the analyzer.
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In this work, XPS was carried out in a Kratos Axis Supra spectrometer (Amicus, Kratos Analytical Ltd, Manchester, UK) with an operating power of 300 W.
Multiple samples can be analyzed due to a multichannel plate in a vacuum environment of 10−9 mbar, and the floating mode is functioned in order to avoid differential
charging. Besides, charge neutralization is required for all samples. The delay line
detector, with an aperture slot of 300 µm × 700 µm, is employed to collect signals
when a monochromatic Al Ka X-ray source (hc/]lambda = 1486.6 eV) is shone on
the surfaces. The survey spectra are collected using a pass energy of 160 eV and a
step size of 1 eV. To obtain the high-resolution spectra and detect target functional
groups, a pass energy of 20 eV and a step size of 0.1 eV are deployed. Binding energies
are referenced to the sp2 hybridized (C=C) carbon for the C1s peak set at 284.5 eV
from the investigated CFRP surface. The obtained data are analyzed through the
commercial software (CASAXPS, Casa Software Ltd, Devon, UK) to identify the
element contents and concentration of functional groups.

2.2.3

Surface energy and wettability

Surface energy and wettability are analyzed using the sessile-drop technique in conjunction with the Owens-Wendt theory [122, 1]. When a liquid droplet makes contact
with a solid surface, it forms a specific shape representing the stable thermodynamics
energy of the solid(s)-liquid(l)-vapor(v) system (Fig. 2.6). Based on the Young’s
equation and the Owens-Wendt theory, thermodynamic equilibrium of the solid surface energy γsv and the liquid surface energy γlv can be described by the following
relationship [122]:

p p
p
γ p p
γlv (cosθ + 1)
d ,
p
p lv γsv
=
+
γsv
d
d
2 γlv
γlv

(2.3)

where θ is the contact angle between the vapor/liquid interface and the liquid/solid
interface at the contact contour (Fig. 2.6), while d and p represent the dispersive and
polar components of the surface energy, respectively. The contact angle θ is measured
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between the solid surface tangent to the liquid drop, as shown in Fig. 2.6. Anchoring
is the phenomenon that leads to the creation of a solid-liquid interface when such two
phases are in contact. The obtained contact angle can vary from 0o to 180o reflecting
different degree of wetting, i.e., θ = 0o is a perfect wetting, θ < 90o represents a good
wetting or hydrophilic, and θ > 90o stands for a hydrophobic contact. The contact
angle measurement can be modified by the surface roughness following the relation
[123, 124],
cosθm = rcosθY , r = 1 + Sdr /100,

(2.4)

where cosθm is the actual contact angle measurement, cosθY stands for the value of
an ideally flat surface, and Sdr represents the roughness parameter calculated by,

Sdr =

area of actual textured surf ace − area of projected surf ace
.
area of projected surf ace

(2.5)

In this thesis, contact angle measurements were employed on relatively flat surfaces,
leading to r ≈ 1, and thus no need to correct reported contact angles.
According to the Owens-Wendt theory, the dispersive and the polar component of
p
d
the surface energy satisfy the following relation: γlv = γlv
+ γlv
for liquid, and γsv =
p
d
for solid. The dispersive and polar components of the solid surface energies
+ γsv
γsv

can then be obtained using the intercept and the slope of the linear interpolation plot
of the above data points as schematically shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic depiction of the procedure followed for the determination of
surface energy and which is based on the Owens-Wendt theory [1].

After calculating surface energy, the wettability of the solid surface is accessible
through wetting envelopes, which reflects the ability to create a contact. 2D maps of
surface wetting, i.e. wetting envelopes, could be constructed by using the so-obtained
components of surface tension in the Owens-Wendt model and considering θ = 0o
(full wetting) and θ = 90o (no wetting). For instance, in the first case (full wetting),
Fig surface_energy
p
d
assuming that the liquid could perfectly wet the surface, the γlv
versus γlv
plot was
obtained with respect to a certain CFRP surface by setting θ = 0o in Eq. 2.3; in this
case one obtains Eq. 2.6:

p
γlv

−

q

p p
γsv
γlv

+

d
γlv

q
d γ d = 0,
− γsv
lv

(2.6)

which represents a contour of the constant equilibrium contact angle (θ = 0o ) of the
investigated solid surface (i.e., the wetting envelope). Liquids with surface energy
p
d
components that lie outside the γlv
-γlv
contour will not wet the investigated sur-

face completely. Thus, the obtained wetting envelope allows qualitative wettability
assessment of the solid surface.
In this work, surface energy was assessed by the sessile drop technique by apply-
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ing multiple known liquids to the solid substrate and measuring the corresponding
contact angles. The measurement was conducted at room temperature and ambient
pressure in a class 1000 (ISO 6) cleanroom using a drop shape analyzer (DSA 100,
KRUESS, Hamburg, Germany). Three testing liquids, formamide, ethylene glycol,
and deionized water, were employed in the measurement, whose properties are summarized in Tab. 2.2. At least five contact angle measurements were performed for
each surface condition, and the volume of the droplet was well controlled at 4 µL.
Measurements were made both parallel and perpendicular to the fiber orientation.
p
d
Table 2.2: Dispersive γlv
, polar γlv
, and total surface energy γlv of test liquid.

Test liquid
Dispersive (mN/m)
formamide
39
ethylene glycol
29
deionized water
22

2.3

Polar (mN/m)
19
19
51

Total (mN/m)
58
48
73

Mechanical tests

Mechanical tests were carried out to evaluate the strength, toughness and safety of
adhesive joints pre-treated by various strategies, that is, single lap shear (SLS) tests
for the apparent shear strength, three-point bending (3PB) of single-lap joints (SLJs)
for indicating the peel strength, and double cantilever beam (DCB) tests for mode I
fracture toughness.

2.3.1

Shear strength test

Shear strength test is performed on single-lap joints to obtain maximum shear load
(Pτ ), apparent shear strength (τ = Pτ /A), and failure type of investigated surface
pretreatments. SLS is widely performed in previous research to analyze the adhesion
quality because it represents one typical configuration in practice [8, 10, 26, 18, 20,
24, 31, 37, 39, 42, 43, 45, 125]. Tensile loading is applied to single-lap joints, aiming
to break the joint under local shear stress, whose typical load-extension response is
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depicted in Fig. 2.7. The maximum shear load (Pτ ) is obtained right before the
catastrophic failure, and the apparent shear strength can be calculated by dividing
the shear load with the bonding area (A), τ = Pτ /A. However, results are sometimes
controversial and difficult to be compared, since SLS is a strength dominated test,
which can be largely affected by the manufacturing process, such as the bonding
method, end edge geometry, and spew fillet [125].
load, P

max Pτ

extension, δ

Figure 2.7: Typical load-extension response of SLS.

In this work, the fabrication process of SLJs is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. At first,
cured CFRP plates were cut into the dimension of 115 × 25 × 2 mm3 , based on ASTM
Standard D5868-01 ([126]). Then, to align the loading axis within the bonding region,
two tabs, made of glass/epoxy with lay-up of [45◦ /−45◦ ]8s , were attached at two ends
of the specimens (tab dimension is 50 × 25 × 2 mm3 ) at room temperature (21o C).
The overlap length for adhesively-bonded joint was 12.5 mm, resulting in a bonding
area of A = 12.5 × 25 mm2 . Surface pretreatments were applied to the bonding
Fig SLS_typical

regions on CFRP substrates. Before applying adhesive, treated slices were merged
into acetone for a 10-min ultrasonic cleaning (Fig. 2.8 (c)). Copper wires (100 µm
diameter) were then used as a spacer to make the adhesive thickness uniform. The
joints were cured in a temperature- and moisture-controlled environment, i.e., 21o C
and 55% R.H., for 12 hours. Mechanical pressure was applied during curing to ensure
full adhesive-CFRP contact and a consistent thickness of the adhesive layer, as shown
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in Fig. 2.8 (d).
(a)

Plate cut

(d)

spacer

(b)

Tab attach
Adhesive
bonding
at 21 oC

(c)

Acetone degreasing

Figure 2.8: Process of fabricating single-lap joints: (a) cut into slices, (b) attach tabs,
(c) ultrasonic degreasing in acetone, (d) adhesive bonding under mechanical pressure
at 21 o C.

Fig SLS_fabrication
The schematic of bonded single-lap joint specimen is displayed in Fig. 2.9. Shear
tests were performed in the tension mode using Instron 5882 (100 kN load cell) at
1 mm/min continuously until the joint failed. The alignment was carefully checked
to ensure the loading direction was parallel to the fiber direction, as shown in Fig.
2.10.
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t=4.1 mm
50 mm

52.5 mm

ta=100 µm

12.5 mm

52.5 mm

w=25 mm

Figure 2.9: Schematics of specimens for single-lap shear tests.

Instron
5882

Fig SLS

SLS
specimen
alignment

Figure 2.10: Experimental setup for single-lap shear tests.

Fig SLS
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2.3.2

Three-point bending tests

Apart from the shear tests, three-point bending (3PB) tests were also carried out
using miniatured single-lap joints (SLJs) in this work. 3PB of SLJs has not been
fully investigated in literature, which requires more attention since the out-of-plane
loading could be more detrimental to the joint performance [127, 128, 129]. It has
been shown that this particular configuration is characterized by a peel-dominant
stress field within the bondline and enables relatively easy access to the small-scale
in situ damage processes within the bondline [130]. By performing such test, the
peel strength of the secondary bonding can be estimated through the bend loading
at failure. Although this estimation is not based on an analytical formula, it provides
insights to the quality of corresponding surface pretreatment techniques.
Thus, the test coupon utilized in this study was a miniatured SLJ [131] comprising
CFRP substrates. After curing, CFRP laminates ([0◦ ]8 ) were cut into 50×24×2 mm3
strips and then bonded using the epoxy adhesive with an overlap length of 8 mm. A
schematic depiction of the laminate assembly is given in Fig. 2.11 (a). Two copper
wire spacers with 100 µm diameters were used as well as mechanical pressure to ensure
a controlled and constant thickness of the adhesive layer. The joints were cured in a
temperature- and moisture-controlled environment, i.e., 21o C and 55% R.H., for 12
hours. Then, the bonded plate was cut into 6 mm width slices and both sides of the
slice were polished to eliminate the surface flaws before the miniature bending tests
(Fig. 2.11 (b) and Fig. 2.12 (c)). The adhesive thicknesses of the SLJs were measured
at three different locations on both sides to check the consistence of the fabrication.
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Figure 2.11: Main processing steps related to fabrication and testing of single-lap
joints. (a) Assembly and bonding of plates and tabs; (b) curing and cutting of plates;
and (c) mechanical testing under three-point bending. The region of interest (ROI)
is at the left edge of the overlap region. The quoted dimensions are given in [mm].
(a)

(c)
spacer

(b)

Fig 3PB

Figure 2.12: Fabricating miniatured single-lap joints: (a) attach copper wires to
CFRP plates, (b) bonded plates, (c) miniatured SLJs.

Mechanical tests were performed using a micro-tensile stage (Tensile/Compression
Module, Krammrath & Weiss, Dotmund, Germany) with a 1 kN load cell. The loading
was under displacement control at a speed of 0.5 µm/s. A schematic depiction of
the loading and boundary conditions is given in Fig. 2.11 (c) and Fig. 2.13. At
Fig 3PB_fabrication
least five specimens of each surface pretreatment were continuously loaded till the
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final failure. In situ observations of the interfacial damage evolution were obtained
using a high-resolution microscope (SteREO Discovery V20, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen,
Germany) coupled with a high-speed camera (Fastcam SA3, Photron, Tokyo, Japan)
with a frame rate of 125 fps, which could allow to better understanding the interaction
between formation and evolution of damage across the interface and surface properties
of the composite (e.g., topography and material composition).
3

15

ROI

8
30

[mm]

Camera
(1)

(3)

(2)
Tensile
stage

1. Microscope
2. Stage
3. Sample

Figure 2.13: Schematics and setup of three-point bending tests under the optical
microscopy.

Fig 3PBT

2.3.3

Double cantilever beam tests

Mode I fracture toughness is widely carried out using the double cantilever beam
(DCB) configuration according to the procedures and recommendations reported in
the ASTM D5528-13 standard ([132]). Secondary adhesive bonded DCB joint is
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made of two beam structures with an adhesive layer connecting them. To force the
delamination to occur in the adhesive layer, the beginning part of DCB is not bonded
with an initial crack length of a0 . The separation loading is applied to the aluminum
blocks bonded at the beginning ends, as shown in Fig. 2.14.
60 mm

190 mm

a0=50 mm
adhesive layer (thickness: 100 µm)

x

y
z

interface

x

20 mm

y

4.1 mm

z

Figure 2.14: Schematic and dimensions of the DCB samples. The loading is applied
to the bonding blocks.
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Figure 2.15: Typical load-extension curve of the DCB test.
Fig DCB
There are two stages during a DCB test, i.e., the linear elastic stage which corresponds to the bending of beams and the load-decay stage representing the delamination of the bonding interface and crack propagation. Typical load-extension curve
is illustrated in Fig. 2.15. During the linear elastic stage, the slope is the bending
stiffness of the free beam,
k=

3Exx I
,
2a30

Fig DCB_typical

(2.7)
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where a0 is the initial crack length, Exx is the Young’s modulus of CFRP along
x−direction, and I is the area
of inertia related to the y−axis. After reaching
r moment
4
4a0 bGc
, bonded beams start to separate following a loadthe critical extension δ =
9Exx I
decay response,
kp
(2.8)
P =√ ,
δ
kp = (

4G3c Exx Ib3 1/4
) ,
9

(2.9)

where Gc is the nominal fracture toughness of separating two beams along z−direction
and b is the width of beams. However, during practical DCB tests, the applied load
P and the corresponding opening displacement δ are recorded, while mode I bonding
fracture toughness, G, is unknown and needed to be obtained through the recorded
crack length a,
G=

3P δ
,
2ba

(2.10)

where b is the specimen width.
The above formula is obtained under the assumption of the simple beam theory
with clamped boundary conditions. Since the adhesive layer will be stretched and
deformed during the separation process, multiple data reduction methods are available
to correct the toughness formula, Eq. 2.10. For example, the compliance calibration
(CC) method, suggested by the standard ASTM D5528-13 [132], is elected for the
calculation of GI :
GI =

nP δ
,
2ba

(2.11)

where n is the CC term which was extracted from experimental data by means of
a least-square plot of the logarithmic compliance (C = δ/P ) as a function of the
logarithmic crack length (Fig. 2.16), i.e., log(C) - log(a). It needs to be noted that
both Eq. 2.10 and its correction form Eq. 2.11 stand for the required energy of the
whole DCB specimen to propagate the observed crack, which is in general no less than
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the energy for breaking the interface. Thus, this calculated GI will be denoted as
mode I energy release rate (ERR) in the following thesis to avoid misleading. When
the cantilever beam is under large bending, a large displacement correction should be
3 δ 2
( a ) − 23 ( aδt2 ) [132]. Since in this thesis the
taken into account according to F = 1 − 10

correction factor always satisfied that F > 95%, the large displacement correction
was not applied to all obtained results.
log C

data points obtained
during DCB tests

n

log a

Figure 2.16: Schematic of the least-square fitting of CC term n.
In this work, the CFRP laminates ([0◦ ]8 ) were bonded using the epoxy adhesive
and a starter crack was generated using a nonadhesive polyethylene insert (60 mm
long, 80 µm thick). Depicted in Fig. 2.17 (b), copper wires (100 µm diameter) were
used as spacers to control the thickness of the adhesive layer. Epoxy hardening was
performed over 12 hours in a temperature- and moisture-controlled laboratory environment, i.e. 21o C and 51% R.H.. Mechanical pressure was applied during curing to
ensure full adhesive-CFRP contact and a consistent thickness of the adhesive layer, as
Fig CC_n
shown in Fig. 2.17 (c). Epoxy adhesive would be squeezed out under the mechanical
pressure to avoid big bubbles, and the bonding alignment was ensured by the markers
on the side (Fig. 2.17 (d)). The bonded plate was then cut into 250 × 20 × 4.1 mm3
specimens and loading blocks were bonded onto each specimen’s arm to enable the
application of the end peel loading, as illustrated in Fig. 2.14. To better view the
crack advance distance, white paint was sprayed on the xz−surface, with the black
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lines marked at every millimeter. Since the pre-crack tip commonly presents various
shapes due to the curing interaction between the paste adhesive and the polyethylene
insert, it requires a short crack advance before DCB tests to achieve more consistent
responses. The crack was manually propagated with the help of the clamp, as shown
in Fig. 2.18.
(a)

(b)

spacer

nonadhesive
film

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.17: Process of fabricating DCB: (a) surface pretreatments on CFRP plates,
(b) attach spacer wires and nonadhesive film prior to bonding, (c) adhesive bonding
under mechanical pressure at room condition, (d) side view of bonded CFRP plate.

Fig DCB_fabrication

clamp

Figure 2.18: DCB specimens with the white spray and manual crack advance.
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Mechanical tests were carried out under displacement control at a rate of 5 mm/min
using a universal testing machine (Fig. 2.19, Instron 5882, Instron, Massachusetts,
USA). Loading and unloading cycles were employed during tests to prevent unstable crack propagation. The tests continued until the opening displacement reached
45 mm. The crack propagation was observed in situ using a high-resolution camera
(Cannon EOS-1Ds, resolution 5616 × 3744 pixels) and with the aid of black lines at
every millimeter marked on the specimen edge. Mode I ERR, GI , was averaged over
at least five tests for each surface pretreatment to obtain more representative results.

white background

Instron
5882
endoscope

DCB specimen

high
resolution
camera

endoscope

Figure 2.19: Setup for the DCB mechanical tests.

2.4
2.4.1

Damage and failure observation
In situ endoscopy

The wake of crack propagation was observed in situ using an industrial endoscope
(CMOS Omnivision OV6946, Precision Optics Corporation Inc., MA, USA) with
400×400 pixels resolution. During DCB tests, the endoscope was manually inserted
Fig DCB_setup
into the opening region between CFRP substrates as long as they were not contacted,
as shown in Fig. 2.19. Since the diameter of the endoscope is 5 mm, damage occurred
at the crack tip region could not be captured. Instead, it provided interesting infor-
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mation when a large scale bridging was generated during the delamination process.

2.4.2

X-ray micro-computed tomography

X-ray micro-computed tomography (Fig. 2.20, micro-CT, XTH 225, Nikon, Tokyo,
Japan) was used to observe the inner damage process in DCB specimens. The scanning system was operated at conditions as shown in Table 2.3. Scans were carried
out with 3000 projection images. Subsequently, scanned projection images were processed by the reconstruction software (CT Pro 3D, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) to reconstruct the volume image. After reconstruction of volume images, visualization of
3D volumes and sliced surfaces was obtained through the commercial software Avizo
(Avizo, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Massachusetts, USA).
Table 2.3: Processing parameters of the X-ray micro CT.
Beam voltage (kV)
Beam current (µA)
Exposure time (ms)
Frame average (−)
Angular step (o )
Projection number (−)
Detector resolution (−)
Voxel size (µm)

60
125
200
4
0.12
3000
1910 × 1524
18.2
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X-ray CT scanner

X-ray source

DCB specimen
for scanning

Figure 2.20: Nikon X-ray CT scanner used for the damage observation.
Fig CT_scan

2.4.3

Fracture surface observation

Both the optical microscopy and SEM were deployed to probe the fracture surfaces
and reveal the failure mechanisms. After mechanical tests, specimens were manually
broke entirely to expose the fracture surface. Prior to the SEM observation, fracture
surfaces were coated by a 3-nm Iridium to avoid the charging under the high energy
electron beam. Optical fracture surface could provide global information of interfacial
or cohesive failure mode, while SEM observation is powerful to show local damage,
such as the tear of the polymer resin or the breakage of carbon fibers.
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Chapter 3
Mechanical characteristic of bonded CFRP joints with
uniform pretreatments

In this chapter, basic surface characterization information of the uniform treatment
strategy is generated. This understanding of treated surfaces would not only be correlated to the mechanical responses, but also aid the advanced surface preparation
strategy. At first, pulsed CO2 laser irradiation was investigated to understand the
interaction between laser and CFRP substrates and proper processing parameters
were chosen. Then, surface properties, both surface topology and surface energy,
were characterized for all investigated surface pretreatments. A wide range of techniques, including contact profilometry, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and
optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to ascertain the features
of the treated CFRP interfaces. After in-detail surface characterization, mechanical responses of uniform surface pretreatments are investigated. At first, SLS tests
were performed on four treated surfaces, P P , T , T &LC, and P P &LC, to obtain
the apparent shear stress of adhesive joints. Then, miniaturized SLJs, with treated
surfaces P P , T , T &LA, T &S, and T &LC, were subjected to out-of-plane loading
conditions, i.e., 3PB. Finally, the effects of various pretreatments on the mode I ERR
of adhesively bonded composite joints were evaluated through DCB tests. The fracture surfaces were analyzed through both the optical microscopy and SEM. Table 3.1
shows all the mechanical tests that were performed in order to study the effect of
surface pretreatments on mechanical performance and bonding failure of CFRP.
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Table 3.1: Summary of mechanical and CO2 laser pretreatments applied on the CFRP
substrates, as well as corresponding mechanical tests. Note: Laser power is given in
percentage with respect to the maximum power of 75W.
Code
PP
T
T &SB
T &S
T &LC
T &LA
P P &LCp9
P P &LC
P P &LCp11
P P &LCp12

3.1

Laser power
10%
30%
9%
10%
11%
12%

Pulse fluence
1.2 J/cm2
3.6 J/cm2
1.1 J/cm2
1.2 J/cm2
1.3 J/cm2
1.4 J/cm2

Mechanical tests
SLS, 3PB, DCB
SLS, 3PB, DCB
DCB
3PB, DCB
SLS, 3PB, DCB
3PB, DCB
DCB
SLS, DCB
DCB
DCB

Specimen preparation

In this thesis, two baseline surface preparation techniques were manufactured and all
other pretreatments were deployed on top of these two baseline conditions. A commercial polyamide (dry) peel-ply (the white one in Fig. 2.2, Diatex PA85, Diatex,
Saint-Genis-Laval, France) was applied to the pre-preg stacking to generate a standard rough surface condition for the subsequent comparative analyses. The peel-ply
fabric, once removed before bonding, should generate a fresh and activated surface by
removing excess resin (see Fig. 3.1 (a) ). This rough baseline was referred to as PP
in this study. On the other hand, nominally flat surfaces were obtained by covering
the pre-pregs with a Teflon film during curing (replace the white peel-ply in Fig. 2.2
with the Teflon film). Surface of the applied Teflon film is flat with slight texture, as
shown in Fig. 3.1 (b). This flat baseline surface is referred to as T.
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(a)

(b)
peel-ply film

Teflon film

100 µm

4 µm

Figure 3.1: Surface observation of the applied films for (a) peel-ply film and (b) Teflon
film.

Mechanical surface pretreatments were obtained by sandblasting (SB) and sanding (S) for the subsequent comparative analyses featuring high and low roughness,
respectively. Sandblasting was performed using a wet blaster (Hurricane, MBA, CA,
Fig using
surface_film
USA), while sanding was carried out
a grinding and polishing machine (Tegra

Force-5, Struers, OH, USA). In this thesis, sandblasting (SB) and sanding (S) were
accomplished starting from the flat baseline CFRPs surfaces T. Pulsed laser irradiation L was employed on both flat and rough baseline conditions using the CO2 laser
platform described in Chapter 2. All involved surface pretreatments are summarized
in Table 3.2. Finally, all treated surfaces were degreased in an ultrasonic bath of
acetone for 10 minutes, then oven-dried at 50o C for 25 minutes before applying the
epoxy adhesive.
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Table 3.2: Surface pretreatments applied on CFRP.
Pretreatment

Material

Teflon (T )

PTFE

Peel-ply (P P )

Polyamide

Uncured
(prepreg)

Sandblasting (SB)

-

Cured

Sanding (S)

Sandpaper
#320

Cured

Laser irradiation (L)

CO2

Cured

3.2
3.2.1

CFRP
condition
Uncured
(prepreg)

Procedure
Teflon covered on the
prepreg stacking before
processing
Peel-ply covered on the
prepreg stacking before
processing
Performed using wet
blaster
Performed using polishing machine with 300rpm
rotation for 5 minutes
Performed using PLS6.75
Laser Platform, Universal Laser Systems

Results and discussion
Characterization of pulsed laser irradiation

The processing parameters of pulsed CO2 laser irradiation were characterized at first,
and corresponding parametric investigations revealed that the ablation depth depended strongly on the laser power and the traveling speed, as SEM observations
shown in Fig. 3.2. The notation in the figures, PXSY, implies the laser irradiation
carried out at X% of maximum power (Wmax =75W) and Y% of maximum speed
(vmax =1500 mm/s), as the maximum power and speed already listed in Table 2.1. It
is clear illustrated in SEM observations, as the increase of the traveling speed, from
7% to 9%, the removal of the surface resin decreases.
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P3S7

P3S8

P3S9

500 µm

Figure 3.2: SEM images of CFRP surfaces subjected to CO2 laser irradiation carried
out at constant power (P) and increasing processing speed (S). Notice that PXSY
implies laser irradiation carried out at X% of maximum power (Wmax =75W) and Y%
of maximum speed (vmax =1500 mm/s).

Similar observation occurred when the laser power increases (Fig. 3.3). An improved control on the ablated material and final surface morphology was achieved by
setting the process at maximum speed, vmax =

P1S1 means Power is 1% of max power,
and Speed
max speed
1500
mm/s,is 1%
theofnumber
of pulse per

useofuniform
fill in the
square
inch at P P I = 1000, while varying the average power
the laser.
Doing
so we could

region, the outline was
engraved
higherMoreover,
power
achieve a wide set of surface morphologies, as indicated
in with
Fig.a 3.3.
bemax power = 75 W
cause the spot size (As ) of the laser was also set constant
(200=µm,
Table 2.1) during
max speed
500 mm/min

this study, all previous variables was simplified in one single parameter guiding the

SEM_laser_charac_1
efficiency of the process, thatFig
is the
pulse fluence (Fp , Eq. 2.1).
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Fp=0.40 J/cm2

Fp=0.63 J/cm2

Fp=0.90 J/cm2

Fp=1.21 J/cm2

Fp=1.33 J/cm2

Fp=1.47 J/cm2

500 µm

Figure 3.3: Comparison among laser treated CFRPs surface as a function of pulse
fluence (Fp ). An increase in fluence can lead to total removal of the matrix. The
arrows pinpoint the damage that can be also induced on surface fibers, i.e. fiber
breakage and/or thinning

In doing so, a light surface cleaning 1 with minor modifications of surface roughness was achieved at a pulse fluence of Fp = 0.40 J/cm2 , which was named LC. It is
recognized that the specific material system employed herein featured a relatively thin
resin surface layer and this made difficult to exert an accurate control of the rate of abFig SEM_laser_charac_2
lated material. In addition, as indicated in Fig. 3.3, higher pulse fluencies could fully
expose carbon fibers (Fp = 1.21 J/cm2 ). However, it is noted that a careful control of
the pulse fluence was needed, since fluencies below a certain threshold led to residual
epoxy and did not fully expose the surface carbon fibers (Fp = 0.90 J/cm2 ), while
above the threshold some damage could be induced in the fibers (Fp = 1.47 J/cm2 ).
Both situations are illustrated in Fig. 3.4. On the basis of a careful examination of
SEM analyses it was concluded that a fluence equal to Fp = 1.21 J/cm2 could allow
to fully expose surface fibers with minimum apparent damage and this treatment is
referred to as LA.
1

as it will be shown later in this report through XPS analyses.
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Fp=0.90 J/cm2

Fp=1.21 J/cm2

residual epoxy
loose fiber

Fp=1.47 J/cm2

fiber
breakage

fiber
thinning

300 µm

Figure 3.4: SEM of laser treated surfaces with different processing issues. Common
defects include the presence of residual epoxy, the generation of loose fibers and the
damage of surface fibers, such as breakage and/or thinning.

Therefore, in this thesis, laser cleaning (LC) and laser ablation (LA) were employed on the flat baseline T surface, denoted as T &LC and T &LA, respectively.
As for rough baseline surface, P P , only the laser cleaning was deployed, since laser
ablation remove all the surface resin, resulting in exposed carbon fibers regardless the
initial baseline surface conditions. In order to further investigate the interaction between incident laser and the peel-ply texture, three additional laser treatments were
employed, P P &LCp9, P P &LCp11, and P P &LCp12, which were laser-cleaned on
top of the rough baseline P P surface with slightly power modifications. The power
Fig SEM_laser_charac_3
percentage values of three new treatments were 9%, 11%, 12%, respectively, and that
of P P &LC was 10%, which were summarized in Table 3.1.

3.2.2

Surface morphology

Typical surface scans are displayed in Fig. 3.5, while the corresponding surface roughnesses are summarized in Tab. 3.3, calculated based on the scanned profiles obtained
using contact profilometry. The PP profiles demonstrate periodic profile peaks and
local high-frequency fluctuations, showing much rougher surface compared to T . Because of the adhesive viscosity, microscopic asperities may be difficult to be filled
thereby preventing intimate molecular contact at the adhesive/CFRP interface. So,
it is anticipated that this surface condition will need careful scrutiny during mechani-
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cal testing. The T &SB surfaces were comparably rough with P P , but did not display
high-frequency features. Sandblasting largely increased surface roughness, compared
to the baseline T surfaces, while conventional sanding T &S induced a further global
flattening of the surface.
Table 3.3: Surface roughness of probed surfaces.
Surface
PP
T
T &SB
T &S
P P &LCp9
P P &LC
P P &LCp11
P P &LCp12
T &LC
T &LA

Rax (µm)
9.59 ± 1.05
3.15 ± 0.74
11.30 ± 2.10
0.42 ± 0.11
9.06 ± 0.90
10.75 ± 1.85
10.46 ± 1.20
11.63 ± 1.97
3.48 ± 0.89
3.10 ± 0.79

Ray (µm)
15.53 ± 0.89
2.97 ± 0.98
10.94 ± 1.74
0.45 ± 0.10
16.28 ± 2.13
13.88 ± 0.92
16.57 ± 3.00
16.80 ± 1.35
4.75 ± 0.52
5.25 ± 0.98

Sa (µm)
12.56 ± 3.26
3.06 ± 0.84
11.12 ± 1.85
0.43 ± 0.10
12.67 ± 4.10
12.32 ± 2.15
13.52 ± 3.87
14.21 ± 3.16
4.17 ± 0.94
4.33 ± 1.40

After surface cleaning using pulsed laser irradiation, rough surfaces P P &LC ended
with similar profile to the rough baseline P P . The laser-treated flat surfaces displayed
low roughness along the fiber direction, especially at a higher fluence T &LA, because
the surface epoxy was removed and the profile depicted exposed carbon fibers. The
residual particles in T &LC surfaces produced isolated peaks in the surface profiles
(the downward red arrow in the x -direction profile in Fig. 3.5), while the partially
exposed fibers created high-frequency fluctuations (the upward red arrow in the ydirection profile in Fig. 3.5). With higher pulse fluence, the T &LA surfaces featured
fully exposed carbon fibers, which also led to a drastic reduction in Rax , whereas Ray
was very similar to that obtained on the T &LC surfaces. It should be noted that the
profile scans can be distorted by the finite size of the scanning stylus tip (5 µm). The
nominal radius of carbon fibers was 7 µm, and the gaps between the fully exposed
fibers were even smaller (as shown in the upward red arrow). Also, T &LA surface
featured loose fibers that could be easily detached, which exhibited bounce back effect
polluting the profile, see the red circle in Fig. 3.5.
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Rax (µm)

Ray (µm)

PP

(9.59±1.05) µm

(15.53±0.89) µm

(3.15±0.74) µm

(2.97±0.98) µm

(11.30±2.10) µm

(10.94±1.74) µm

(0.42±0.11)
Rax (µm) µm

(0.45±0.10)
Ray (µm) µm

20 µm

T

T&SB

T&S

200 µm

PP&LC

T&LC

(15.89±1.23) µm

Fig Profile
(3.48±0.89) µm

(4.75±0.52) µm

(3.10±0.79) µm

(5.25±0.98) µm

20 µm

(10.81±1.28) µm

T&LA

200 µm

Figure 3.5: Typical 2D profiles of the treated surfaces obtained by contact profilometry. Carbon fibers are aligned with the x−direction. The downward arrow points
to the residual particles, while upward arrows indicate exposed fibers. The red circle
highlights the bounce back of the loose fiber due to the aggressive laser ablation.

Surface profiles of three additional laser treatments on rough P P surfaces illustrate

Fig Profile_2
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similar morphology of P P &LC, see Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6. Surface roughness of x−
direction slightly increases as higher employed pulse fluence, due to exposed fibers
lower the profile at the valley (red arrow in Fig. 3.6). It needs to be noted that,
since the interaction between incident CO2 laser irradiation and CFRP laminates
was random for P P &LC and P P &LCp11, the profile of x− direction failed to show
obviously the exposure of carbon fibers.
Rax (µm)

Ray (µm)

PP&LCp9

(9.06±0.90) µm

(16.28±2.13) µm

(10.46±1.20) µm

(16.57±3.00) µm

(11.63±1.97) µm

(16.83±1.35) µm

20 µm

PP&LCp11

PP&LCp12

200 µm

Figure 3.6: 2D profiles of the treated peel-ply surfaces obtained by contact profilomFigfibers
Profile_PP_new
etry. Red arrow points at exposed
in the valley of the peel-ply texture. Carbon
fibers are aligned with the x−direction.
An overview of the corresponding surfaces obtained through SEM is shown in
Fig. 3.7. Notice that the removal of the peel-ply from the CFRP surface should have
exposed fresh epoxy that would enable enhanced adhesive bonding [41]. However,
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the SEM analyses indicated that the epoxy fracture was limited to the boundary
of the imprinted peel-ply patches (see the insert in Fig. 3.7). The characteristics
of the surface created by the peel-ply removal strongly depended on the interaction
between the laminate surface matrix and the dry peel-ply fabric during curing. For
this reason, laser cleaning was also deployed on P P surfaces (P P &LC); the aim is
to ascertain, in subsequent mechanical tests, if contaminated P P surfaces can be
activated by the laser cleaning process. Still from Fig. 3.7, T &SB resulted in rough
surfaces, but several locations also featured damaged carbon fibers, indicating that it
was difficult to control such manual processes. The sanding process led to flattened
surfaces with the appearance of large cavities associated to local breakage of fibers
and removal of surface epoxy. As for the laser treated surfaces, both P P &LC and
T &LC showed partially exposed fibers and micro-scale residual particles, which may
represent products from photo-thermal reactions induced by the laser irradiation.
Finally, T &LA surface illustrated that the surface epoxy was removed and loose
fibers were exposed.
PP

PP&LC

T

T&LC

T&SB

T&S

T&LA

Figure 3.7: SEM images of candidate CFRP surfaces for subsequent mechanical testing. Fiber direction is from left to right in all images.

SEM observations of three laser-treated peel-ply surfaces are shown in Fig. 3.8,
illustrating that small variation in the applied fluence resulted in very different surface
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conditions. As the increase of pulse fluence, which is proportional to the power
percentage value, more aggressive and uniform surface pretreatment is obtained. No
obvious morphology modification was showed on P P &LCp9 surface, while slight
fiber exposure was illustrated on random locations of P P &LC and P P &LCp11 (red
circles in Fig. 3.8). Finally, higher input pulse fluence, P P &LCp12, resulted in
uniform exposure of carbon fibers on the valley of peel-ply texture patches. Table 3.4
summarizes the characterized surface condition and corresponding roughness (Sa ) of
peel-ply-based surfaces.
PP&LCp9

PP&LC

PP&LCp11

PP&LCp12

Figure 3.8: SEM observations of laser-treated peel-ply surfaces. Red circles are locations where epoxy were removed and fibers were exposed.
Micro- and meso-scale observations of the surface topography are shown in Fig. 3.9,
where x- is the fiber direction. Due to the optical limitations, only relative flat surfaces were investigated under the 3D Profiler. The SEM images of meso-scale surface
topography did not display significant
anisotropy in any of the tested surfaces, which
Fig SEM_PP_new
was also supported by the scanned profiles where the average roughness was similar
in two orthogonal directions (Rax = Ray ). The baseline T surface displayed car-
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Table 3.4: Effect of surface pretreatments on CFRP surface properties.
Notation

PP
P P &LCp9
P P &LC
P P &LCp11
P P &LCp12

Surface
condition

Surface
roughness
Sa (µm)
Rough baseline surface
12.56 ± 3.26
No obvious morphology modifica- 12.67 ± 4.10
tions
Epoxy slightly removed
13.35 ± 2.93
Fibers slightly exposed
13.52 ± 3.87
Fibers exposed at each texture 14.21 ± 3.16
patch

bon fibers on the 3D topography map, indicating a very thin surface epoxy layer,
and the imprinted texture of the Teflon film was observed on the SEM image. The
macroscale roughness of the baseline surface was relatively low as listed in Tab. 3.3,
i.e., Sa = (3.06 ± 0.84) µm. After pulsed laser irradiation, T &LC, the surface roughness was slightly increased to Sa = (4.17 ± 0.94) µm because of the removal of the
surface resin and the partially exposed fibers, as shown in the 3D topography maps
and the SEM images. This may play a relevant role in the development of the interfacial damage during mechanical tests. Sanding flattened the CFRP surface, and the
Sa decreased sharply to Sa = (0.43 ± 0.10) µm, which was one order of magnitude
lower than that recorded on the baseline T surface. The blue regions in the 3D profile
map represent very deep surface cavities associated with the fiber removal.
Therefore, both T &LC and T &S removed the surface resin and exposed carbon
fibers, but the laser cleaning process provided an increased roughness. As illustrated
in the schematic and SEM observations in Fig. 3.10, T &LC could also expose loose
fibers that might weaken the interfacial strength of the joints. On the other hand,
carbon fibers on T &S surfaces were flattened in the process and occasionally detached
from the epoxy matrix creating large cavities. The effect of such surface modifications
will be assessed in mechanical tests to draw conclusions concerning the performance
of the built-up joints.
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Figure 3.9: Surface profilometry and scanning electron microscopy of selected surfaces.
Topography maps were obtained from a 3D optical profiler. The inserted yellow boxes
show the representative size of the 3D topography maps.
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Figure 3.10: SEM images of top surface and schematic depictions of cross-sections for
(a) T &LC and (b) T &S. The generation of loose fibers and the flattening of surface
carbon fibers is highlighted.

3.2.3

Surface chemistry composition

Global XPS surveys scans were performed, focusing on three main elements: C, O,
and Si and the results are reported in Tab. 3.5 and Fig. 3.11. Notice that the
results for the T &S surface are expected to be much similar to those quoted for
T &SB. Also, the pretreatments with small pulse variations of P P &LC, that is,
Fig 7
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P P &LCp9, P P &LCp11, and P P &LCp12, were not investigated in the XPS survey.
Results illustrated that the atomic concentration of oxygen was reduced in the lasertreated samples with respect to the baseline T surfaces. Because of the low energy
of the CO2 laser photons, photo-chemical reactions are unlikely, and therefore, the
reduction of oxygen could be due to the removal of hydroxyl groups mainly through
photo-thermal reactions [69]. Apart from the listed elements, fluorine contamination
was also detected on T and T &LC surfaces, which could have been transferred from
the Teflon film to the CFRP surface during curing; however, its atomic concentration
was very limited (i.e., 4.25% for T and 2.25% for T &LC) compared to previous
works (i.e., 32%) [38]. Silicon, on the other hand, is a potential surface contaminant
from molding release compounds, the product employed in the experiments, or the
protective tape from the supplier. Small amounts of Si compounds are often added to
pre-pregs as flame retardant, resulting in a baseline level of Si atomic concentration
(i.e., 0.4%) [133]. According to previous related work, Si may have a detrimental
effect on the ERR of adhesive/CFRP interfaces [11, 134, 135].
Table 3.5: Atomic concentration (%) of selected elements and functional groups of
the probed surfaces.
Treatment C (%)

O (%)

Si (%)

PP
T
T &SB
P P &LC
T &LC
T &LA

16.50
16.60
16.68
14.36
14.24
12.34

1.40
3.74
0.74
0.36
1.24
0.36

75.46
71.14
76.38
78.16
73.98
82.98

alkoxy
C-O (%)
25.34
44.46
51.32
25.20
45.96
52.90

carbonyl
C=O (%)
8.58
3.08
0.94
8.40
2.12
4.11

carboxyl
O-C=O (%)
10.01
1.50
2.39
10.94
5.35
7.97
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Figure 3.11: Atomic concentration (%) of selected elements and functional groups of
the probed surfaces.

High-resolution carbon peaks of C1s were assessed in the binding energy range
from 277 to 304 eV to detect carbon-based surface functional groups. The results are
listed in the insert of Fig. 3.12 and summarized in Tab. 3.5. The concentration of
functional groups was estimated from the area percentages of the fitted peaks from
the C1s spectra through the commercial software CASAXPS. The oxygen-containing
groups were targeted near typical energy levels: alkoxy (C-O) at 285 eV, carbonyl
Fig XPS_summary
(C=O) near 288 eV, and carboxyl (O-C=O) around 289 eV. All of these groups are
correlated with the improvement of surface energy and wettability [32].
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PP

PP&LC

T

T&SB

T&LC

T&LA

Figure 3.12: High resolution XPS C1s spectra of CFRP surfaces aimed at the identification of functional groups.
Fig XPS

An overall analysis of the XPS data indicated that, starting from the flat baseline
condition T , both the mechanical and physical surface treatments reduced the Si contamination and also increased the total functional groups. The sandblasting process
may have merely smeared the Si contamination from one area to the other; while
in the laser-treated surfaces residual Si may have come from condensation during
processing. On the other hand, although the texture induced by the peel-ply fabrics
increased the surface roughness, the final CFRP featured residual silicon and limited
concentration of functional groups. For this reason, the effect of laser cleaning was
also ascertained on P P surfaces and the XPS analysis was then carried out. The
results, reported in Tab. 3.5, indicated that the cleaning process could effectively
remove contaminants from the P P surface.

3.2.4

Surface energy of epoxy adhesive

The surface energy of Araldite 420 epoxy adhesive was obtained through two sequential tests. First, the total surface energy of the liquid (l) in a vapor atmosphere
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(v) γlv was obtained using a force tensiometer (K100, KRUESS, Hamburg, Germany). By pulling the probe plate at a speed of 10 mm/min, see Fig. 3.13, the
averaged surface energy was obtained as γlv = 30.7 mN/m. Then, the adhesive was
d
dropped onto a pure dispersive Teflon surface (PTFE), i.e., γsv = γsv
= 18.0 mN/m.

By measuring the corresponding contact angle (θT ), the dispersive component of
d
=
Araldite 420 epoxy adhesive was obtained based on the Owens-Wendt theory, γlv
2
2
γlv (cos θT + 1)
= 17.7 mN/m. At last, the polar component was calculated accord72
p
d
= 13.0 mN/m.
ing to γlv
= γlv − γlv

(a)

(b)
probe

Surface tension (mN/m)
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sha1_base64="pmJU+Pyc5J1NWWVYwDyFf7waKMg=">AAAB7HicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacm2Uu2t4MVjBbcttEvJptk2NJssSVYoS3+DFw+KePUHefPfmO1WUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyacaYPQh1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHXS1TRahPJJeqH2JNORPUN8xw2k8UxXHIaS+cXed+754qzaS4M/OEBjGeCBYxgo2V/ETJkI6qNeS2cjRhQRotS9CFhxoN6LloiVobFOiMqu/DsSRpTIUhHGs98FBiggwrwwini8ow1TTBZIYndGCpwDHVQbY8dgHPrDKGkVS2hIFL9ftEhmOt53FoO2Nspvq3l4t/eYPURFdBxkSSGipIsShKOTQS5p/DMVOUGD63BBPF7K2QTLHCxNh8KjaEr0/h/6Rbdz3kerf1Wru5iqMMTsApOAceuARtcAM6wAcEMPAAnsCzI5xH58V5LVpLzmrmGPyA8/YJ6FGPZA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3OvxX60gSoFeI0Xc/0w2XRXqMSI=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZlNJJpbxIvHCOYByRJmZ2eTIbMPZ2aFsOQnvHhQxKu/482/cTaJoKIFDUVVN91dXiK40hh/WIWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QUXEqKWvTWMSy5xHFBI9YW3MtWC+RjISeYF1vcpX73XsmFY+jWz1NmBuSUcQDTok2Uu9SEuFzzYblCrYbOepoQWoNQ/CZg2s15Nh4jgos0RqW3wd+TNOQRZoKolTfwYl2MyI1p4LNSoNUsYTQCRmxvqERCZlys/m9M3RiFB8FsTQVaTRXv09kJFRqGnqmMyR6rH57ufiX1091cOFmPEpSzSK6WBSkAukY5c8jn0tGtZgaQqjk5lZEx0QSqk1EJRPC16fof9Kp2g62nZtqpVlfxlGEIziGU3DgHJpwDS1oAwUBD/AEz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDmEH7DePgGflZBQ</latexit>
sha1_base64="l4wqBXVlIEPifg1btrK0CIT8/bE=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZlNJJpbxIvHCOYByRJmZ2eTIbMPZ2aFEPITXjwo4tXf8ebfOJuNoKIFDUVVN91dXiK40hh/WIWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QUXEqKWvTWMSy5xHFBI9YW3MtWC+RjISeYF1vcpX53XsmFY+jWz1NmBuSUcQDTok2Uu9SEuFzzYblCrYbGeooJ7WGIfjMwbUacmy8QKUJOVrD8vvAj2kaskhTQZTqOzjR7oxIzalg89IgVSwhdEJGrG9oREKm3Nni3jk6MYqPgliaijRaqN8nZiRUahp6pjMkeqx+e5n4l9dPdXDhzniUpJpFNF8UpALpGGXPI59LRrWYGkKo5OZWRMdEEqpNRCUTwten6H/SqdoOtp2baqVZX8ZRhCM4hlNw4ByacA0taAMFAQ/wBM/WnfVovViveWvBWs4cwg9Yb5/2lZCQ</latexit>

Araldite

lv

= 30.7 mN/m

<latexit sha1_base64="RIgznVmx+qucK2R/Q7A3HFJ6n9o=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjJWaoubghuXFewDOmPJpJk2mJnEJFMspd/hxoUibv0Yd/6NmbaCih64cDjnXu69J5ScaYPQh5NbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7LS1SRWiTCC5UJ8SacpbQpmGG045UFMchp+3w9iLz2yOqNBPJtRlLGsR4kLCIEWysFPhYSiXu/fMquhG9Ygm5tQwVOCflmiXo1EPlMvRcNEMJLNDoFd/9viBpTBNDONa66yFpgglWhhFOpwU/1VRicosHtGtpgmOqg8ns6Ck8skofRkLZSgycqd8nJjjWehyHtjPGZqh/e5n4l9dNTVQNJiyRqaEJmS+KUg6NgFkCsM8UJYaPLcFEMXsrJEOsMDE2p4IN4etT+D9pnbgecr0rVKpXFnHkwQE4BMfAA2egDi5BAzQBAXfgATyBZ2fkPDovzuu8NecsZvbBDzhvn9w4khw=</latexit>
sha1_base64="BqGNb1upTsKxTcijhKROmcICv7Y=">AAAB9HicdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8laqS1eCh70WMF+QLuWbJq2wexmTbLFUvo7vHioiFd/jDeP/hOzrYKKPhh4vDfDzDw/ElwbjN+c1MLi0vJKejWztr6xuZXd3qlrGSvKalQKqZo+0UzwkNUMN4I1I8VI4AvW8G/OEr8xZEpzGV6ZUcS8gPRD3uOUGCt5bRJFSt61T0v4WnayOZwvJyiiOSmULcHHLi4UkJvHM+Qq8H4+BYBqJ/va7koaByw0VBCtWy6OjDcmynAq2CTTjjWLCL0hfdayNCQB0954dvQEHVili3pS2QoNmqnfJ8Yk0HoU+LYzIGagf3uJ+JfXik2v5I15GMWGhXS+qBcLZCRKEkBdrhg1YmQJoYrbWxEdEEWosTllbAhfn6L/Sf0o7+K8e2nTKMIcadiDfTgEF06gAhdQhRpQuIV7mMKjM3QenCfned6acj5nduEHnJcPmi6UJA==</latexit>
sha1_base64="EdgFpMXtp+9GKnUuV18VAplXMes=">AAAB9HicdVBNSwMxEJ2t3/Wrfty8BIvgqWStqMWL4EGPFawW2rVk07QNzW7WJFusS3+HFw+KePXHePPoPzHbVVDRBwOP92aYmedHgmuD8ZuTm5icmp6ZncvPLywuLRdWVi+0jBVlNSqFVHWfaCZ4yGqGG8HqkWIk8AW79PvHqX85YEpzGZ6bYcS8gHRD3uGUGCt5TRJFSt40Dw/wlWwVirhUSbGHMlKuWIJ3XVwuI7eExygewfvJy/rte7VVeG22JY0DFhoqiNYNF0fGS4gynAo2yjdjzSJC+6TLGpaGJGDaS8ZHj9CWVdqoI5Wt0KCx+n0iIYHWw8C3nQExPf3bS8W/vEZsOgdewsMoNiyk2aJOLJCRKE0Atbli1IihJYQqbm9FtEcUocbmlLchfH2K/icXOyUXl9wzm8YeZJiFDdiEbXBhH47gFKpQAwrXcAcP8OgMnHvnyXnOWnPO58wa/IDz8gGWmZWh</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="nUX7GSgMCAZwn+wKJdyiK9L2gd8=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXBovgKk4UrCBCwY0rqWAf0IQwmU7boTNJmJkUSsjSjb/ixoUibv0Ed/6NkzYLbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzKhWE30ZpaXllda28XtnY3NreMXf3WjJKBCZNHLFIdAIkCaMhaSqqGOnEgiAeMNIORje53x4TIWkUPqhJTDyOBiHtU4yUlnzz0B0gzpGfsnF2fQ7tmnvlcqSGgqf87pRnvlmFNpzCWiROQaqgQMM3v9xehBNOQoUZkrLrwFh5KRKKYkayiptIEiM8QgPS1TREnEgvnT6SWcda6Vn9SOgKlTVVf0+kiEs54YHuzI+U814u/ud1E9W/9FIaxokiIZ4t6ifMUpGVp2L1qCBYsYkmCAuqb7XwEAmElc6uokNw5l9eJK0z24G2cw+r9YsijjI4AEfgBDigBurgFjRAE2DwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mLWWjGJmH/yB8fkD8PiZOQ==</latexit>
sha1_base64="tq5EisBRob2nN4D6CaJ6Np8+dBM=">AAACCHicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY+CLgbB07qrYAQRAl48SQTzgGxYZieTZMjM7DIzGwhLjl78CPHuxYMiXv0Eb/6Nk8dBowUNRVU33V1hzKjSrvtlZebmFxaXssu5ldW19Y385lZVRYnEpIIjFsl6iBRhVJCKppqReiwJ4iEjtbB3OfJrfSIVjcStHsSkyVFH0DbFSBspyO/5HcQ5ClLWH16cuE7RP/c50l3JU359xIdBvuA67hj2X+JNSaG0Gz88AkA5yH/6rQgnnAiNGVKq4bmxbqZIaooZGeb8RJEY4R7qkIahAnGimun4kaF9YJSW3Y6kKaHtsfpzIkVcqQEPTefoSDXrjcT/vEai22fNlIo40UTgyaJ2wmwd2aNU7BaVBGs2MARhSc2tNu4iibA22eVMCN7sy39J9djxXMe7MWmcwgRZ2IF9OAQPilCCKyhDBTDcwRO8wKt1bz1bb9b7pDVjTWe24Resj2+0HZtF</latexit>
sha1_base64="MQEqrW97e+EFBeQtCcwQwDghXa4=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBg0VwFRMFWxCh4MaVVLAPaEKYTKft0JkkzEwKJWTpxi9w5Q+4caGIWz/BnejHOGm70NYDFw7n3Mu99/gRJUJa1qeWm5tfWFzKLxdWVtfWN/TNrboIY45wDYU05E0fCkxJgGuSSIqbEceQ+RQ3/P5F5jcGmAsSBjdyGGGXwW5AOgRBqSRP33O6kDHoJXSQnp9YZsk5cxiUPc4SdnXEUk8vWqY1gjFL7AkpVnajh/vvr3LV0z+cdohihgOJKBSiZVuRdBPIJUEUpwUnFjiCqA+7uKVoABkWbjJ6JDUOlNI2OiFXFUhjpP6eSCATYsh81ZkdKaa9TPzPa8WyU3YTEkSxxAEaL+rE1JChkaVitAnHSNKhIhBxom41UA9yiKTKrqBCsKdfniX1Y9O2TPtapXEKxsiDHbAPDoENSqACLkEV1AACt+ARPIMX7U570l61t3FrTpvMbIM/0N5/AD94nSw=</latexit>

⇡ 80o

<latexit sha1_base64="3OvxX60gSoFeI0Xc/0w2XRXqMSI=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZlNJJpbxIvHCOYByRJmZ2eTIbMPZ2aFsOQnvHhQxKu/482/cTaJoKIFDUVVN91dXiK40hh/WIWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QUXEqKWvTWMSy5xHFBI9YW3MtWC+RjISeYF1vcpX73XsmFY+jWz1NmBuSUcQDTok2Uu9SEuFzzYblCrYbOepoQWoNQ/CZg2s15Nh4jgos0RqW3wd+TNOQRZoKolTfwYl2MyI1p4LNSoNUsYTQCRmxvqERCZlys/m9M3RiFB8FsTQVaTRXv09kJFRqGnqmMyR6rH57ufiX1091cOFmPEpSzSK6WBSkAukY5c8jn0tGtZgaQqjk5lZEx0QSqk1EJRPC16fof9Kp2g62nZtqpVlfxlGEIziGU3DgHJpwDS1oAwUBD/AEz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDmEH7DePgGflZBQ</latexit>
sha1_base64="l4wqBXVlIEPifg1btrK0CIT8/bE=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZlNJJpbxIvHCOYByRJmZ2eTIbMPZ2aFEPITXjwo4tXf8ebfOJuNoKIFDUVVN91dXiK40hh/WIWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QUXEqKWvTWMSy5xHFBI9YW3MtWC+RjISeYF1vcpX53XsmFY+jWz1NmBuSUcQDTok2Uu9SEuFzzYblCrYbGeooJ7WGIfjMwbUacmy8QKUJOVrD8vvAj2kaskhTQZTqOzjR7oxIzalg89IgVSwhdEJGrG9oREKm3Nni3jk6MYqPgliaijRaqN8nZiRUahp6pjMkeqx+e5n4l9dPdXDhzniUpJpFNF8UpALpGGXPI59LRrWYGkKo5OZWRMdEEqpNRCUTwten6H/SqdoOtp2baqVZX8ZRhCM4hlNw4ByacA0taAMFAQ/wBM/WnfVovViveWvBWs4cwg9Yb5/2lZCQ</latexit>

Araldite

<latexit sha1_base64="ezDaGpAqetgwLxGnKD41XnrOIDo=">AAAB63icdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4WnZbqfZWEMVjhX5Bu5Rsmm1Dk+ySZIVS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbFtBRR8MPN6bYWZemHCmjed9OCura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwpeNUEdokMY9VJ8SaciZp0zDDaSdRFIuQ03Y4vsr89j1VmsWyYSYJDQQeShYxgk0m1Rs31/1C0XOrGSpoQcpVS7xz3yuXke96cxRhiXq/8N4bxCQVVBrCsdZd30tMMMXKMMLpLN9LNU0wGeMh7VoqsaA6mM5vnaFTqwxQFCtb0qC5+n1iioXWExHaToHNSP/2MvEvr5ua6DKYMpmkhkqyWBSlHJkYZY+jAVOUGD6xBBPF7K2IjLDCxNh48jaEr0/R/6RVcn3P9e9KxVplGUcOjuEEzsCHC6jBLdShCQRG8ABP8OwI59F5cV4XrSvOcuYIfsB5+wQIvI4x</latexit>
sha1_base64="ka4AKCqIgA/HqOLOLCWzMdXgdxc=">AAAB63icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ6aVancFUVxW6AvaoWTSTBuaZIYkI5Shv+DGhSJu/SF3/o2ZTgUVPXDhcM693HtPEHOmDUIfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjjs6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMrzK/e0+VZpFsmVlMfYHHkoWMYJNJzdbN9bBURm49Qw3mpFq3BJ17qFqFnosWKDdAjuaw9D4YRSQRVBrCsdZ9D8XGT7EyjHA6Lw4STWNMpnhM+5ZKLKj208Wtc3hqlREMI2VLGrhQv0+kWGg9E4HtFNhM9G8vE//y+okJL/2UyTgxVJJ8UZhwaCKYPQ5HTFFi+MwSTBSzt0IywQoTY+Mp2hC+PoX/k07F9ZDr3VXKjdoyjgI4BifgDHjgAjTALWiCNiBgAh7AE3h2hPPovDiveeuKs5w5Aj/gvH0CX7yOcQ==</latexit>

PTFE

<latexit sha1_base64="mieTJ4xSnxakdnxv6Crf/9TwY/0=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkWoCHXGhQrdFNy4kor2AZ2hZNJMG5pkhiQjlKEf4cZfceNCEbcu3Pk3ZtoRtHogcDjnXnLPCWJGlXacT6uwsLi0vFJcLa2tb2xu2ds7LRUlEpMmjlgkOwFShFFBmppqRjqxJIgHjLSD0UXmt++IVDQSt3ocE5+jgaAhxUgbqWcfeRzpoeTpTSJDhIlX00Rk0xOvBivfJr865pPDnl12qs4U8C9xc1IGORo9+8PrRzjhRGjMkFJd14m1nyKpKWZkUvISRWKER2hAuoYKxIny02moCTwwSh+GkTRPaDhVf26kiCs15oGZzK5U814m/ud1Ex2e+ykVcWKi4tlHYcKgjmDWEOxTSbBmY0MQltTcCvEQSYS16bFkSnDnI/8lrZOq61Tda6dcP83rKII9sA8qwAVnoA4uQQM0AQb34BE8gxfrwXqyXq232WjBynd2wS9Y718Y+Z7C</latexit>
sha1_base64="w8KMS1DWg0eWLTQjyLEVIepPWM0=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aUgwSJUhDrjQoVuCm5cSUX7gE4pmTRTQ5OZIckIZehHuHEp/oUbF4q4deHOvzHTVtDWA4HDOfeSe44Xcaa0bX9ZM7Nz8wuLmaXs8srq2npuY7OmwlgSWiUhD2XDw4pyFtCqZprTRiQpFh6nda93lvr1WyoVC4Nr3Y9oS+BuwHxGsDZSO3fgCqxvpEiuYuljQt2SpkE6PXBLqPBjiotDMdhv5/J20R4CTRNnTPLlnejhEQAq7dyn2wlJLGigCcdKNR070q0ES80Ip4OsGysaYdLDXdo0NMCCqlYyDDVAe0bpID+U5gUaDdXfGwkWSvWFZybTK9Wkl4r/ec1Y+6ethAVRbKKS0Ud+zJEOUdoQ6jBJieZ9QzCRzNyKyA2WmGjTY9aU4ExGnia1o6JjF51L08YxjJCBbdiFAjhwAmU4hwpUgcAdPMELvFr31rP1Zr2PRmes8c4W/IH18Q3cD6DO</latexit>
sha1_base64="xSDN1V+FBZoxdU9shJ3YkXyYYQA=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16lKQYBEqQp1xoYVuCm5cSUX7gE4pmTTThiYzQ5IRyjAf4UZc+RtuXCji1oU70Y8x01bQ1gOBwzn3knuOGzIqlWV9GDOzc/MLi5ml7PLK6tq6ubFZk0EkMKnigAWi4SJJGPVJVVHFSCMUBHGXkbrbP039+jURkgb+lRqEpMVR16cexUhpqW0eOBypnuDxZSQ8hIlTUsRPpxOnBPM/Jj8/5Ml+28xZBWsIOE3sMcmVd8L7u6/PYqVtvjudAEec+AozJGXTtkLVipFQFDOSZJ1IkhDhPuqSpqY+4kS24mGoBO5ppQO9QOjnKzhUf2/EiEs54K6eTK+Uk14q/uc1I+UVWzH1w0hHxaOPvIhBFcC0IdihgmDFBpogLKi+FeIeEggr3WNWl2BPRp4mtaOCbRXsC93GMRghA7bBLsgDG5yAMjgDFVAFGNyAB/AEno1b49F4MV5HozPGeGcL/IHx9g1naqK1</latexit>

Time (s)
<latexit sha1_base64="jieR1w/y5vm7NfG2eWwyHLFcJ4s=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBahbkriQgU3BTcuK/QFTSiT6aQdOjMJMxOhhGzc+CtuXCji1n9w5984aSNo64ELh3Pu5d57gphRpR3nyyqtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t79v5BR0WJxKSNIxbJXoAUYVSQtqaakV4sCeIBI91gcpP73XsiFY1ES09j4nM0EjSkGGkjDexjjyM9ljxtUU4y7xrWfgSVnQ3sqlN3ZoDLxC1IFRRoDuxPbxjhhBOhMUNK9V0n1n6KpKaYkaziJYrECE/QiPQNFYgT5aezLzJ4apQhDCNpSmg4U39PpIgrNeWB6cxPVIteLv7n9RMdXvkpFXGiicDzRWHCoI5gHgkcUkmwZlNDEJbU3ArxGEmEtQmuYkJwF19eJp3zuuvU3Tun2rgo4iiDI3ACasAFl6ABbkETtAEGD+AJvIBX69F6tt6s93lrySpmDsEfWB/fcTqYdw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="TE4o05fy75L6l2B9EujWaEMpuig=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8bXqqUig0GITdi1UMEmYGMZIS9IQpidTJIhM7PLzKwQlm1s/AuxtLFQxNZ/sPNvnDwETTxw4XDOvdx7TxBxpo3nfTkLi0vLK6uZtez6xubWtruzW9VhrAitkJCHqh5gTTmTtGKY4bQeKYpFwGktGFyN/NotVZqFsmyGEW0J3JOsywg2Vmq7B02BTV+JpMwETZuXKP8j6PSk7ea8gjcGmif+lOSKh9HDIwCU2u5nsxOSWFBpCMdaN3wvMq0EK8MIp2m2GWsaYTLAPdqwVGJBdSsZf5GiY6t0UDdUtqRBY/X3RIKF1kMR2M7RiXrWG4n/eY3YdC9aCZNRbKgkk0XdmCMTolEkqMMUJYYPLcFEMXsrIn2sMDE2uKwNwZ99eZ5UTwu+V/BvbBpnMEEG9uEI8uDDORThGkpQAQJ38AQv8OrcO8/Om/M+aV1wpjN78AfOxzc0X5qD</latexit>
sha1_base64="AP+y9O6vGXjaFgwNXXg1NYj64Jg=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtFBotQNyVxoQU3BTcuK/QFTSiT6aQdOpOEmYlQQjZu/AVXrt24UMSt/+BO9GOctBW09cCFwzn3cu89XsSoVJb1YeQWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0tc3unKcNYYNLAIQtF20OSMBqQhqKKkXYkCOIeIy1veJH5rWsiJA2DuhpFxOWoH1CfYqS01DX3HY7UQPCkTjlJnXNY+hFketw1i1bZGgPOE3tKitWD6P7u67NS65rvTi/EMSeBwgxJ2bGtSLkJEopiRtKCE0sSITxEfdLRNECcSDcZf5HCI630oB8KXYGCY/X3RIK4lCPu6c7sRDnrZeJ/XidWfsVNaBDFigR4ssiPGVQhzCKBPSoIVmykCcKC6lshHiCBsNLBFXQI9uzL86R5Uratsn2l0zgFE+TBHjgEJWCDM1AFl6AGGgCDG/AAnsCzcWs8Gi/G66Q1Z0xndsEfGG/fv6ucag==</latexit>

Figure 3.13: (a) Surface energy of Araldite 420 epoxy obtained using a force tensiometer. (b) Contact angle measurement of Araldite 420 epoxy on PTFE film.

3.2.5

Contact angle and surface energy of CFRP

An accurate determination of the contact angle was not possible because of the peculiar morphology of P P , T &SB, T &LA, P P &LCp9, P P &LC, P P &LCp11, and
P P &LCp12. As shown in Fig. 3.14, the liquid drops (deionized water) for the above
surfaces had anisotropic and irregular shape resulting in substantial differences in the
Fig Araldite_surface_energy

contact angle as determined parallel and perpendicular to the fiber direction. Therefore, surface energy for those surfaces was not determined. The contact angles of
√ p
γ
√ d ) data points obtained experithe test liquids and the corresponding ( √ lvd ; γlv (cosθ+1)
γlv

2

γlv

mentally for the investigated surfaces (T , T &LC, and T &S) are illustrated in Table
3.6 and Fig. 3.15. The dispersive and polar components of surface energies were

95
finally obtained using the intercept and the slope of the linear interpolation plot of
the above data points, which are reported in Tab. 3.7, indicating that the higher
dispersive character of the baseline T surface was maintained after the treatments.
T

PP

T&S

T&LC

T&SB
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5 mm

Figure 3.14: Typical snapshots of liquid drops (deionized water) placed on surface
pretreated CFRP substrates.

Table 3.6: Contact angles of test liquids on surfaces T , T &S, and T &LC.
Surface
PP
T
T &SB
T &S
P P &LC
T &LC
T &LA

DI water (o )
N/A
99.8
N/A
65.3
N/A
91.0
N/A

ethylene glycol (o )
N/A
74.0
N/A
24.5
N/A
Fig Drops
63.3
N/A

formamide (o )
N/A
81.8
N/A
31.2
N/A
71.5
N/A
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Figure 3.15: The determination of the surface energy based on the Owens-Wendt theory in conjunction with contact angle measurements of T , T &LC, and T &S surfaces.

Table 3.7: Surface energy of treated CFRP substrates
Surface
PP
T
T &SB
T &S
P P &LC
T &LC
T &LA

Dispersive
Polar
(mN/m)
(mN/m)
N/A
N/A
20.42
1.65
N/A
N/A
38.59
9.88
N/A
N/A
23.21
3.46
N/A Fig test_surface_energy
N/A

Total
(mN/m)
N/A
22.07
N/A
48.47
N/A
26.67
N/A

d
p
Both T &LC and T &S improved γsv
and γsv
from the flat baseline T , indicating

potential enhancement of adhesion at the adhesive/CFRP interface, which will be
verified in the follow-up work. Wetting envelopes corresponding to θ = 0o and θ = 90o
are shown in Fig. 3.16, and typical droplets of deionized water on the selected surfaces
are also shown in the insert. The liquids inside the envelope contour of θ = 0o
completely wet the surface. Thus, the sanded surface features the highest wettability
among the analyzed surfaces. Laser cleaning led to better wettability than the baseline
T , but the improvement was not as prominent as that of T &S. The surface energy
of applied Araldite 420 liquid adhesive2 was located between the contours of θ = 0o
2

the determination of surface tension for the liquid adhesive is presented previously.
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and θ = 90o for both T and T &LC. Therefore, it partially wet the baseline and
laser-treated surfaces, while it completely wet the sanded surfaces. Laser-treated
surfaces enhanced the surface energy, but the obtained surface energy was still lower
than that of S. To achieve a wettability comparable to the sanding pretreatment,
further assessment was conducted by performing T &LC multiple times. However,
the resulting contact angles of deionized water on the treated surfaces only slightly
decreased. Moreover, this multi-step treatment exposed more loose carbon fibers,
which made the contact contour of the droplet no longer circular, leading to an
inaccurate estimation of the surface energy.

T

T&LC

60

T&S

Araldite 420A/B
θ=90o
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40
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θ=0o
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Figure 3.16: Wettability envelopes of T , T &LC and T &S surfaces in conjunction with
the Owens-Wendt theory [1]. Wetting envelopes of θ = 0o and θ = 90o pertaining to
selected surfaces. The surface energy of Araldite 420 epoxy adhesive is represented
by the gray circle, and was measured using a force tensiometer. The inserts show
representative liquid drops of deionized water on the analyzed surfaces.

3.2.6

Joint strength by single-lap shear test

The apparent shear strength τmax Fig
andwettability
the maximum failure displacements δmax are
reported in the bar plots Fig. 3.17. It is clear that the apparent shear strength τmax
was independent of various surface pretreatments. While, on the other hand, the

Surface
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maximum shear load P, N shear stress τmax, MPa maximum displacement δmax, mm

maximum displacement
at failure δ
varied
from different techniques.
Among the
T
5463.10±274.01 max
17.48±0.88
0.52±0.05
T&LC
5674.56±133.16
0.62±0.06
tested four
pretreatments,
P P specimens18.16±0.43
had the largest displacement
at failure,
PP

16.86±0.62

0.75±0.07

indicatingPP&LC
the highest compliance
of the joints.
5234.21±148.40
16.60±0.62

5269.25±192.87

0.62±0.06

τmax, MPa

δmax, mm

20

1

15
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10
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Figure 3.17: Summary of results obtained from single lap shear tests of surface pretreatments P P , T , T &S, and T &LC.

The obtained strength values were different from those reported in the literature,
where distinct surface pretreatments usually led to the variation in the shear strength.
Other characterization were also available to assess the bonding quality in shear
tests, such as more cohesive failure within the adhesive layer observed on the fracture
surface [31] or higher failure displacements [136]. Optical observations of failed joint
surfaces are illustrated in Fig. 3.18. To avoid biased conclusions, two examples of
each pretreatments are compared and no clear difference (all are mixed failure) is
demonstrated. In summary, investigated surface pretreatments failed to distinguish
in the joint apparent shear stress and fracture surfaces, but P P was the best due to
the highest failure displacement.
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T

T&LC

PP

PP&LC

12 mm

Figure 3.18: Optical observations of P P , T , T &S, and T &LC. Two examples are
illustrated for each surface pretreatment.

3.2.7

Joint strength by 3PB tests
Fig SLS_fracture

The adhesive thicknesses were measured before mechanical tests, which are 94.2 ±
0.8 µm (P P ), 104.3 ± 4.1 µm (T ), 96.2 ± 3.6 µm (T &LC), and 96.3 ± 4.7 µm (T &S),
indicating a consistent fabrication process. The load-displacement responses of investigated surface pretreatments recorded during three-point bending tests are reported
in Fig. 3.19 (a). The responses consist of an initial linear elastic region, which corresponds to the bending of the SLJs, followed by a non-linear response, and sudden
failure. The initial point of the non-linear response was defined by a 5% offset of
the linear slope, as shown in the plots. The P P global response is also reported in
Fig. 3.19 (a) for comparison. All the T , T &LA, T &LC and S surfaces clearly reached
higher maximum loads and final displacements than the P P surfaces, indicating that
they all outperformed the baseline peel-ply preparation strategy. Since the aggressive laser treatment T &LA illustrated a complete different surface morphology, with
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exposed loose carbon fibers, see Fig. 3.7, its load-displacement response was slightly
different from other three treated surfaces and the following discussion will not include T &LA. The laser-treated (T &LC) specimens achieved a higher maximum load
and displacement than T , while the sanded specimens had the best mechanical response among three investigated pretreatments. Laser-treated and both baseline SLJ
specimens shared a similar region of non-linear response, while on T &S surfaces it
was more extended.
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Figure 3.19: (a) Typical experimental load-displacement curves of T, T &LC, and
T &S. (b) Maximum global loads and total surface energies of investigated surfaces.
Corresponding average surface roughnesses Sa of tested surfaces are displayed in the
chart. The dashed line is the average maximum load of P P surfaces. The relative
increases in maximum load compared to P P are shown in parenthesis.
Bar plots summarizing the maximum load and total surface energy as a function
of the various surface pretreatments are reported in Fig. 3.19 (b). The maximum load
increased from T to T &S almost linearly. In particular, T was 41% higher than that
of P P , while T &LC and T &S were 62% and 89% higher, respectively. The results
Fig 3PBT_SLJ
illustrated a good correlation between the maximum load and the surface energy.
On the other hand, given that the area roughness of P P was Sa = 12.56 µm, the
maximum load of the three-point bending tests was not correlated with the increase
of surface roughness. This is consistent with previous works on the subject which
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highlighted that an increase in surface roughness does not bear guarantee of improved
adhesion [41, 137, 36].
In situ optical observations were employed to investigate the failure mechanisms
of SLJs. Typical observations of the interfacial damage on the various treated surfaces
are shown in Fig. 3.20. The snapshots were extracted from the region highlighted
by arrows in the global responses in Fig. 3.19. The total time elapsed between the
first and last image was 40 seconds. The analysis of the snapshots did not reveal any
significant displacement in the x-direction (shear) at the marked positions, which supports a peel-dominated strain (and stress) field within the adhesive layer, as already
pointed out by a previous study [130]. In order to track the deformation sustained
in the adhesive layer, the final maximum residual thickness (∆fs ) was recorded at the
marked positions, as shown in Fig. 3.20.
PP
Δs

x

T

Δsf =

Δs

100 µm

108 µm

T&S

Δs

Δs

100 µm

T&LC

100 µm

Δsf =

109 µm

100 µm

Δsf =

142 µm

Δsf = 145 µm

Figure 3.20: In situ snapshots of the interfacial damage evolution of different surface
pretreatments. The evolution of the local the adhesive residual thickness (∆s ) is
tracked by the circular markers. The text box provides the final residual thickness
instantly before final failure (∆fs ). The damage progresses from top to bottom with
the total time period of 40 seconds.
The peel-ply texture imprinted on CFRP substrate led to a very rough P P surface
(Sa = 12.56 µm); therefore, a large geometrical variation across the thickness of the
Fig 3PBT_observation
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adhesive layer can be observed in Fig. 3.20. Despite the roughness Sa of the P P
surface, the interfacial damage occurred during the early stage of loading and thus
resulting in the lowest maximum load, as shown in the corresponding global response.
Local analyses, shown in Fig. 3.20, indicated that the adhesive layer progressively
detached from both top and bottom adhesive/CFRP interfaces, revealing weak interfacial interaction. Occasionally, the detached layer bridged the CFRP surfaces at
the edges of the peel-ply texture3 , as illustrated by the arrows. Because of the weak
adhesion, the residual ∆fs recorded during the tests was very low, implying that very
little deformation was absorbed by the adhesive layer prior to fracture.
The baseline T was less rough but showed a slightly better mechanical response
than P P . The detachment of the adhesive layer was mainly localized to one adhesive/CFRP interface, with limited adhesive peel deformation (∆fs = 109 µm). SEM
imaging of the fracture surface (Fig. 3.21) confirmed the local observations since
mainly interfacial failure was observed.
Both subsequent surface pretreatments, T &LC and T &S, enhanced the maximum load and promoted the peel deformation of the adhesive layer, but the failure
configurations were very different (Fig. 3.20). In T &LC specimens, near-interfacial
debonding was initiated at locations featuring abundant loose fibers. Carbon fibers
pulled out from the CFRP substrate were also observed on SEM fracture surface
(pointed by the arrows in Fig. 3.21), which led to mixed failure. Spots of cohesive
failure were also found on the fracture surface where no fibers were exposed. The adhesive layer detached from both top and bottom adhesive/CFRP interfaces because
the randomly distributed exposed fibers prevented localization of the interfacial damage and triggered the formation of adhesive ligaments that connected the separating
substrates. As the opening of the joint increased, the adhesive ligaments induced
extra dissipation through elastic, plastic, and fracture energy; for instance, the elon3

Fresh epoxy is exposed at the edges of the peel-ply, which provides enhanced adhesion (Fig.
3.7).
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Figure 3.21: SEM imaging of fracture surfaces of T, T &LC, and T &S. The residues of
adhesive on the fracture surfaces are highlighted. Dashed lines depict the imprinted
texture of the T surface; a similar imprinted texture is also found on the original
surface (in the insert). Downward arrows show the loose carbon fibers due to the
T &LC surface pretreatment, and upward arrows demonstrate the locations of broken
adhesive fibrils on the T &S surfaces.
gation strain of the adhesive material specified by the arrows in Fig. 3.20 was about
74%. Moreover, the snapshots also highlight a relatively large value of the residual
Fig 3PBT_fracture
f
thickness (∆s = 142 µm), despite the fact that the adhesive was already detached
from the substrates.
On the other hand, no carbon fibers were involved in the interfacial damage of
sanded surfaces, although the exposure of fibers was extensive, as can be observed
in Fig. 3.9. Instead, localized adhesive fibrillation occurred (see the arrows in the
corresponding snapshots in Fig. 3.20) since the adhesive experienced severe peel
deformation (the maximum ∆s recorded during the test was approximately equal to
164 µm). The failed fibrils were seen extensively on the fracture surface of the joint,
indicating spots with local cohesive failure, as illustrated by the arrows in Fig. 3.21.
After failure, the stretched adhesive partially relaxed back and a residual thickness
as large as ∆fs = 145 µm was recorded at the end of the test (last snapshot recorded
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before catastrophic failure).
The observed differences in the failure mechanisms of the laser-cleaned (T &LC)
and sanded (T &S) interfaces were further analyzed. Schematics of the T &LC and
T &S surfaces are shown previously in Fig. 3.10. Due to a thermal interaction between
the pulsed CO2 laser irradiation and the CFRP laminates, only the epoxy resin was
removed. Therefore, some fibers had little support or they were already detached
from the surface matrix, which can be observed in SEM observation of T &LC in Fig.
3.7. Since the exposed fibers were easily detached from the substrate and randomly
distributed on the laser-treated CFRP surfaces, diffused interfacial damage occurred
at the adhesive/CFRP interfaces, as shown in Fig. 3.20. The loose carbon fibers
observed here came largely from the specific CFRP material employed, which featured
a thin epoxy resin layer on the surface (Fig. 3.9). Indeed, related previous work [62, 68]
found that by using pre-pregs with surface resin-rich layers, laser irradiation could
be used successfully to generate surface patterns without exposing carbon fibers.
On the other hand, sanding removed the epoxy resin and flattened carbon fibers at
the same time, delivering an extremely flat surface. The overall surface was quite
homogeneous, i.e., did not display loose fibers, and featured higher surface energy.
This enabled larger adhesive deformation and the nucleation of fibrils, thereby leading
to a superior mechanical response in the three-point bending tests. However, sanding
is neither practical nor viable for the preparation of large and complex surfaces.
The average peel deformation within the adhesive layer, measured from the snapshots such as those in Fig. 3.20, is plotted against the normalized displacement
δ/δmax in Fig. 3.22 for P P , T , T &LC, and T &S. The thickness of the adhesive
layer ∆s was obtained by averaging multiple measurements, marked in Fig. 3.20 by
unfilled circles. The deformation was calculated as (∆s − ∆s0 )/∆s0 , where ∆s0 was
the initial thickness of the adhesive layer. As shown in Fig. 3.22, both rough and flat
baseline specimens (P P and T ) displayed limited deformation, which explained the
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relatively low maximum load recorded during the three-point bending tests. Sanded
specimens exhibited the largest deformation just before final failure; the peel deformation reached 56% and then quickly relaxed to 44% after the failure of adhesive
fibrils. Although laser-treated specimens experienced diffused interfacial failure, the
adhesive layer sustained peel deformation up to 40%. The maximum load recorded
during mechanical testing was slightly lower for T &LC than that for sanded surfaces.
0.6
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( s - s0 )/ s0
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0.4
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Figure 3.22: Average peel deformation (∆s − ∆s0 )/∆s0 versus the normalized global
deflection δ/δmax of PP, T, T &LC, and T &S surfaces. ∆s0 is the initial thickness of
the adhesive layer, while δmax is the maximum deflection at failure.
Based on the maximum peel load, the peel strength of corresponding surface
pretreatment techniques could be roughly estimated. A 2D numerical 3PB test was
applied to a SLJ, as shown in the schematic Fig. 3.23, following the same geometrical
dimensions and material properties of miniatured specimens. The substrate was a 2FigCFRP
3PBT_damage
mm thick unidirectional T700/M21
laminate, which was assumed orthotropic

and linear elastic with Exx = 125000MPa, Eyy = Ezz = 7800MPa, νxy = νxz = 0.33,
νyz = 0.4, Gxy = Gxz = 5100MPa, and Gyz = 2786MPa. The epoxy adhesive layer
was isotropic and linear elastic (E = 1500MPa) with a thickness of ta =100µm.
To reproduce the damage observations observed during practical experiments, where
σ2 > σ1 shown in Fig. 3.23, a round adhesive fillet with the radius of 0.6 mm was
deployed at the edge of the adhesive layer in the SLJ model. Maximum loads obtained
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from various surfaces were employed as the push values P using ABAQUS/CAE
2017 (ABAQUS, Simulia, Johnson, RI, USA), and the resultant stress values σ2 were
viewed as the estimation of the peel strength of corresponding pretreatments. The
estimated peel strength is summarized in Table 3.8.
P

σ1
fillet
Rf=0.6

σ2

Figure 3.23: Schematic of the simulation model for the determination of the peel
strength of P P , T , T &LC, T &LA, and T &S.
Table 3.8: Library of maximum load and corresponding FE-calculated strength.
Code
PP
T
T &S
T &LC
T &LA

maximum load (N)
81.54
115.28
153.86
131.85
102.69

peel strength (MPa)
15
21.5
29
24.5
19

Fig 3PBT_strength

3.2.8

Joint toughness by DCB tests

Responses of investigated pretreatments
Following the local investigation of the peel strength through 3PB tests, mode I
ERR was researched in details. Fig. 3.24 shows the typical force-displacement (loadextension) curves during DCB tests of specimens treated with P P , T &SB, T &LC,
and T &LA. The curve is initially linear, which is corresponding to the bending
of the beam containing an initial crack length a0 . A softening regime then ensues
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the linear portion, which is related to the gradual crack extension. The inserts in
Fig. 3.24 show the mode I ERR GI calculated as a function of crack extension (a-a0 ).
It can be observed that the rough baseline PP and T &SB pretreatments defined the
lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the mode I ERR. For given applied opening
displacement, the T &SB specimens featured a limited crack propagation compared
to P P , thus indicating a stronger bonding and higher energy dissipation. The results
obtained following the T &LC and T &LA pretreatments performed better than P P ,
but worse than T &SB. Moreover, increased scattering was also recorded because
isolated sudden load drops occurred in the post-peak region, especially at the T &LA
interfaces due to fully exposed carbon fibers. CFRP treated with T &SB exhibited the
highest GI (1.13 kJ/m2 ) in comparison with other methods, e.g., P P (0.17 kJ/m2 ),
T &LC (0.75 kJ/m2 ) and T &LA (0.33 kJ/m2 ).

GTI &LC = 0.75 ± 0.10

GTI &SB = 1.13 ± 0.06

a0=52 mm

P
GP
= 0.17 ± 0.02
I

GTI &LA = 0.33 ± 0.07

a0=68 mm
a0=52 mm

PP
T&SB

a0=57 mm

T&LC
T&LA

Figure 3.24: Typical global responses recorded during the DCB tests. The inserts
show the propagation ERR as determined by using the CC method.
Optical microscopy was performed on the fracture surfaces to shed light on the
results of mechanical tests, and the observations of fracture morphology of DCB
specimens treated with P P , T , T &SB, T &LC, and T &LA are reported in Fig. 3.25,
along with a summary plot of the ERR against the atomic concentration of Si. The
observed interfacial failure of the P P and T specimens, which featured the highest

Fig DCB_load
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atomic concentration of Si and the smallest concentration of functional groups, was
caused by the weak adhesive-substrate interactions. Moreover, the T surface had very
low roughness and was less amenable to mechanical interlocking, which explained the
immediate failure and low resistance to crack growth that were observed. The P P
surfaces were much rougher and resisted debonding well, leading to an enhanced
ERR, GPI P = 0.17 ± 0.02 kJ/m2 . Yet, the P P surfaces were the least tough of all
the probed surface conditions. The low ERR probably originated from the chemistry
of the P P surfaces, which could have been affected by the peel-ply material and the
release agent used to facilitate its removal after curing. Because the manufacturer
was reluctant to disclose detailed information about the fabric composition, it was not
possible to investigate this point. The T &SB surfaces displayed the highest ERR,
i.e., GIT &SB = 1.13 ± 0.06 kJ/m2 . More energy was absorbed with respect to the
previous case, P P and T , as verified by the observed stress “whitening” (Fig. 3.25),
which corresponded to a large adhesive deformation.
The laser-treated surfaces, T &LC and T &LA, provided distinct mechanical responses. A similar mechanism as the T &SB surface was observed in the T &LC specimens, which also demonstrated a high ERR, i.e., GTI &LC = 0.75 ± 0.10 kJ/m2 . On
the other hand, T &LA featured a relative low ERR, i.e., GTI &LA = 0.33 ± 0.17 kJ/m2 .
Optical observations of the T &LA fracture surfaces also indicated the occurrence of
failure at the adhesive/fiber interface. Moreover, areas of imperfect wetting and adhesive penetration were observed, which are indicated by arrows in Fig. 3.25. For
the T , T &LC, and T &SB surfaces, the ERR inversely scaled with the atomic concentration of Si. These surfaces can be compared because they involved the presence
of an epoxy or a mixture of epoxy and exposed fibers, while T &LA had a different
morphology, as noted previously.
Secondary electron imaging was carried out using SEM to resolve the details of the
failure process and the results are reported in Fig. 3.26. Consistent with the optical
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Figure 3.25: Optical observations of fracture surfaces of P P , T , T &SB, T &LC, and
T &LA. Crack propagation is from left to right.
observations, the PP surfaces experienced interfacial failure, with limited cohesive
failure occurring, mainly at the boundary of the imprinted peel-ply patches. An
analysis of the baseline T and P P fracture surfaces confirmed that there was poor
adhesion between the resin material
and the peel-ply fabric. The T &SB fracture
Fig DCB_fracture
surfaces revealed the occurrence of cohesive failure, and surface damage in the form of
broken carbon fibers from the sandblasting process. Some adhesive porosity, probably
originating from the high roughness of the substrate and the resulting entrapped air,
was also observed.
Laser irradiation with a low fluence (T &LC) led to improved adhesion at the
adhesive/CFRP interface and some degree of cohesive failure, as indicated by the
arrows in Fig. 3.26. There were a few broken fibers because the treatment led to
partial fiber exposure. An analysis of the T &LA surfaces indicated that, because the
polymer resin was removed, the surface fibers were isolated from the bulk material.
Thus, the crack path was diverted to the adhesive/fiber interface. The weak response
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is believed to be the result of the poor penetration of the liquid adhesive within
fibers and the relative ease with which the loose surface fibers could be detached
from the substrate. Similar conclusions were drawn elsewhere [38], where the full
removal of the surface matrix led to the formation of a weak boundary layer at
the adhesive/exposed-fiber interface, which lowered the shear strength of the joints
compared to laser cleaning. In order to enhance adhesive penetration, an additional
batch of specimens was fabricated, where the applied pressure during curing was
increased from 0.075 bar to 1 bar using the hydraulic hot press machine at the room
temperature. However, the results did not display a significant improvement in the
ERR, since the differences with respect to the previous batch were within the range of
experimental uncertainty. Therefore, the poor wetting of the specific liquid adhesive
on the carbon fibers can be hardly improved by the fabrication revisions.
PP

T&SB

T&LC

T&LA

Figure 3.26: SEM observations of fracture surfaces of P P , T , T &SB, T &LC, and
T &LA. Crack propagation is from left to right.

Fig DCB_SEM_fracture
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Unfortunately, we were not able to compare these results with DCB tests of other
specimens treated with T , T &S, and P P &LC. Calculation of GI was not possible
for the flat baseline T surfaces because brittle failure (unstable stick-slip with substantial load jumps) occurred in all tests. While the test results were not repeatable
for T &S and P P &LC, which are discussed separately in the following, since both
pretreatments illustrated large potential in enhancing mode I ERR but also faced
huge challenges.
Typical force-displacement curves during DCB tests of T &S and P P &LC are
illustrated in Fig. 3.27, with two examples of each pretreatment. Distinguished
responses are observed even for the same surface preparation technique employed on
the same bonding batch. Average responses of T &S, GTI &S = 1.58 ± 0.27 kJ/m2 , is
plotted in Fig. 3.27 (a), which attains 42% lower ERR compared to the maximum
response (shown in Fig. 3.27 (b)). P P &LC achieved even higher ERR and larger
scatter GPI P &LC = 1.74 ± 0.48 kJ/m2 , as illustrated in Fig. 3.27 (c). The maximum
of P P &LC (Fig. 3.27 (d)) is 29% higher than the average response.
High mode I ERR obtained by T &S could be indicated by the high surface energy
and large wetting envelop (Fig. 3.16). Superior adhesion of sanded surface was
previously validated by 3PB tests of miniatured SLJs, illustrated in Fig. 3.19, where
adhesive fibrils were extensively observed under peel-dominated failure process (Fig.
3.20). On the other hand, mechanisms for increasing ERR of P P &LC involved
improvement of surface energy and surface topology at the same time. After pulsed
CO2 laser treatment, contaminants (mainly Si) was removed, indicating an activated
peel-ply surface. Moreover, the role of surface morphology (peel-ply texture) might
promote the mechanical interlocking, which required detailed investigation.
Fracture surfaces of T &S and P P &LC were assessed through both optical and
SEM observations, as shown in Fig. 3.28. Both pretreatments present large area
of epoxy resin residual, indicating a large degree of cohesive failure. Different from
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Figure 3.27: Typical global responses of T &S and P P &LC recorded during the DCB
Fig DCB_load_S_PP
tests. The inserts show the propagation ERR as determined by using the compliance
calibration method. (a) Representative of average response of T &S, (b) Example of
the toughest of T &S, (c) Representative of average response of P P &LC, (d) Example
of the toughest of P P &LC.
T &S, where interfacial failure occurred on random locations (yellow arrows in SEM
observation), P P &LC could interlock epoxy resin inside the patch of the peel-ply
texture. Cohesive failure of the adhesive layer mainly exhibits in the valley of surface
profile, indicated by red ellipses in Fig. 3.28. As shown previously in Fig. 3.5, carbon
fibers were partially exposed in the valley of peel-ply texture, which turned out to be
good anchors for epoxy adhesive.
However, more than half of tested specimens (at least 4 out of 6) exhibited catas-
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Figure 3.28: Optical and SEM observations of fracture surfaces of T &S and P P &LC.
Crack propagation is from left to right. Red boxes highlight the location of the SEM
observation. Red ellipses identify the cohesive failure of the adhesive layer, while
yellow arrows illustrate CFRP substrate surface without resin residual.
trophic failure with limited crack advance length (even less than that shown in Fig.
3.27 (d)). Compared with DCB
of P P &LC, sanded specimens were more
Fig responses
DCB_fracture_S_PP
vulnerable due to the possible heterogeneous surface energy coming from the manual
process and lack of mechanical interlocking. Extremely flat surface profile of T &S
failed to stop fast crack propagation once “weak” bonding occurred. Thus, rough
surface may help to increase mode I ERR and stabilize the crack propagation, which
will be closely investigated in the following.

Peel-ply-based pretreatments
Typical force-displacement curves during DCB tests of P P &LCp9, P P &LCp11,
and P P &LCp12 are illustrated in Fig. 3.29, with corresponding R-curves in the
inserts. Distinguished responses are observed although the morphology modifica-
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tions are small and surface profiles are similar. To obtain clear comparison, the
maximum response of P P &LC (Fig. 3.27 (d)) is also included in Fig. 3.29 (b).
P P &LC and P P &LCp11 exhibits optimized mode I ERR, GIP P &LC = 2.25 kJ/m2
and GPI P &LCp11 = 3.30 kJ/m2 , while P P &LCp9 and P P &LCp12 are less tough,
GPI P &LCp9 = 0.51 kJ/m2 and GIP P &LCp12 = 0.92 kJ/m2 . Results indicated that slightly
exposed carbon fibers on rough surface could enhance ERR, which outperformed that
obtained by more ablated CFRP surfaces.
(a)

(b)

a0=70 mm
a0=60 mm

p9 S2

p10 S3
PP&LCp9

(c)

PP&LC

(d)
a0=71 mm

a0=67 mm

PP&LCp11

PP&LCp12

p11 S5

Figure 3.29: Typical global responses of P P &LCp9, P P &LC, P P &LCp11, and
Fig DCB_load_PP
P P &LCp12 recorded during the DCB tests. The inserts show the propagation ERR
as determined by using the compliance calibration method.
The peak load Pmax of laser-treated peel-ply surfaces, normalized by the nominal

p12 S5
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pre-crack length (50mm), are shown in the bar chart (Fig. 3.30), which could be
viewed as an indicator for the initial ERR (G0I ). Consistent to previous observations,
CO2 pulsed laser pretreatments had optimum processing parameters on rough baseline
P P surface, which are P P &LC or P P &LCp11. Smaller pulse fluence failed to expose
fibers, indicating insufficient surface cleaning, while larger processing values resulted
in too much fiber exposure, both of which were not preferred in toughening adhesively
bonded T700/M21 CFRP laminates.

Pmax (N)

160

120

80

40

0

PP&LCp9

PP&LC

PP&LCp11 PP&LCp12

Figure 3.30: Experimental peak load values of P P &LCp9, P P &LCp11, and
P P &LCp12, normalized by the crack length of 50mm.
Despite of achieved large ERR, DCB responses of laser-treated peel-ply surfaces
were unstable and catastrophic. Optical observation of fracture surfaces of DCB
specimens treated with P P &LCp9, P P &LCp11, and P P &LCp12 are shown in Fig.
3.31. Both P P &LC and P P &LCp11 present large area of epoxy resin residual,
indicating a large degree of cohesive failure, while P P &LCp9 and P P &LCp12 mainly
demonstrate interfacial failure. These
observations indicated that crack propagation
Fig DCB_Pmax_PP
was arrested because of scattered locations of high ERR, e.g., valleys of the peel-ply
texture with exposed fibers (Fig. 3.28). In situ observations of crack propagation
of P P &LC and P P &LCp11 are illustrated in Fig. 3.32, where localized adhesive
ligaments were triggered since the random location of exposed fibers arrested crack
propagation and entrapped the adhesive layer. The bridging adhesive layer followed
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the similar mechanism observed in 3PB of SLJ with T &LC (Fig. 3.20), which was
stretched and contributed to prevent the separation. Rough surface, imprinted from
peel-ply texture, promoted mechanical interlocking and thus promoted damage of
the adhesive ligament, responsible for the large enhancement of ERR. However, fast
propagation occurred after the failure of the adhesive ligament, because large stored
strain energy was released and no successive adhesive ligaments was created due to
the discontinuity of the high-toughness locations (randomly exposed fibers in the
valley of the peel-ply texture). Therefore, the joint safety of needs to be improved to
achieve more stable crack propagation.
PP&LCp9

5 mm

PP&LCp11

PP&LCp12

Figure 3.31: Optical observations of fracture surfaces of P P &LCp9, P P &LCp11,
and P P &LCp12. Crack propagation is from left to right.

PP&LC

ligament

PP&LCp11

ligament

Figure 3.32: In situ observations of crack propagation (from left to right) of P P &LC
and P P &LCp11.

Fig DCB_fracture_PP
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3.3

Concluding remarks

In this chapter, surface characterization and mechanical tests of uniform surface pretreatments were investigated. Processing parameters of pulse laser irradiation were
characterized on cured CFRP laminates first. Then, surface profiles, morphology observations, surface atomic concentration, and surface energy of P P , T , T &SB, T &S,
T &LC, T &LA, and P P &LC were characterized. As a summary, Table 3.9 shows
the surface condition, corresponding roughness (Sa ), and surface energy (γsv ) (the
contact angle measurement is not applicable for rough surfaces).
Table 3.9: Effect of surface pretreatments on CFRP surface properties.
Notation

PP
T
T &SB
T &S
P P &LC
T &LC
T &LA

Surface
condition

Surface
roughness
Sa (µm)
Rough baseline surface
12.56 ± 3.26
Flat baseline surface
3.06 ± 0.84
Rough surface
11.12 ± 1.85
Extremely flat surface
0.43 ± 0.10
Epoxy slightly removed
13.35 ± 2.93
Epoxy slightly removed, fibers 4.17 ± 0.94
partially exposed
Epoxy fully removed, fibers 4.33 ± 1.40
fully exposed

Surface
energy
γsv (mN/m)
22.07
48.47
26.67
-

Mechanical properties of adhesively-bonded CFRP joints were investigated with
various surface conditions. The apparent shear strength was assessed through SLS
tests for surface pretreatments P P , T , T &LC, and T &LA at first. Similar apparent
shear strength values were obtained for these four treated surfaces, and P P exhibited the largest displacement at failure. Then, peel strength values of P P , T , T &S,
T &LC, and T &LA were estimated by carrying out 3PB tests of miniatured SLJs
and T &S displayed the highest bending load. Under such peel-dominant tests, local
damage observations of P P , T , T &S, and T &LC were analyzed in details, indicating
that higher surface energy correlated strongly with larger maximum applied load to
fracture the joints. Moreover, the detailed local in situ observations demonstrated
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that heterogeneous composition of the T &LC surfaces triggered the formation of
macro-scale adhesive ligaments, which underwent significant deformation upon failure. Although T &LC did not outperform T &S, there was a good potential in the
large tensile deformations sustained by the ligaments before final failure, i.e., deformations as large as 74% were recorded with the current experimental set-up. Finally, to
evaluate the mode I ERR of uniform surface pretreatments, DCB responses of investigated surface pretreatments, P P , T , T &SB, T &S, T &LC, T &LA, and P P &LC,
were obtained. The overall set of mechanical tests provide values of GI in the range
of (0.2 ÷ 2.0) kJ/m2 , which is consistent with previous works on adhesively bonded
CFRP laminates [49, 28, 135, 138, 139, 140, 141]. T &SB displayed the highest repeatable mode I ERR due to the combination of efficient surface cleaning and mechanical
interlocking. The role of surface energy could be highlighted by specimens with the
similar surface composition, e.g., T , T &SB, and T &LC. With both epoxy resin and
exposed carbon fibers on the surface, those ERR values inversely scaled with the
atomic concentration of Si. On the other hand, surface morphology or texture could
play a more subtle role in affecting mode I ERR GI , e.g., P P , T &SB, P P &LCp9,
P P &LC, P P &LCp11, and P P &LCp12. Featuring similar rough surface profiles,
obtained ERR values were distinct and complex damage mechanisms occurred, such
as the mechanical interlocking due to the surface texture and adhesive ligaments anchoring on exposed carbon fibers. The summary of joint mechanical properties is
given in Table 3.10.
In general, CO2 laser irradiation demonstrated large potential in providing good
surface pretreatments in adhesively bonded CFRP joints. Uniform laser-cleaned flat
surface T &LC enhanced the joint behavior both in the peel strength and ERR, mainly
because the incident photo-thermo interaction successfully remove the contamination
and activate the surface. Local observations of the damage evolution also illustrated
heterogeneous surface properties, although the applied treatments were uniform. Such
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Table 3.10: Library of joint mechanical properties related to various surface pretreatments performed on CFRP surface.
Code
PP
T
T &SB
T &S
T &LC
T &LA
P P &LCp9
P P &LC
P P &LCp11
P P &LCp12

DCB
GIc (kJ/m2 )
0.17 ± 0.02
0.13 ± 0.06
1.68 ± 0.36
0.75 ± 0.10
0.40 ± 0.09
0.51
1.60 ± 0.46
3.30
0.92

3PB
Pmax (N)
81.54 ± 8.66
115.28 ± 8.99
153.86 ± 10.28
131.85 ± 5.65
102.69 ± 7.22
-

Shear
τmax (MPa)
16.86 ± 0.62
17.48 ± 0.88
18.16 ± 0.43
-

δmax (mm)
0.75 ± 0.07
0.52 ± 0.05
0.62 ± 0.06
-

surface heterogeneity came from the surface composition due to exposed carbon fibers
or fluctuations of the surface profile. Similar effects of surface cleaning could be also
achieved on rough surface P P &LC, leading to an extremely high maximum load (corresponding to the initial ERR) and a superior ERR value (as large as 3.30 kJ/m2 ).
However, such a uniform laser treatment failed to produce repeatable mechanical
responses on peel-ply-textured surfaces, featuring a unstable crack propagation. Various degrees of laser cleaning were assessed on P P baseline surfaces to improve the
joint safety, but more aggressive laser fluence exposed more loose carbon fibers, which
was detrimental to the adhesive bonding. Therefore, the role of surface morphology is
still unclear and requires further investigation, using advanced laser-based patterning
strategy, which will be discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4
Mode I ERR of bonded CFRP joints with laser-trench-based
strategy

In this chapter, new idea of creating rough surface is proposed by using laser-based
surface patterning strategies. Direct use of peel-ply texture, with proper surface
cleaning using CO2 laser irradiation, seemed promising to have superior ERR (as
large as 3.30 kJ/m2 shown in Chapter 3), but the responses were scattered and fast
crack propagation occurred. These drawbacks could not be improved by increasing
pulse fluence of the cleaning laser. On the other hand, the rough surface obtained
by T &SB showed repeatable load-displacement responses and relatively high ERR.
Although peel-ply texture and T &SB surface shared similar roughness value, their
surface profiles were different, which might be responsible for the distinct DCB responses. Therefore, in this chapter, pulse CO2 laser irradiation was patterned on flat
baseline T surfaces to mimic surface profile of T &SB and the resultant mode I ERR
were accessed by DCB tests. The parallel continuous laser trenches, perpendicular
continuous trenches, and patterning of parallel laser-based trenches were applied to
CFRP surfaces, respectively, and their mechanical responses were analyzed through
DCB tests.

4.1

Specimen preparation

Two laser-based parallel trenches were developed, in order to roughen the adhesive/CFRP interface, increase the contact area, promote mechanical interlocking,
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and enhance obtained ERR. The trenches were generated through the vector cut of
the laser printer (PLS6.75 Laser Platform), with a lower maximum traveling speed
vec
than uniform treatment (vmax
=500 mm/s). Therefore, the treatments featured the

same pulse fluence, Fp = 9.08 J/cm2 , to create surface trenches parallel to the fiber
orientation (x -direction). A schematic is provided in Fig. 4.1 (a). In one case, LP 1,
the patterns were made on the baseline T surface; in the second case, LP 2, they
were employed on the T &LC surface, which provided a better mechanical response
in terms of ERR. The centerline-to-centerline spacing between the trenches was constant at 500 µm, which was the size of the peel-ply patch. Furthermore, three different
substrate thicknesses ([0◦ ]4 , [0◦ ]8 , and [0◦ ]16 ) were investigated with the same surface
pretreatment, i.e., parallel laser trenches on flat baseline Teflon surface LP 1, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1 (b). LP 1t1 was unidirectional thin laminate [0◦ ]4 , which was 1
mm thick, while LP 1t4 ([0◦ ]16 ) stand for four times thicker configuration. It needs to
be noted that LP 1t2 was the same batch of tests as previous LP 1, whose substrate
thickness was 2 mm. Results of LP 1t2 were included in this thickness discussion to
have clearer comparison with thinner ([0◦ ]4 ) and thicker ([0◦ ]16 ) configurations.
Apart from the trenches parallel to the crack propagation direction, three laserbased treatment strategies were developed in the y-direction, in order to roughen the
adhesive/CFRP interface, on the 2-mm-thick substrate. Since perpendicular trenches
may cut carbon fibers, different configurations were investigated. The schematic is
provided in Fig. 4.2. A low pulse fluence (Fp = 1.21 J/cm2 ) was deployed to avoid
cutting fibers, resulting in the removal of surface epoxy layer, denoted as LP 90p10.
While the second treatment (LP 90) featured the same pulse fluence as employed in
parallel trenches, Fp = 9.08 J/cm2 . These two surface pretreatments were applied to
unidirectional CFRP laminates [0◦ ]8 . In order to achieve a similar surface condition
as that of parallel trenches LP 1, a third test configuration was achieved on a laminate
with the stacking of [90◦ , 0◦3 ]s . Thus, laser trenches were perpendicular to the crack
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of patterned surface pretreatments LP1 and LP2. (b)
Schematic of the investigated substrate configurations. The same surface pretreatment LP 1 was employed to different substrate thicknesses.
propagation direction which was parallel to the surface fiber direction, named as
LP 1 90.

Fig DCB_Paral_trench

y

interface

z

x
Laser patterning configurations:
laser treatment

crack propagation
direction
fiber orientation

T

LP90p10

laser power: 10%
laminate: [0o]8

d=0.5 mm
LP90

laser power: 75%
laminate: [0o]8
laser power: 75%

LP1_90

laminate: [90o,0o3]s

Figure 4.2: Schematic of patterned surface pretreatments LP 90p10, LP 90, and
LP 1 90.

Moreover, four laser-based patterning strategies were deployed as a continuous
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work of the parallel trenches, and the schematics are depicted in Fig. 4.3. Different
strategies were employed on the top and bottom CFRP/adhesive interfaces within
the same DCB specimen. In the first three strategies, the top sides were LP 1 while
the bottom sides were applied different pretreatments, as shown in Fig. 4.3. On the
bottom side, LP 1 was only employed on discontinuous regions, which had the treated
size of 5 mm. In the first pattern, LP P A, the LP 1 region was interrupted by 5-mm
flat baseline T surface. Since T demonstrated catastrophic response under DCB tests,
other patterns were deployed to avoid large variation in the interfacial toughness.
Moreover, extra laser irradiation was used at the first 0.5 mm of each trench, in order
to obtain deeper region for the anchoring of the adhesive, which utilized twice of
the laser pulse fluence as applied for the laser trench patterns, Fp = 9.08 J/cm2 , as
depicted by red lines in Fig. 4.3. Laser trenches were disrupted by shifting the trench
region 0.5 mm along y-direction, achieving the pattern LP P B. Another pattern was
obtained by arranging blocks of trench regions, which had the size of 5 × 5 mm. This
block patterning is named as LP P B bk in Fig. 4.3. At last, instead of applying
different patterns on top and bottom sides, the forth strategy LP P B bt, used the
same LP P B pattern on both mating surfaces, where the precise alignment was not
required.

4.2
4.2.1

Results and discussion
Surface morphology of laser-trench pretreatments

SEM observations of the surface morphology of LP 1 and LP 2 are reported in Fig. 4.4.
The profile scans along the y-direction were overlapped with the corresponding SEM
images to resolve the surface topography in the direction perpendicular to the crack
propagation. This combined analysis demonstrated that, due to the thermal interaction between the pulsed laser irradiation and the epoxy resin, the actual trench
width was 260 µm, slightly larger than the spot size, and the depth was bell-shaped.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of patterned surface patterning LP P A, LP P B, LP P B bk,
and LP P B bt.
laser cut P75S50
Surface conditions within the trench were similar to those of the T &LA surfaces, but
the higher pulse fluence allowed deeper trenches to be obtained with limited fiber
Fig DCB_ParalP
damage. Fully exposed fibers in the trenches may have provided additional toughening in the form of fiber bridging, as also reported in [71], but this point needs to be
assessed after mechanical tests.
Since perpendicular trenches went across the fiber direction, SEM observations are
assessed in Fig. 4.5. LP 90p10 showed that no broken fibers were in appearance and
the width of trenches equaled to the laser spot size which is 200µm, because relatively
low laser power was applied. While the second treatment (LP 90) exhibited a wider
area of evaporated epoxy surface (400µm) and a narrow fiber-cut region (100µm) due
to higher employed laser fluence, as illustrated in the SEM observation in Fig. 4.5.
On the other hand, since the lamination stacking was [90◦ , 0◦3 ]s , surface morphology
of LP 1 90 is similar as the parallel trenches LP 1 (see the SEM image in Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.4: Morphology of patterned treatments LP 1 and LP 2 under SEM secondary
electron imaging. Typical profile scans and statistic roughness Ray along the ydirection are shown in the insert.
LP90p10

crack propagation
direction

LP90

LP1_90

100 µm

fiber orientation

Figure 4.5: SEM morphology observation of patterned treatments LP 90p10, LP 90,
and LP 1 90.

Fig 8
The profile scans of LP 90p10, LP 90, and LP 1 90 are showed in Fig. 4.6, along
with the corresponding surface roughnesses. LP 90p10 and LP 90 demonstrated similar roughness in both x- and y-direction but distinct profiles. Contact profiles along
the x-direction displayedLP90p10
relatively flat surfaces,
that of T , with several
LP90 similar as LP1_90
laser power: 75%
laserinpower:
power: 10% arrows
points of resin residuallaser
(downward
Fig.75%
4.6), and
a 20-µm-deep sharp vallaminate: [0]8

laminate: [0]8

laminate: [90,03]s

ley exhibiting the fiber-cut region, pointed by upward arrows on the LP 90 surface
in Fig. 4.6. While profiles along y-direction depicted exposed carbon fibers, adding
high-frequent fluctuations on the flat T surface. Compared to the parallel trenches,
we could find that the fiber direction played an important role in the surface morphol-

Figdirection
DCB_Perpen
ogy. Low roughness along the fiber
(x−direction) reduced the modification
of trench patterns, and exposed fibers roughed the surface on the y-direction. On
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the other hand, LP 1 90 has completely different profiles since the surface fibers are
in the y-direction, leading to large roughness along the crack propagation direction
(x−direction) and a flat surface in y−direction.
Rax (µm)

Ray (µm)

LP90p10
(3.08±0.83) µm

(3.92±1.02) µm

(5.51±1.18) µm

(4.25±0.41) µm

(11.23±1.39) µm

(2.47±0.52) µm

20 µm

LP90

LP1_90

200 µm

Figure 4.6: 2D profiles of perpendicular laser-trench-based surfaces, LP 90p10, LP 90,
and LP 1 90.
On the other hand, patterns of parallel laser trenches, LP P A, LP P B, LP P B bk,
and LP P B bt, had similar surface morphology as that of LP 1 showed in Fig. 4.4.
Typical SEM observation of the patterning is illustrated in Fig. 4.7 and the extra
laser cut of LP P B is highlighted as the green regions. Extensive carbon fibers were
Fig Profile_Perpen
removed in the laser cut, leading to a deeper area which has the potential to work as
the mechanical interlocking to better promote the joint toughness and safety.

4.2.2

Effect of laser trenches on flexural stiffness and strength

Before further mechanical investigation of these laser-based surface patterning, threepoint bending tests were performed to evaluate the effects of the surface material
removal on the composite stiffness and mechanical strength. A unidirectional CFRP
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Figure 4.7: SEM observation of LP P B. The green regions highlight the laser cut for
better anchoring of the adhesive.
plate was cut into 40×6×2 mm3 slices, laser
as shown
cut in Fig. 4.8. Five original T specimens
power:
75%
and five LP 1 specimens were tested laser
under
displacement
control using the three-point
laser speed: 50%

bending fixture on a tensile stage (5kN Tensile/Compression Module, Kammrath &
Weiss, Dortmund, Germany). The support span of the bending fixture was 30 mm,
and the displacement loading rate was 0.5 µm/s. Typical global responses obtained
in mechanical tests are reported in Fig. 4.8. Results showed that T surfaces had a
flexural modulus of 71.35 ± 4.46 GPa, and a flexural strength ([142]) of 1.08 ± 0.06
GPa. While LP 1 surfaces had a flexural modulus of 67.61 ± 3.31 GPa, and a flexural
Fig SEM_LPPB
strength of 1.02 ± 0.05 GPa. The results of mechanical tests before and after the
laser treatment are very close. Therefore, the material removal associated to laser
trenches did not induce significant variations in the strength and bending behavior
of unidirectional laminates.

4.2.3

Parallel trenches

Typical global responses recorded during the DCB tests and the resulting propagation
ERR are reported in Fig. 4.9. Parallel laser trenches improved ERR, which reached
almost the same level as the T &SB surfaces (GTI &SB = 1.13 ± 0.06 kJ/m2 ), probably
associating with the mechanisms of crack growth and failure across the patterned
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Figure 4.8: Typical global responses of T and LP1, and the schematic of three-point
bending tests are shown
in the insert.
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Figure 4.9: Typical global responses recorded during the DCB tests and the corresponding ERR of patterned treatments LP1 and LP2.

The in situ endoscope and post-failure SEM observations are provided in Fig. 4.10.
Fig. 4.10 (a) shows the various stages of crack propagation in one LP 1 specimen. At
1 several bridging fibers are visible in the wake of the crack, as well as an adhestage ○,
2 some broken
sive ligament developed following the adhesive debonding. At stage ○,
fibers are observed, while the size of the adhesive ligament is further increased. As
3 more fibers are seen and new adhesive ligathe debonding progresses to stage ○,

Fig 9
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ments are formed as others are broken. Images of the crack wake, captured through
the endoscope, confirmed these observations and showed multiple instances of broken
(downward arrows) and unbroken (upward arrow) adhesive ligaments, see Fig. 4.10
(b). The adhesive layer “whitening” due to the severe deformation of the epoxy and
isolated bridging fibers are also observed. The overall fracture surface from the endoscope image was quite rough because of multiple locations of broken ligaments,
which appeared to have the same orientation toward the crack propagation direction,
indicating a stretching failure of the adhesive ligaments. To zoom into the micro-scale
SEM observation (Fig. 4.10 (c)), the fracture surface featured the broken ligament,
which combined the shear and tensile failure of the adhesive ligament, and the detachment of surface fibers from the CFRP substrate. Such failure process contributed to
the enhancement of ERR. On the hand, LP2 surfaces (not shown) exhibited a similar
failure behavior to LP 1 but more broken fibers were exposed due to the higher ERR
of the L1 pretreatment prior to the patterning.
(a)

(b)

(c)

1

2

3

Figure 4.10: (a) Optical microscopy images of the crack propagation on one LP1 surface recorded during the DCB tests, which show fiber bridging and both the formation
and the subsequent failure of adhesive ligaments; (b) in situ image of the fracture
surface in the crack wake, which shows broken (downward arrows) and unbroken
(upward arrow) ligaments; (c) SEM image of a broken adhesive ligament.
Since the trench was parallel to the crack propagation direction, the crack front
passed through two different surface conditions. Therefore, mode I ERR of the pat-
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terned interface could be estimated by combining two corresponding uniform ERR
using the basic rule of mixture. The experimental mode I ERR reported earlier for
the uniform surface pretreatments was used in conjunction with the area fraction of
the treated materials:

2
1
Gm
I = GI · ϕ1 + GI · ϕ2 ,

(4.1)

where G1I and G2I are the ERR values of surfaces 1 and 2, respectively, and ϕ1 and ϕ2
are the corresponding area fractions. A representative area was extracted from the
treated surfaces, as shown in the highlighted region of Fig. 4.11 (a). Since trenches
developed along the x -direction, the length ratio of the different regions (shown in the
cross-view schematic) gave the area fraction. Based on the surface profile, the depth
of the trench (d) was 50 µm and the width (ltrench ) was 260 µm. Therefore, assuming
an arc shape of the trench area, the corresponding length (larc ) was estimated to be
285 µm. Combined with the width of the “flat” region, lf lat = 240 µm, the area fraction of the trench was calculated as ϕ = larc /(larc + lf lat ) = 54.3%. It is reasonable
to assume that ERR of the trench region was the same as that of L2. Therefore,
the rule of mixture for the LP 1 surfaces was calculated by G1I = GTI &LA , ϕ1 =
54.3%, G2I = GTIc , ϕ2 = 45.7%, and the rule-of-mixture ERR for LP 2 was calculated
as G1I = GTI &LA , ϕ1 = 54.3%, G2I = GTI &LC , ϕ2 = 45.7%. As shown in Fig. 4.11
(b), T &LA, T &LC and T &SB are located on the dashed line because they were
uniform pretreatments. On the other hand, the patterned interfaces, LP1 and LP2,
deviate from the rule-of-mixture prediction, achieving higher ERR than this linear
combination and the same performance as sandblasting (T &SB). The significant enhancement of the experimental ERR compared to the rule-of-mixture prediction may
be attributed to several factors. First, a very rough Ray is conducive to mechanical
interlocking across the crack propagation direction. Second, the detachment of the
adhesive layers within the trench-shape region enhanced energy dissipation through
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friction. Finally, loose fibers weakened the interface, but also promoted slightly fiber
bridging and the formation of adhesive ligaments. However, the improvement of ERR
from LP 1 to LP 2 was not significant, although GTI was much lower than GTI &LC .
Considering the similar failure behavior involving bridging adhesive ligaments, it is
reasonable to conclude that patterning has played a much more important role in
interfacial toughening, which requires further detailed investigations in the following
chapter.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Schematic of the procedure employed to calculate area fraction; (b)
Comparison between the experimental values of ERR (y-direction) and the corresponding predictions obtained using the rule of mixture (x-direction).
Therefore, LP 1 (or LP 2) demonstrated its capability to trigger large-scale bridging of adhesive ligaments. Previous research reported that the large-scale bridging of
DCB specimens could be affected by structure geometrical parameters, such as substrate thickness [109]. By varying the substrate thicknesses, i.e., bending stiffness,
different sizes of the bridging zone were obtained due to different beam curvatures,
leading to larger ERR when increasing Fig
the 11
thickness [109].
Typical global responses recorded during the DCB tests and the resulting ERR
are reported in Fig. 4.12. Since the thicknesses were different for three configurations,
the slopes of the initial elastic part of load-displacement curves were varying. LP 1t1
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and LP 1t2 illustrated steady crack propagation and relatively large average ERR
values. Obtained ERR of LP 1t2 (LP 1) was slightly higher than that of LP 1t1.
However, the load-displacement curve of LP 1t4 showed a completely different stickslip behavior, and ERR largely decreased to less than half of that of LP 1t1 and
LP 1t2, only achieving 0.40 ± 0.01 kJ/m2 .
(a)

(b)
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Figure 4.12: Typical global
responses recorded during the DCB tests and the corFig DCB_load_ParalT_thickness
responding propagation ERR of varying substrate thicknesses LP 1t1, LP 1t2, and
LP 1t4.
In situ optical observations, obtained by manually inserting an endoscope close
to the crack tip, are illustrated in Fig. 4.13. Bridging adhesive ligaments are in
functional during the crack propagation of LP 1t1 and LP 1t2, highlighted by green
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arrows. Extensive “whitening” locations are also illustrated in Fig. 4.13, which
represent the failure of adhesive ligaments, where LP 1t1 presented more expansive
and severe deformation of the adhesive layer. On the contrary, no bridging or failed
adhesive ligament is demonstrated in the in situ endoscope observation of LP 1t4.
Only individual bridging fibers are presented, as shown by yellow arrows in Fig. 4.13.
LP1t1

LP1t2

LP1t4

Figure 4.13: Endoscope observations of in situ damage of LP 1t1, LP 1t2, and LP 1t4.
Green arrows indicate the bridging adhesive ligaments, while yellow arrows point to
bridging carbon fibers.
Optical fracture surfaces of these three configurations are shown in Fig. 4.14.
Consistent with in situ endoscope observations, broken adhesive ligaments are dispersed on fracture surfaces of LP 1t1 and LP 1t2, highlighted by green arrows. These
broken ligaments also indicated crack jumps from one interface to the other, resulting
in mixed interfacial and adhesive cohesive failure. However, fracture surface of LP 1t4
was pure interfacial failure, which implied that thick substrate might eliminate the
formation of adhesive ligaments.
Fig DCB_damage_ParalT_thickness
Apart from the elimination effect observed in thick substrate configuration LP 1t4,
different bridging phenomena could be observed in the same investigation configuration, e.g., LP 1t1 or LP 1t2. Take LP 1t1 as an example, shown in Fig. 4.15, two
bridging phenomena are demonstrated by comparing two distinct specimens #1 and
#4. In specimen #1, no clear adhesive ligament was illustrated from the crack propagation observation (Fig. 4.15 (a)). The white circle highlights an attempt to form a
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LP1t1

5 mm

LP1t2

LP1t4

Figure 4.14: Optical observations of fracture surfaces of LP 1t1, LP 1t2, and LP 1t4.
Crack propagation is from left to right.
secondary crack. This failure in triggering adhesive ligaments is also validated by the
endoscope observation, where only bridging carbon fibers were identified, see yellow
arrows in Fig. 4.15 (a). On the other hand, shown in Fig. 4.15 (b), several adhesive
ligaments were triggered during the crack propagation (white arrows). “Whitening”
of the adhesive layer is also highlighted by green arrows in the corresponding endoscope observation, indicating the failure of bridging adhesive ligaments. Both of these
two bridging phenomena, only bridging fibers or bridging adhesive ligaments, could
be also identified in LP 1t2.
Therefore, after further distinguishing the two bridging phenomena, a more comFig DCB_fracture_ParalT_thickness
prehensive comparison is demonstrated in Fig. 4.16. ERR data points were distinctly
grouped based on the occurrence of adhesive ligaments, black for bridging of ligaments
while white for only appearance of fibers. It needs to be noted that the majority of
tested specimens showed the bridging of adhesive ligaments, and only three out of 13
in LP 1t1 and one specimens out of 9 in LP 1t2 failed to trigger obvious ligaments,
resulting in similar ERR no matter the substrate thickness. As for specimens obviously showing adhesive ligaments, ERR values of LP 1t2 were outperformed than
that of thinner substrate configuration LP 1t1. Thus, when adhesive ligaments acted
as the bridging mechanism in adhesively bonded CFRP DCB joints, it was thickness
dependent. This thickness dependence indicated a non-local property, where thinner
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(a)

(b)
LP1t1 #1

LP1t1 #4

Figure 4.15: In situ side views of the crack propagation and endoscope observations
in the crack wake of LP 1t1 recorded during the DCB tests. Crack propagation is
from left to right in the side views. Green arrows highlight the adhesive ligaments,
while yellow arrows point to bridging fibers in endoscope observations.
substrate thickness reduced
the size of the bridging zone due to larger beam curvature,
Fig DCB_damage_ParalT_thickness_t1
resulting in less toughening and smaller ERR [109].
(a)

LP1t1

(b)

LP1t2

Figure 4.16: ERR data points
1t1 and LP 1t2. Black
3 specimensobtained under DCB tests for LP
1 specimens
points are obtained1-mm,
from 13
specimens
ligaments
are observed, while
specimenswhere clear adhesive2-mm,
9 specimens
white points are collected when only fiber bridging is in appearance.
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It needs to be noted that the thickness dependence of such parallel trenches is
a bit different from that of inter-laminar toughness of CFRP [109], since the failure
mechanisms could be rather complex, including the crack arrest due to higher interfacial properties, crack jump between the top and bottom CFRP/adhesive interfaces,
shear failure of the adhesive layer, and local dynamic fracture process. Considering
the pure interfacial failure occurred in LP 1t4, it is quite possible that more extensive
bridging adhesive ligaments were observed with thinner substrate thickness (LP 1t4),
which was consistent with more severely deformed adhesive ligaments presented in the
in situ endoscope observation (Fig. 4.13) and less specimens with only appearance
of broken fibers. Therefore, the ERR enhancement of LP 1t2 due to the smaller substrate curvature could be diminished by the less formation of the adhesive ligaments.
The mechanisms of the crack-arrest feature and crack jump will be further discussed
in the simulation analysis in Chapter 5.

4.2.4

Perpendicular trenches

Typical global responses recorded during the DCB tests and the resulting propagation ERR are reported in Fig. 4.17. Three investigated configurations of perpendicular laser trenches improved ERR compared to the flat baseline surface T , but the
enhancement could be different depending on the surface morphology, which may be
associated with the crack path deflection and crack re-initiation across the patterned
interfaces. Since LP 1 90 had a different bending stiffness, the slope of the elastic
region was lower than LP 90p10 and LP 90, but it featured a highest ERR, reaching
a similar level as uniform T &SB.
Optical and SEM observations of fracture surfaces are provided in Fig. 4.18. Interfacial failure was mainly observed on LP 90p10 surface, corresponding to the large
load drop and its lower ERR. Detailed fracture surface of LP 90p10 showed slight
CFRP failure, because surface carbon fibers were exposed with the epoxy resin re-
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Figure 4.17: Typical global responses recorded during the DCB tests and the correFig DCB_load_Perpen
sponding ERR of perpendicular laser-trench-based treatments LP 90p10, LP 90, and
LP 1 90.
moved underneath, giving the path for the delamination between surface fibers and
the substrate. While on LP 90 fracture surface, higher degree of cohesive failure of the
adhesive layer was presented, indicating a higher ERR. Based on the SEM observation, severe CFRP failure occurred on LP 90 in the form of breaking the substrate on
the untreated region. This failure in CFRP substrates was unique in perpendicular
trenches, and the reason may be the good bonding between the exposed fibers and
applied epoxy adhesive. Then, crack could propagate underneath the surface fiber,
delaminating the CFRP substrate between perpendicular trenches. This mechanism
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would be enlarged in LP 90 since 20 µm-deep valleys were created on the surface,
which could be validated by the blocks of resin that connected two adjacent deep
valleys on the LP 90 fracture surface. Along with the crack path deflection, the damage inside CFRP substrates further enhanced ERR from LP 90p10 to LP 90. On the
other hand, LP 1 90 exhibited large degree of cohesive failure and no substrate failure
was presented. The main damage mechanism was the crack path deflection and crack
re-initiation. However, no large scale bridging of adhesive ligaments was viewed for
all three configurations.
LP90p10

5 mm

LP90

LP1_90

CFRP

carbon fibers
porosity

Figure 4.18: Optical and SEM observations of fracture surfaces of LP 90p10, LP 90,
and LP 1 90.
In summary, the surface pretreatment strategy using perpendicular trenches was
largely affected by the orientation of surface fibers in the chosen material system.
The fibers would be exposed after the laser irradiation because the surface resin was
extremely thin in the cured CFRP laminates. Since the crack would propagate along
Fig DCB_fracture_Perpen
the path which required less energy, obtained ERR could be viewed as the competition between the inter-laminar toughness of CFRP and the debonding toughness of
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two substrates, where the inter-laminar toughness of cured CFRP substrates was relRP
atively low (GCF
= 0.48 ± 0.06 kJ/m2 , see Appendix A). When the surface fibers
I

went along x−direction, i.e., LP 90p10 and LP 90, the failure of CFRP substrates
occurred, leading to a lower ERR value. While eliminating such substrate delamination by changing the fiber orientation (LP 1 90), surface roughness started to play
a role in determining the obtained ERR, reaching the same level of uniform T &SB
which also shared a similar roughness value Rax . Therefore, surface morphology could
result in distinct mode I ERR, from low values due to the presence of surface contaminants (P P ), medium values because of the substrate failure (LP 90p10 and LP 90),
extremely high but scattered values probably coming from the sharp surface profile
(P P &LC and P P &LCp11), to relatively high and repeatable values (T &SB and
LP 1 90). The control of obtained ERR by modifying the surface morphology is so
inexplicit that we could not decide an applicable strategy, while the extrinsic bridging
of adhesive ligaments triggered by parallel trenches seems promising.

4.2.5

Patterning of laser-trench pretreatments

Based on previous investigations, parallel laser trenches proved to be promising to
toughen the joint and enhance the joint safety, due to the creation of adhesive ligaments. To further implement this idea of bridging of adhesive ligament, four patterning strategies of discontinuous parallel trenches (LP P A, LP P B, LP P B bk, and
LP P B bt, see Fig. 4.3) was proposed to promote the formation of adhesive ligaments and trigger longer bridging ligaments. The interrupted trenches could enforce
longer adhesive ligaments since the ends of trenches may anchor better while pulling
the ligaments. Besides, extra laser treatment was employed at the beginning of the
trenches, aiming to assist in anchoring the bridging.
Typical global responses of investigated patterns recorded during the DCB tests
and the resulting propagation ERR are reported in Fig. 4.19. Large scattering was
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illustrated in obtained ERR plots for all the four patterns, and the average values
were varying from 0.65 to 0.84 kJ/m2 , which were lower than that of LP 1 surface
pretreatments. Although maximum ERR of LP P A and LP P B bt could be as large
as 1.3 and 1.0 kJ/m2 , respectively, the patterning of laser trenches were unable to
enhance ERR higher than continuous laser trenches LP 1.
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(b)
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I
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I
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Figure 4.19: Typical global responses of laser-trench-based patterns LP P A, LP P B,
DCB_load_ParalP
LP P B bk, and LP P B bt. TheFig
inserts
show the propagation ERR as determined by
using the compliance calibration method.
Typical in situ optical observations from the side and from the wake of the crack
are shown in Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21, respectively. Extensive broken fibers were
viewed while the crack propagates in all the four investigated surface patterns, but

PBboth
S1
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only LP P A and LP P B bt triggered a large-scale bridging of adhesive ligaments,
corresponding to higher maximum ERR values. Consistent observations are shown
in the endoscope images in Fig. 4.21, where positions of “whitening” adhesive layer
(highlighted by green arrows) indicate the failure of adhesive ligaments in the wake
of LP P A and LP P B bt. Large number of carbon fiber bundles were bridging in the
wake of LP P B, while less linking fibers were illustrated in LP P B bk since the area
fraction of laser trenches was only half of LP P B.
(a)

(b)

adhesive ligament

broken fibers

PA S1

PB S4

LPPA

LPPB

(c)

(d)

adhesive ligament
broken fibers

PBblock
S1

LPPB_bk

LPPB_bt

Figure 4.20: In situ optical observations of crack propagation recorded during the
DCB tests of laser-trench-based patterns LP P A, LP P B, LP P B bk, and LP P B bt.
The crack propagates from left to right, and white arrows point to the crack tip.
Fig DCB_damage_ParalP
Interesting observations could be obtained on the fracture surfaces. Mixed failure was showed on LP P A and the cohesive failure of the adhesive layer occurred
when the crack front met the flat baseline T , as shown in Fig. 4.22 (a). Adhesive

PBboth
S1
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Figure 4.21: In situ endoscope observations of fracture surfaces recorded during the
DCB tests of laser-trench-based patterns LP P A, LP P B, LP P B bk, and LP P B bt.
Green arrows show failure of adhesive ligaments, while yellow arrows indicate bridging
fibers and fiber bundles.
Fig DCB_bridging_ParalP
layer stuck on the T surface and ligaments were generated when the damage surface
transferred from bottom to top CFRP/adhesive interface, leaving adhesive residual
on the bottom surface which is highlighted by red circles. However, mainly interfacial
failure was viewed in LP P B and LP P B bk but the debonded surfaces were different.
Crack failed at the top adhesive/CFRP interface in LP P B, while bottom interface
was damaged in LP P B bk, as illustrated in Fig. 4.22. On the contrary, LP P B bt
demonstrated large degree of cohesive failure of the adhesive layer, indicated by red
circles. SEM images of local fracture surface are shown in Fig. 4.23, which mainly
focused on CFRP surfaces. Similar conclusion could be drawn as optical fracture surfaces, where failure of the adhesive layer was clearly shown on LP P A and the pattern
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on the other side was imprinted on the damaged adhesive surface. Mainly interfacial
failure was illustrated, indicated by continuous trenches on LP P B, or highlighted
anchoring region on LP P B bk. Failure of an adhesive ligament was depicted on fracture surface of LP P B bt, inferring globally extensive cohesive failure of the adhesive
layer.
(a)

LPPA

(b)
5 mm

LPPB

PB S4

PA S1
(c)

(d)
LPPB_bk

LPPB_bt

PBblock
S1

PBboth
S1

Figure 4.22: Optical images of fracture surfaces of LP P A, LP P B, LP P B bk, and
LP P B bt. Red circles highlight the adhesive residual.

4.3

Concluding remarks

Fig DCB_fractureO_ParalP

In summary, surface pretreatment strategies using laser-based trenches were applied
to CFRP substrates and mode I energy release rate values were assessed through DCB
tests. Continuous trenches were employed both along parallel and perpendicular to
the fiber direction (also the crack propagation direction), in order to promote mechanical interlocking of adhesive bonding by increasing the surface roughness. Four
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Figure 4.23: SEM images of fracture surfaces of LP P A, LP P B, LP P B bk, and
LP P B bt. Green regions in (c) and (d) highlight the area with extra laser cut for
anchoring.

Fig DCB_fracture_ParalP
patterning strategies of discontinuous
parallel trenches were successively investigated,
aiming to achieve a better understanding and control of the bridging adhesive ligaments observed in continuous parallel trench strategy.
Mode I ERR of parallel trenches was assessed at first. The confluence of damage
mechanisms in the laser-patterned surfaces, not normally observed in homogeneous
interfaces, allowed the ERR to exceed the predictions based on a simple rule of mixture. The large interfacial area associated with the trench-shaped patterns effectively
deflected the cracks and generated extrinsic mechanisms of energy dissipation, such
as toughening by unbroken fibers and uncracked ligaments. Fiber bridging and adhesive ligaments provided nonlinear deformation mechanisms which was validated by
comparison with thinner substrate LP 1t1. In contrary to thicker substrate thickness
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LP 1t4, where only interfacial failure was observed, bridging of adhesive ligaments allowed the inherently brittle interface to deform inelastically, redistribute the stresses
around defects, and dissipate energy.
Then, mode I energy release rate of laser-based perpendicular trenches was assessed through DCB tests. The interaction between incident laser fluence and surface
fiber direction resulted in distinct treated surface morphology. When the fiber direction parallel to the crack propagation direction, the applied laser trenches went across
the fibers. Due to better adhesion between exposed fibers and applied epoxy adhesive, LP 90p10 and LP 90 experienced failure in CFRP substrates. Since extensive
substrate failure was observed in LP 90 because of deep trench valleys, which could
be partially responsible for its larger ERR value but still limited by the CFRP delamination toughness value (Appendix A). Besides, surface roughness values of LP 90p10
and LP 90 were much smaller than that of T &SB, which was the target of applying
laser trenches, aiming to elevate ERR through roughening the surface. By employing
a new laminate stacking sequence, comparable roughness and ERR with T &SB was
achieved and the toughening mechanism was mainly the crack path deflection and
crack re-initiation. This observation proved that joint ERR could be improved by
increasing the surface roughness. However, the practical application of perpendicular
laser trenches was not promising, since the CFRP laminate used in this research had
thin layer of surface epoxy, leading to damage to surface fibers. Besides, the role of
surface morphology in enhancing mode I ERR was inexplicit, varying from low values
due to the presence of surface contaminants (P P ), medium values because of the
substrate failure (LP 90p10 and LP 90), extremely high but scattered values probably coming from the sharp surface profile (P P &LC and P P &LCp11), to relatively
high and repeatable values (T &SB and LP 1 90). Moreover, the crack arresting and
re-initiation resulted in unstable crack propagation, making the joint vulnerable to
catastrophic failure.
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Finally, four patterns of discontinuous laser trenches LP 1 were investigated, as
a successive work trying to better control the formation of adhesive ligaments, promote large-scale bridging, and further enhance ERR. Obtained energy release rates
were scattered and of lower average values compared to continuous LP 1 pretreatments. Only LP P A and LP P B bt occasionally created ligaments, and the presence
of bridging adhesive ligaments corresponded with mixed failure observed on fracture
surface. However, DCB results indicated that the patterning of laser trenches was not
sufficient to trigger adhesive ligaments or toughen the adhesive joint. First of all, the
bridging ligaments in LP P A, consisting of the entire adhesive layer, were generated
at the boundary of patterns, which was different from those strip-like ligaments in
LP 1. Besides, viewing the adhesive and interfaces as an integrated part failed to
understand the mechanism of bridging adhesive ligaments, since the top and bottom
CFRP/adhesive interfaces competed with each other to guide the debonding location,
as indicated in the case of LP P B and LP P B bk. Therefore, laser trenches were not
directly related to the adhesive ligaments, and their triggering mechanism required
in-depth investigations.
In general, continuous parallel trenches led to enhanced energy release rate, reaching the highest level among various surface pretreatments. The enhanced ERR was
larger than the linear prediction obtained from the rule-of-mixture, indicating that
new mechanisms were triggered. Apart from the contact area increase, crack front deflection, and surface morphology fluctuation due to the bell-shaped trenches, created
extrinsic bridging of adhesive ligaments which proved to be the major toughening
mechanism. The non-local property of this bridging phenomena was carried out and
results showed that thinner substrate led to lower average plateau value of obtained
R-curve, since the larger curvature of DCB arms limited the size of the bridging zone.
Perpendicular laser trenches were able to enhance ERR in a different way where
adhesive ligaments were absent. Propagation crack was held and then re-initiated
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due to the trench-induced morphology change, and experienced diverted path. The
resin layer on the cured CFRP laminates used in this research was too thin so that
perpendicular trenches cut the carbon fibers, leading to low surface morphology and
substrate failure which had relatively low delamination toughness. Patterning of parallel trenches failed to outperform DCB specimens with continuous trenches, since the
mechanism for triggering the bridging adhesive ligaments was still unknown. Summary of average mode I ERR values of laser-based trenches is showed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Library of mode I energy release rate of various trenches on CFRP surface.
Code
LP 1
LP 2
LP 1t1
LP 1t4
LP 90p10
LP 90
LP 1 90
LP P A
LP P B
LP P B bk
LP P B bt

ERR
GIc (kJ/m2 )
0.91 ± 0.07
1.05 ± 0.10
0.85 ± 0.10
0.40 ± 0.01
0.54 ± 0.10
0.71 ± 0.12
0.94 ± 0.08
0.84 ± 0.15
0.65 ± 0.10
0.65 ± 0.12
0.70 ± 0.13

Remark
bridging of adhesive ligaments
bridging of adhesive ligaments
bridging of adhesive ligaments
stick-slip behavior
substrate failure
severe substrate failure
crack re-initiation
occasionally bridging of the adhesive layer
failure at the top interface
failure at the bottom interface
occasionally bridging of the adhesive ligaments
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Chapter 5
Mode I ERR of bonded CFRP joints with crack-arrest
features – numerical investigation

In this chapter, the mechanism of triggering adhesive ligaments is investigated numerically. The extrinsic bridging adhesive ligaments, discussed previously, did not
necessarily link to the laser-based trenches. As previously discussed in 3PB tests of
T &LC, local bridging of the adhesive ligaments was generated because the randomly
distributed exposed fibers led to large surface heterogeneity. Besides, DCB results of
trench patterns illustrated that bridging of the entire adhesive layer was triggered at
the boundary of the patterning and the competition of two mating surfaces affected
the local damage mechanism. Therefore, effects of different interfacial properties on
the both CFRP/adhesive interfaces needed in-depth investigation, aiming to better
understand the mechanism of the formation of adhesive ligaments.
To facilitate the formation of an adhesive ligament, a novel surface patterning
strategy was proposed and numerically established in this chapter. A 2D finite element model of a DCB specimen was assessed, consisting of a adhesive layer and two
cohesive layers representing the adhesion at CFRP/adhesive interfaces. Two regions
with strong adhesion, i.e., adhesion strength and fracture toughness, were alternatively patterned on the top and bottom CFRP/adhesive interfaces. Since hindering
the propagation of incoming cracks is crucial for the reliability of layered structures,
our aim is to engineer the adhesive layer and promote a R-curve response, where
the fracture resistance increases as the crack propagates. After validating the 2D
numerical model through the sensitivity analysis and its comparison to the conven-
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tional model which deploys a single cohesive layer connecting two solid substrates,
the mechanism of the crack-arrest feature of bridging adhesive ligaments was analyzed in-depth through this numerical model, leading to a design map of controlling
parameters of the proposed patterning strategy.

5.1

Modeling approach

The total dimensions (length by width by thickness) of the simulated DCB specimen
were 250 × 20 × 4.1 mm3 , and the pre-crack distance a0 = 50 mm, as shown in Fig.
5.1. The substrate and adhesive materials were extracted from the authors’ previous
experimental work. The substrate was a 2-mm thick unidirectional T700/M21 CFRP
laminate, which was assumed orthotropic and linear elastic, with Exx = 125000 MPa,
Eyy = Ezz = 7800 MPa, νxy = νxz = 0.33, νyz = 0.4, Gxy = Gxz = 5100 MPa, and
Gyz = 2786 MPa. The adhesive layer was made of a two-component epoxy adhesive
paste (Araldite 420 A/B, Huntsman, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA) with a thickness of
ta =100 µm. The initial behavior was isotropic and linear elastic (E = 1500 MPa)
followed by bulk plasticity up to failure at a critical strain. In particular, after reaching
the yield strength of σy = 27 MPa, the adhesive layer experienced isotropic hardening
until it achieved the ultimate strength σmax = 37 MPa at plastic strain εp = 1.2%.
Linear softening was then prescribed during the post-peak regime until final failure
at εf ail = 20%, as shown in the stress-strain curve of adhesive in Fig. 5.1. The
parameters input in ABAQUS are shown in Fig. 5.1. This specific adhesive property
mimicked that reported in the product data-sheet and related literature [143]. Both
substrates and the adhesive layer were discretized using plane strain Q4 elements
with reduced integration and enhanced hourglass control. Rigid discrete element was
used for the bonding block, where the displacement control was prescribed (ux = 0,
uz = 15 mm), as shown in Fig. 5.2. This DCB specimen was solved using the
standard/static solver while accounting for the geometrical non-linearity (NLGEOM)
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within ABAQUS/CAE 2017 (ABAQUS, Simulia, Johnson, RI, USA).
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0.2

Figure 5.1: Schematic of 2D finite element model with double cohesive layer, patterned with two arrest regions alternatively. The displacement control is applied to
the bonding blocks. Two cohesive layers are included in the model and the crack
is always initiated at the bottom interface. The location of the arrest interface is
illustrated in the zoomed schematic, including the stress-strain curve of the adhesive
layer and the traction-separation relations of both the baseline and arrest interfaces.
Fig 1
Two layers of bi-linear cohesive elements were used at the top and bottom CFRP/adhesive interfaces, with a thickness of 0.1 µm. In order to trigger the adhesive
ligaments, distinct cohesive strength or cohesive fracture toughness values were assigned to those cohesive element. In particular, the baseline cohesive strength (σ0 )
and cohesive fracture energy (G0 ) characterized the behavior of the baseline interface,
while higher cohesive strength and cohesive fracture energy (σa and Ga ) were given
to the arrest interfaces. Two arrest regions, i.e., anchors, with given length b (i.e.,
anchor size) and strong adhesion, were alternatively patterned on the top and bottom
baseline CFRP/adhesive interfaces. The anchors were separated by a gap distance
g. Weak interfacial properties (σi = 1 MPa, Gi = 0.01 kJ/m2 ) were assigned to the
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Figure 5.2: Parameter setting for the ductile damage and damage evolution in
ABAQUS.
first cohesive element on the bottom interface to ensure that the initiation always
started from the bottom, and the arrest features were located far enough from the
crack initiation to ensure that the initial response was not perturbed (see Fig. 5.1).
The crack path was expected to be diverted by this local heterogeneity from the iniFig adhesive_ductile
tial bottom interface to the top interface and thus trigger the formation of a single
adhesive ligament. Since the adhesive ligament could locally lead to mode mixity, a
built-in maximum stress initiation criterion is used, assuming the same critical stress
for each mode. When one of the normal stress or shear stress reaches the critical
value, damage initiates within the cohesive element. An ABAQUS built-in mixedmode law, with one critical value of the total fracture energy governing the sum of
the mixed-mode energy, is employed to characterized the evolution of cohesive failure. To allow more iteration times, the time incrementation parameters were set as
I0 = 20 and IR = 40, while the line search control was N ls = 5, both in the general
solution control manager, as shown in the ABAQUS GUI in Fig. 5.3. To improve the
convergence of the numerical DCB test, a viscous regularization value was assigned
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to all cohesive elements, which virtually added damping during the failure of cohesive
elements.

Figure 5.3: Parameter setting for the time incrementation and line search in general
solution control manager in ABAQUS.

As for the interfacial properties, the stiffness of cohesive elements was calculated
by the Young’s modulus of Araldite 420 epoxy adhesive dividing the thickness of the
cohesive layer K = E/tcoh = 1.5 × 107 N/mm3 . While cohesive strength and cohesive
Fig incrementation
fracture energy of the baseline interface (σ0 , G0 ) and the arrest interface (σa , Ga )
were determined based on Chapter 3, in which the same CFRP laminate and epoxy
adhesive were employed. Fracture toughness values under DCB tests of different
uniform surface pretreatments are listed in Table 5.1 which were obtained in Chapter
3. A toughness range between 0.15 kJ/m2 and 1.50 kJ/m2 was considered in this
work, which corresponded to values that can be achieved experimentally with various
pretreatments. The baseline fracture toughness was set to be G0 = 0.15 kJ/m2 , and
the toughness of the arrest interface Ga varied between 0.15, 0.18, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60,
0.75, and 0.90 kJ/m2 . These choices led to a toughness ratio Ga /G0 within the range
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1∼6.
Table 5.1: Interfacial toughness values of different surface pretreatments based on
DCB tests. P P : peel-ply; T &LA: laser ablation; T &LC: laser cleaning; T &SB:
sandblasting; T &S: sanding.
Surface G (kJ/m2 )
PP
0.17
0.40
T &LA
T &LC
0.75
1.13
T &SB
T &S
1.60

As stated earlier, the core purpose of the proposed strategy is to hinder and, possibly, arrest crack propagation. The chosen set of cohesive properties for the baseline
interface provides more flexibility in exploring the potential crack arrest mechanisms.
Note that, the fracture toughness of the Araldite 420 epoxy adhesive is around 3kJ/m2
[143], which is larger than the values at the CFRP/adhesive interfaces. Since the adhesive layer is tougher than the CFRP/adhesive interfaces, the classic scenario of
cohesive failure within the adhesive layer could not be reached in this configuration.
The proposed approach provided solutions for improving the performance of joints
even when uniform surface pretreatments were not sufficiently efficient to achieve the
best of the used adhesive. Finally, adhesion strength obtained from three-point bending of miniature single-lap joints are listed in Table 5.2 in Chapter 3, and thus the
baseline value was fixed as σ0 = 15 MPa and that of the arrest interface was 15, 15.1,
15.2, 15.3, 15.4, 15.5, 16, 16.5, 18, 21, and 24 MPa. These choices led to a strength
ratio σa /σ0 within the range 1∼1.6.
Based on previous experimental investigations, these combinations could be realized experimentally and could make a viable design space for the baseline and arrest
properties. Regarding the geometry of the pattern, the anchor size (b) was set to vary
between 1, 5, and 10mm, while the gap distance g was changed from 0, 1, 5, 10, and
20mm, inspired from previous experimental investigations.
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Table 5.2: Adhesion strength values of different surface pretreatments based on threepoint bending tests. P P : peel-ply; T &LA: laser ablation; T : Teflon; T &LC: laser
cleaning; T &S: sanding.
Surface σ (MPa)
PP
15.0
T &LA
19
T
21.5
24.5
T &LC
T &S
29.0

5.2
5.2.1

Results and discussion
Sensitivity of mesh and viscous regularization

The simulation model was firstly validated by conducting a sensitivity study of the
mesh and viscous regularization values. The viscous regularization value was employed to improve the rate of convergence without compromising the results. The
corresponding load-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 5.4. The responses were
unreliable when using coarse mesh and large viscosity, such as mesh #1, µ = 10−3 s,
and µ = 10−4 s. On the other hand, using a fine mesh (mesh #3) or small viscosity
value (µ = 10−6 s) incurred large computational costs but led to results with similar
accuracy. Thus, an optimized mesh density and viscous regularization value, mesh
#2 and µ = 10−5 s, were deployed in this simulation study.

5.2.2

Comparison with the conventional model

Then, comparisons among the proposed model, a conventional numerical DCB model
with a single cohesive layer, and the analytical solution were performed to further
validate the proposed approach. Two simulation cases were considered, i.e., uniform interfaces and patterned interfaces with aligned arrest regions, as shown in
the schematic in Fig. 5.5. The linear elastic region of the analytical solution is
corrected by a virtual crack advance da due to the end edge rotation [144], where
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Figure 5.4: Load-displacement curves of different choices of a) mesh, where the total
element number and the time cost are shown in the box, normalized by the total
element number Ne and the time cost tc of the mesh#1 , and b) viscous regularization
values.
s

s
Exx (3 − 2(γ/(1 + γ))2
Exx Eyy
and γ = 1.18
. The proposed double coheda = h
11Gxy
Gxy
sive model and the conventional single cohesive model demonstrated identical loaddisplacement curves, which were the same as the analytical solution, although the
analytical model deviated slightly at the transition point due to its assumption of
Fig 2 double cohesive model could replace
infinite adhesion strength. Thus, the proposed

the conventional DCB model in these simulation cases. In addition, the proposed
simulation approach gives more flexibility and it is promising to investigate complex
patterning strategies that enable the formation of adhesive ligaments such as that proposed in this work. While conventional model with a single cohesive layer provided
limited failure mechanisms on patterned surface B.
In order to obtain the R-curve of simulated DCB tests, a homemade python
script was employed to capture the crack length a. The crack length is defined as the
distance between the loading points shown in Fig. 5.1 and the current crack front
(where the damage variable d starts to be lower than 1) at corresponding opening
displacement δ. The compliance calibration (CC) method, suggested by the standard
ASTM D5528-13 [132], was chosen for the calculation of the energy release rate (ERR)
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GI .

5.2.3

Effect of crack-arrest mechanisms on mode I ERR

Three typical crack-arrest mechanisms were observed through the simulations, which
were grouped as N L (no ligament), U L (unbroken ligament), and BL (broken ligament), as illustrated in Fig. 5.6. Each scenario corresponds to a drastically different
macroscopic load-displacement curve. The differences among all cases are detailed below, and the controlling parameters (mainly cohesive strength and cohesive fracture
toughness) will be discussed in the following section.
The typical responses for the cases discussed above, i.e., N L, U L, and BL, are
illustrated in Fig. 5.7, Fig. 5.8, and Fig. 5.9, respectively. All three figures include the
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NL, no ligament

BL, broken ligament

UL, unbroken ligament

substrate

adhesive layer

baseline cohesive

arrest cohesive

Figure 5.6: Schematics of three typical crack-arrest mechanisms: N L, U L, and BL.
R-curve, energy decomposition obtained from ABAQUS historical output, snapshots
of the crack propagation, load-displacement curve, and the schematic of the crack
front. G0 and Ga represent the R-curve and load-displacement response of the uniform
baseline interface and uniform arrest interface, respectively. Ec is the fracture energy
dissipated from the cohesive elements and Ea is the sum of the plastic and fracture
energy of adhesive elements, which both vary versus the crack length a. The initial
crack length, a0 = 50 mm, is the start point of x−axis in the figures. For all three
plots, b = 5 mm, g = 10 mm, and Ga = 0.18 kJ/m2 are fixed, while the cohesive
strengths are σa = 15, 16, and 24 MPa, respectively. The regions highlighted in blue,
Fig 4 and 75 < a < 80 on the bottom in the
located at 60 < a < 65 on the top interface

figures, illustrate the location of the arrest region.
In N L, when the process zone front (d = 0, blue triangle in Fig. 5.7 (a)) reached
the arrest region (point 1), the ERR GI increased to the value of the arrest region.
The applied load also increased accordingly, as shown in Fig. 5.7 (b). When the
crack tip (d = 1, blue circle in Fig. 5.7 (a)) reached the arrest region (point 2), the
crack propagated again along the arrest region, as illustrated by the schematic in Fig.
5.7 (c). Between point 2 and 3, the ERR value reached that of arrest region Ga .
Then the crack passed the arrest region and the ERR dropped back to the baseline
value after point 3, which can be also observed from the load-displacement curve in
Fig. 5.7 (b). Thus, since no ligament was triggered, the delamination occurred at
the bottom interface and the R-curve response was limited and the energy dissipated
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from the adhesive layer Ea was zero. The mechanical responses of N L were similar
to the conventional simulation model using a single cohesive layer.
top
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Figure 5.7: No adhesive ligament was triggered, N L. a) toughness R-curve with
snapshots of simulated crack propagation, a0 = 50 mm is the start point of the
x−axis, the damage energy from cohesive elements Ec and the dissipated energy from
adhesive layer elements Ea , obtained from ABAQUS history output, are also plotted
against the crack length; b) load-displacement curve; c) schematic of the crack-arrest
mechanism.
In the cases U L and BL, the adhesive ligament was triggered after the crack
tip reached the arrest region and tried Fig
to detach
from the bottom arrest interface
5
(point 2 in Fig. 5.8 (a) and Fig. 5.9 (a)). Since the delamination transferred to the
top interface, which had lower strength and toughness, a short period of unstable
propagation occurred (point 3). After this point, U L and BL displayed different
behavior.
In U L, the triggered ligament could be peeled off from the arrest region (between
point 3 and point 4) due to relatively low strength and toughness of the arrest region.
Both the ERR and applied load slightly decreased at point 4 because the delamination
of the ligament transited from the arrest region Ga to the baseline interface G0 .
Then, after point 4, as the crack propagated along the top interface, the ligament was
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peeled off from the bottom interface. The R-curve shows that the ERR tends to be
double the baseline value, i.e., 2G0 , and the load-displacement response approaches
the response of a homogeneous interface with toughness 2G0 . Since the adhesive
ligament kept stretching, the energy dissipation of the adhesive layer increased as
the crack propagated. The major energy dissipation in the adhesive was the plastic
energy, which was 98.7% of Ea . The ratio between Ea and Ec reached a maximum
value of 13.1% at point 4. The crack-arrest mechanism of U L is illustrated in the
schematic in Fig. 5.8 (c), showing that the triggered adhesive ligament detaches from
the bottom arrest region and the crack propagates at both CFRP/adhesive interfaces.
A similar phenomenon of the bridging adhesive layer was reported in Budzik’s work
in composite/aluminum joints [48].
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Figure 5.8: Adhesive ligament was not broken, U L. a) toughness R-curve with snapshots of simulated crack propagation, a0 = 50 mm is the start point of the x−axis,
the damage energy from cohesive elements Ec and the dissipated energy from adhesive layer elements Ea , obtained from ABAQUS history output, are also plotted
against the crack length; b) load-displacement curve; c) schematic of the crack-arrest
mechanism.
On the other hand, in BL, instead of peeling off from the arrest region, the
adhesive ligament detached from the baseline
Fig 6 top interface, shown as the left part
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of the newly debonded interface in snapshot 4 in Fig. 5.9 (a). Between point 3 and
4, the ligament detached slowly from the top interface and the detached distance
determined the length of the adhesive ligament. As the detachment and gradual
stretching of the ligament continued, the ERR kept increasing and even exceeded the
value of the arrest region Ga . Due to the large cohesive strength of the arrest region,
the adhesive ligament was stretched to final failure before detaching from the bottom
interface (point 4). The dissipated energy of the adhesive layer increased before the
failure of the adhesive ligament, with a maximum ratio Ea = 5.6%Ec . The fracture
energy dissipation from the adhesive layer was limited, which was only 2.1%Ea . After
the failure of the ligament, the crack propagated along the top baseline interface
and both the R-curve and the load-displacement curve dropped back to the baseline
values, and the plastic energy of the adhesive layer kept unchanged. Compared to
N L, which failed to trigger the ligament, BL arrested the crack advance for a larger
crosshead opening δ and enhanced ERR because of the presence of the ligament. The
crack-arrest mechanism of BL is illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 5.9 (c), showing
that the triggered adhesive ligament breaks before detaching from the bottom arrest
region.

5.2.4

Effect of patterning parameters on mode I ERR

Parametric study of different anchor size b, gap distance g, cohesive strength σa and
cohesive fracture energy Ga of the arrest region was performed. The main objective
was to determine the effect of the geometrical parameters and the contrast in interfacial properties on the formation of ligaments, as well as on the enhancement in
dissipated energy. This information is required to ensure that crack-arrest features
created by surface patterning could become practically controllable and eventually
become a viable technology. The simulation results are summarized below.
The map in Fig. 5.10 shows which of the three different crack-arrest mechanisms,
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Figure 5.9: Adhesive ligament was broken, BL. a) toughness R-curve with snapshots of simulated crack propagation, a0 = 50 mm is the start point of the x−axis,
the damage energy from cohesive elements Ec and the dissipated energy from adhesive layer elements Ea , obtained from ABAQUS history output, are also plotted
against the crack length; b) load-displacement curve; c) schematic of the crack-arrest
mechanism.
N L, U L, and BL, is activated depending on the cohesive strength ratio (σa /σ0 )
and cohesive fracture energy ratio (Ga /G
Fig0 ).7 Note that both the strength ratio and
toughness ratio were larger than 1 because the arrest region was, by convention,
stronger and tougher than the baseline interface. The strength ratio is the main
parameter that guides the triggering of ligaments: a small strength ratio does now
allow the formation of an adhesive ligament (N L) (Fig. 5.10 (a)). On the other hand,
the toughness ratio plays a critical role in distinguishing U L and BL. When Ga /G0 >
1.4, the triggered ligament breaks before detaching from the arrest region (BL) (Fig.
5.10 (a)), whereas a small strength ratio σa /σ0 < 1.5 is needed when Ga /G0 < 1.4,
to maintain an unbroken adhesive ligament (U L), as illustrated in Fig. 5.10 (b). Fig.
5.10 (a) shows only the magnified part, highlighted by the red box in Fig. 5.10 (b),
illustrating the strength-toughness map for the formation of the adhesive ligament.
Three typical crack-arrest mechanisms (N L, U L, and BL) are schematically depicted
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in Fig. 5.6; note that these specific values of the strength and toughness ratio can be
varied based on the geometrical dimensions and material properties of the adhesive
layer. A thick adhesive layer needs a larger strength and toughness ratio to trigger
an adhesive ligament, which agrees with the previous discussion by Sills that the
cohesive strength ratio increases with increasing crack-jump distance [104]. Extra
simulation work was carried out, where lower ultimate maximum stress was applied to
the adhesive layer, which narrowed the range of choice of the strength and toughness
ratios in the case of unbroken ligament U L in Fig. 5.10. Increasing the failure stress
of the adhesive material, in order to push the boundary of the U L domain further to
the right, thus allowing a broader design space for practical applications, presents an
interesting possibility for future study.
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Figure 5.10: Critical values of cohesive strength and cohesive fracture energy experiencing different crack-arrest mechanisms N L, U L, and BL. a) is the magnification
of the area highlighted by the red box in b).
Further simulation results concerning the effect of the geometrical parameters of
the pattern and strength-toughness ratios on the safety of adhesive joints, which includes the extra dissipated energy (Ue /U0 ) and the peak energy release rate (Gmax /G0 ),
are shown in (Fig. 5.11) and (Fig. 5.12). The extra dissipated energy Ue /U0 corresponds to the required energy during the whole crack arresting process, while the
Fig 7 resistance to the fracture of the joint
peak ERR Gmax /G0 represents the maximum
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in service. To obtain the extra dissipated energy, the total dissipated energy U was
calculated by integrating the R-curve from a = 70 mm until total detachment from
the arrest region in U L (point 4, highlighted in Fig. 5.8 (a)) or from a = 70 mm until
failure of the adhesive layer in BL (point 4, highlighted in Fig. 5.9 (a)). The baseline dissipated energy U0 was calculated along the same crack length with baseline
toughness G0 . Thus, the extra dissipated energies were obtained by subtracting the
baseline values Ue = U − U0 . In the case of U L, the focus is only on the initiation
and the detachment of the adhesive ligament from the arrest region. This choice of
Ue appropriately represents the initial enhancement of the crack-arrest feature. Since
the ERR kept increase in the case of U L, the peak value Gmax was obtained before
the fully detachment of the adhesive ligament from the arrest region, and then it was
normalized by the baseline toughness value G0 .
The effects of geometrical parameters of U L and BL when fracture toughness of
the arrest region was fixed (Ga = 0.18 kJ/m2 ) are shown in Fig. 5.11. The results
illustrated a same trend in the extra dissipated energy and the peak ERR. In the
case of U L, since the ligament detached from the arrest region, it become clear that
the anchor size b played an important role, while the gap distance gave a secondary
contribution. For example, the extra dissipated energy ratio Ue /U0 increased from
19% to 48% and Gmax /G0 from 133% to 180% as b increased with g = 10 mm in
U L, whereas they stayed constant as g increased with b = 5 mm, as shown in Fig.
5.11 (a) and (c). On the other hand, the anchor size was not significant but a proper
gap distance was preferred in BL, because a short gap distance limited the ligament
from detaching from the top CFRP/adhesive interface, which constrained the length
of the adhesive ligament. In the case of b = 5 mm in BL, the extra dissipated energy
ratio Ue /U0 increased from 13% to 23%, and then stayed constant around 23% when
g > 1 mm; while Gmax /G0 improved from 127% to 140%, and then stayed constant
around 140% when g > 1mm, as shown in Fig. 5.11 (b) and (d). These observations
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are in accordance with the mechanisms discussed previously in Fig. 5.8 and Fig.
5.9. Interestingly, the first arrest region located at the top CFRP/adhesive interface
contributed very little. Only one arrest region at the bottom interface was enough to
trigger the adhesive ligament either in U L or BL, depending on its cohesive strength
and cohesive fracture energy.
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Figure 5.11: Extra dissipated energy ratio as a function of geometrical variables,
Fig 9
with the same cohesive fracture energy G = 0.18 kJ/m2 for different crack-arrest
mechanisms, a) U L, σ = 16 MPa, and b) BL, σ = 24 MPa. Peak energy release rate
ratio as a function of geometrical variables, with the same cohesive fracture energy
G = 0.18 kJ/m2 for different crack-arrest mechanisms, c) U L, σ = 16 MPa, and d)
BL, σ = 24 MPa.
The variation of the extra dissipated energy and the peak ERR were also the same
when changing the strength and toughness ratio between the arrest region and the
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baseline interface, while keeping the anchor size (b = 5 mm) and the gap distance
(g = 10 mm) unchanged (Fig. 5.12). Due to the strict requirements of U L (Ga /G0 <
1.4), only six simulation data points can be obtained (Fig. 5.12 (a)). In this case,
the ratio of fracture toughness was more critical because the detachment from the
arrest region was the major part of the extra energy dissipation. For example, the
ratio Ue /U0 increased from 29% to 36% and Gmax /G0 improved from 147% to 160%,
as σa /σ0 = 1.1 in U L (Fig. 5.12 (a) and (c)). On the other hand, the strength ratio
σa /σ0 was more significant in BL because the ligament broke before detaching from
the bottom interface where larger cohesive strength led to a stiffer arrest region. In
the case of Ga /G0 = 4 in BL, the extra dissipated energy ratio Ue /U0 decreased from
55% to 15% and Gmax /G0 diminished from 220% to 127% (Fig. 5.12 (b) and (d)).

5.2.5

Effect of adhesive and substrate thickness

The formation of the adhesive ligament could be affected by the thickness of either
the adhesive layer or CFRP substrates. Thicker adhesive layer (200 µm) was employed in the numerical model, and maps of critical values of cohesive strength and
cohesive fracture energy is depicted in Fig. 5.13 (b). Compared to thin adhesive layer
(Fig. 5.13 (a)), thicker adhesive layer required larger cohesive strength and toughness
contrast to generate bridging ligaments. On the contrary, thinner substrate is more
difficult to create adhesive ligaments, as illustrated in Fig. 5.14, where the map of
critical values of cohesive strength and cohesive fracture toughness of 1-mm substrate
is compared with that of 4-mm substrate. However, this conclusion is controversial
to previous experimental investigation shown in Fig. 4.14. The failure of triggering
adhesive ligaments may lie in the higher released dynamic energy due to increased
bending stiffness when stick-slip behavior occurred, which was difficult to validate
since the cohesive strength and toughness contrast came from the large surface heterogeneity of laser-based trenches.
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Figure 5.12: Extra dissipated energy Fig
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10as a function of the varying cohesive
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mm) and gap distance (g = 10 mm) for different crack-arrest mechanisms, a) U L, and
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gap distance (g = 10 mm) for different crack-arrest mechanisms, c) U L, and d) BL.

5.3

Concluding remarks

In summary, numerical simulation of 2D DCB models with double cohesive layers
successfully revealed the mechanism of the formation of adhesive ligaments. The
strength ratio of the arrest and the baseline regions mostly determined whether adhesive ligaments can be triggered or not, and three typical responses could be grouped
based on interfacial properties, i.e., N L, U L, and BL. The anchor size and the gap
distance played a minor role in enhancing the ERR value, while the strength and
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interfacial cohesive fracture toughness were more critical. In particular, with small
strength ratio and toughness ratio, triggered adhesive ligament would not break, U L,
resulting in slightly decreased load and rising R-curve. Since both top and bottom
CFRP/adhesive interfaces would fail due to the bridging ligament, the ultimate ERR
value would be 2G0 , while the damage, plasticity, and elastic energy stored within the
thickness_substrate
ligament. In the third type of Fig
response,
BL could be affected by the gap distance and
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the strength ratio, because short gap or large strength limited the length of ligaments,
ending up with smaller ERR. Moreover, the formation of adhesive ligaments would be
eliminated by the thicker adhesive layer or thinner CFRP substrate. Therefore, the
proposed DCB model is promising in designing adhesively bonded composite joints
with enhance ERR, which still requires experimental validation.
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Chapter 6
Mode I ERR of bonded CFRP joints with crack-arrest
features – experimental investigation

In this chapter, the mechanism of triggering adhesive ligaments is investigated experimentally through DCB configuration. Numerical results of the proposed patterning
strategy (Chapter 5) was promising but needed experimental validation. Two laserbased surface pretreatments, LA and LC, were patterned on two baseline surfaces, T
and P P . Both single and multiple proposed features were deployed and mechanical
responses were experimentally evaluated. Moreover, partitions of obtained ERR were
analyzed in detail to gain good understanding of the bridging of adhesive ligaments.
More importantly, global responses of experimental investigations were compared to
numerical results aiming to validate the damage mechanism concluded in Chapter 5.

6.1

Specimen preparation

Laser-based surface patterning was investigated through DCB tests to access the
mode I mechanical responses and the mechanism of the formation of adhesive ligaments. In order to obtain pure interfacial properties of T &LA and T &LC, thicker
adhesive layer (200µm) was employed to DCB specimens, with uniform pulsed CO2
laser treatments employed on flat T baseline surfaces. As shown in Fig. 6.1, after
the uniform pretreatments, single inclusion of the surface patterning was deployed,
with the anchor size of 5 mm and gap distance of 5 mm. The treatment LC was used
for the two arrest interfaces on two mating CFRP substrates (dark green regions in
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Fig. 6.1), and the gap distance means the spacing between these two highlighted
regions. This single patterning was denoted as SP 5 in this work. Then, multiple
arrest regions were applied alternatively to both CFRP substrates following the same
patterning strategy, with a fixed size of 5 mm. Three patterns were deployed to the
entire mating surfaces, named M P 2, M P 5, and M P 10 for the gap distance varying
from 2.5, 5, to 10 mm, respectively. Moreover, M P 5 was also applied to P P baseline
surface with the patterning of P P &LA and P P &LC. Monotonic displacement control, at a rate of 0.5 mm/min, was used in DCB tests in this section. Displacement
limit was set up to 75 mm or the final failure of the whole specimen.
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Figure 6.1: Schematics of DCB tests of surface patterning of LA and LC.
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6.2
6.2.1

Results and discussion
Surface morphology of patterning on flat and rough
baseline surfaces

The optical observations and surface profiles, obtained by contact profilometry, are
illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Profiles show that the laser treatment would not introduce
surface morphology variation, but P P &LC led to around 20 µm average height differences, as shown in Fig. 6.2, which may help to promote the triggering of adhesive
ligaments. Thus, laser-based patterning was deployed on P P surface, with the size
of arrest interface of 5 mm and gap distance of 5 mm.
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Figure 6.2: Optical observation and corresponding surface profiles of T &LA/T &LC
and P P &LA/P P &LC patterning. The highlighted regions are the arrest region LC
with the size of 5 mm.

6.2.2

Effect of single crack-arrest region

Uniform laser pretreatments T &LA and T &LC demonstrated average mode I ERR
values of 0.28 ± 0.04 and 0.25 ± 0.05 kJ/m2 under DCB tests, respectively. Since the
cohesive strength value of T &LC was much higher than that of LA, based on 3PB
tests of SLJs summarized in Table 5.2, previous simulation investigation indicated
Fig surface_PP_pattern 10
that adhesive ligaments could be triggered when patterning was employed. To validate the numerical prediction, single patterning SP 5 was investigated through DCB
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tests. Typical load-displacement response and corresponding ERR of SP 5 are illustrated in Fig. 6.3, compared with the responses of uniform pretreatments T &LA and
T &LC. Load-displacement curves of both uniform pretreatments demonstrate stickslip behaviors, which may due to the surface heterogeneity after laser treatments.
Obtained ERR of T &LC was much more scattered than that of LA, varying from
0.20 to 0.38 kJ/m2 . This large variation came from a high surface heterogeneity, since
partially exposed surface carbons could be loose due to the removal of the supporting
epoxy resin, as discussed previously in 3PB tests in Chapter 4. Thus, compared to
LA, which was employed as the control treatment during the following patterning
strategy, T &LC led to a higher interfacial strength but varying toughness value, that
is, sometimes lower while mostly slightly higher. After applying the single pattern,
the crack is arrested and the applied load is greatly increased, while ERR is elevated
to twice of the control surface T &LA. The enhancement of ERR affects longer crack
length than the anchor size, indicating a successful formation of the adhesive ligament
which was observed from the side of DCB specimens.
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Figure 6.3: Typical load-displacement curve and the corresponding ERR of single
patterning SP 5. Typical global responses of uniform LA and LC are also illustrated
for comparison.
A typical load-displacement response and corresponding ERR of SP 5 are illustrated in Fig. 6.4, where the green area highlights the position of the arrest regions.
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After applying the single pattern, the crack is arrested and the applied load is sub-
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stantially increased, while ERR is elevated to twice that of the control surface LA,
indicating the successful formation of the adhesive ligament. The obtained ERR could
be decomposed into the interface delamination part Gd , the request energy for the
bridging ligament Gl , and the kinetic part Gk , G = Gd + Gl − Gk [100]. Since Gk was
no more than 10% of total ERR G under the quasi-static loading condition, it will
not be included in the following discussion [100]. The total energy required for crack
propagation (Ut ) can be obtained as follows,

Ut =

Z

af

G(a)bda =

Z

af

a0

a0

Gd (a)bda +

Z

af

Gl (a)bda,

(6.1)

a0

where b=20 mm is the width of the DCB specimen, and a is the projected crack length.
The corresponding values a0 and af are shown in Fig. 6.4 (a). As depicted in Fig. 6.4
(b) and (c), after the primary crack is stopped by the arrest interface (green region)
at point 1, a secondary crack is nucleated at the top interface and quickly propagates
both backwards (at2 ) and forwards (at3 ), thus generating an adhesive ligament (point
2). As the secondary crack propagates at the top interface, the triggered adhesive
ligament holds the separating arms and ERR increases to form an R-curve response.
The backward advance (at2 ) only occurs during the initiation of the secondary crack,
which determines the length of the activated ligament (around 3 mm). The projected
crack length could be decomposed into a = ab1 +ab2 +at3 , as schematized in Fig. 6.4 (c).
The obtained Ut includes the energy dissipated from the detachment of the adhesive
layer Ud , and the strain energy stored in the adhesive ligament (Ul ) prior to failure
at a = af . Ud was estimated to segregate the latter contribution by multiplying the
actual delaminated interfacial area by the average toughness GLA = 0.28 kJ/m2 , i.e.,

Ud =

Z

af

a0

Gd (a)bda = GLA · b · ã,

(6.2)

where ã = ab1 + ab2 + at2 + at3 is the actual length of the delaminated top and bottom
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interfaces (Fig. 6.4 (c)). Finally, the interface delamination ERR Gd was calculated
by the incremental Ud with respect to the area of projected crack growth,

Gd =
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Figure 6.4: (a) R-curve, fracture surface, and integrated energy evolution Ut of SP 5.
(b) In situ corresponding crack propagation observed from the side of the DCB
Fig energy_SP5 3
specimen. The cyan arrow points to the arrest crack front while the white arrow
indicates the recorded crack front. (c) Schematic of the decomposition of the crack
length. The arrest regions LC are highlighted in green while the backward crack
propagation is shown by the yellow arrow in both (b) and (c).
Before point 2 depicted in Fig. 6.4, the total required energy Ut , as integrated
from the R-curve, and the dissipated energy of the interface Ud are identical, while Gd
illustrates a slight increase due to delamination of both the top and bottom interfaces
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when initiating the secondary crack. Then, the adhesive ligament is stretched as the
crack propagates and the extra elastoplastic energy is stored. Thus, the incremental
Ut starts to deviate from the pure dissipation of CFRP/adhesive interfaces up to point
4. If we consider point 2 as the initiation point, the difference between Ut and Ud up
to the point of ligament fracture can be as large as ≈ 74.7%.
Based on our previous numerical investigations in Chapter 5, we found that plastic
deformation and damage within the adhesive layer was rather limited, approximately
5% of Ud ; thus, a portion of the external energy was stored in the form of elastic
energy within the bridging ligament, which was more than 62% of the controlled dissipated energy from the delamination of CFRP/adhesive interfaces. The experimental
observations presented here indeed confirm the sudden release of this stored elastic
energy. The occurrence of fast propagation upon fracture of the bridging ligament is
denoted by point 4 in Fig. 6.4. Notice that failure occurs due to the bending and
stretching of the ligament, leading to a large drop in the ERR curves. Further note
that the arrest region LC does not contribute to the ERR, but only in the creation
and anchoring of adhesive ligaments.
Optical observation of fracture surface is also shown in Fig. 6.3, where generated
adhesive ligament is only half of the total width of the specimen. This fracture
surface observation was varied for different specimens since T &LC led to randomly
distributed loose fibers which was detrimental to the adhesion, as discussed in Chapter
4, resulting in scattered maximum ERR values.

6.2.3

Effect of multiple crack-arrest regions

Mechanical responses of multiple patterning of T &LA and T &LC are presented in
Fig. 6.5 for different gap distances. Global responses of the single patterning SP 5
is also included as a comparison. All four load-displacement curves illustrate similar
response to T &LA at the beginning since a 20-mm long uniform area was employed.
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When the gap distance was 2.5 mm, M P 2, three or four ligaments were viewed holding
the separating arms, leading to the highest load-displacement curve and enhanced
ERR. The plateau value of the R-curve, averaged by six tested specimens, was 1.01 ±
0.17 kJ/m2 , but R-curve could reach a maximum value, for example, up to 1.40 kJ/m2 ,
as shown in Fig. 6.5. Two adhesive ligaments were observed in the bridging of M P 5
(observations shown later), and a relatively clear plateau of the R-curve is illustrated,
with an average value of 0.89 ± 0.07 kJ/m2 . When the gap distance further increased
to 10 mm, the toughening of adhesive ligaments was reduced, leading to an average
R-curve plateau value of 0.72 ± 0.12 kJ/m2 as presented in Fig. 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Typical load-displacement curve and the corresponding ERR of multiple
patterning M P 2, M P 5, and M P 10. Dash lines indicate the average of plateau values
of R-curves, while the plateau regions are highlighted in shaded areas. Typical global
responses of SP 5 are also illustrated for comparison.
Comparison of the system required energy Ut and interfacial dissipated energy Ud
is depicted for M P 2 in Fig. 6.6, along with in situ observations of crack propagation
from the side. Since this energy comparison of M P 2, M P 5, and M P 10 induced
similar observations, only that of M P 2 was discussed in detail. After initiating from
T gap=5mm

point 1, large-scale bridging phenomena is illustrated in Fig. 6.6. The increase
part of the obtained R-curve has a size around 30 mm, representing a progressively
Fig DCB_MP
4 ligaments up to three ligaments
expanded bridging zone through creating
adhesive

holding at the same time. The toughening in ERR was consistent with the single
patterning SP 5. Then, the R-curve reaches a high plateau value after point 3 and
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a slight ERR drop is presented since only partial ligament was created. Besides,
due to the small gap distance (2.5 mm), the bridging ligament can be peeled off
backward to the previous arrest region located on the opposite interface, highlighted
by the red circle in the observation of point 5 in Fig. 6.6. A larger enhancement is
depicted at point 6, because four ligaments are functioning simultaneously. Finally,
the breakage of ligaments occurs at point 7 and catastrophic failure follows. Starting
from the point 1, the incremental Ut largely increases and deviates from the pure
dissipation of CFRP/adhesive interfaces, ending up with 162.9% higher than Ud (i.e.,
(∆Ut − ∆Ud )/∆Ud = 162.9%), indicating more than 156% strain energy stored in
bridging ligaments. Thus, triggered adhesive ligaments could greatly promote ERR
in the investigated DCB joint system when more ligaments bridged the separating
arms. First of all, the bridging ligaments could lead to multiple damaged interfaces,
resulting in higher ERR values when the crack front propagated. Moreover, as shown
in the comparison of the integrated required energy and the interfacial dissipated
energy, a large amount of strain energy was required when bending and stretching
multiple adhesive ligaments while propagating crack.
Typical DCB responses of M P 5 and the corresponding crack propagation observations are summarized in Fig. 6.7. Two adhesive ligaments are observed in the
bridging phenomena, but no connection is viewed between adjacent arrest regions
through bridging ligaments as those in smaller gap distance (Fig. 6.6). Also, on
the fracture surface, a partial ligament could be viewed, which is also shown in a
3D reconstructed bridging model in Fig. 6.8. The 3D bridging model was obtained
by inverse reconstructing projection images which were captured under the X-ray
scanning. Three sliced images were chosen at different xz-cross sections to illustrate
various parts of the bridging ligament. Highlighted by red arrows, the bridging ligament was not failed at the same time. At the plane 1, the adhesive ligament still held
the separating arms. However, it was completed fractured and no longer functional
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Figure 6.6: (a) R-curve, fracture surface, and integrated energy evolution Ut of M P 2.
(b) In situ corresponding crack propagation observed from the side of the DCB
specimen. The arrest regions T &LC are highlighted in green and yellow arrows
indicate positions of the crack tip.
T gap=2.5mm

at the cross section plane 3. These
situ CT observations
showed clearly the partial
FigexDCB_MP_2p5
5
generated adhesive ligament in M P 5.
Typical crack propagation observation of multiple inclusions of T &LA and T &LC
patterning, with the gap distance equals to 10 mm, are presented in Fig. 6.9. Only
one adhesive ligament is viewed at the same time, resulting in a similar plateau value
to single pattering. Due to surface heterogeneity of LC treatment, the formation of
adhesive ligaments was not consistent. As shown in the fracture surface in Fig. 6.9,
partial ligament is triggered. Also, the red circle in the image of point 3 demonstrates
that the arrest interface T &LC (green region) fails to trigger a ligament, ending up
with single ligament bridging. In other specimens with 10-mm gap distance, two
adhesive ligaments can be triggered, leading to a similar toughening as the 5-mm
gap distance discussed previously. Thus, this variation in the number of bridging
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ligaments gave a relatively high average R-curve plateau value and a relatively large
scattering, and the value 0.72 ± 0.12 kJ/m2 was very close to that of M P 5.

6.2.4

Effect of the surface heterogeneity

As discussed previously, due to surface heterogeneity of T &LC, the formation of
adhesive ligaments was scattered. The arrest region may trigger partial ligament,
or even fail to generate the adhesive ligament. One explanation could be the large
surface heterogeneity due to the partially exposed fibers, as shown in 3PB tests in
Chapter 3, which led to ERR of uniform T &LC DCB tests varied from 0.20 to 0.38
kJ/m2 . Numerical investigation was performed to further understand the effect of this
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Figure 6.8: A 3D reconstructed bridging model obtained from X-ray CT scan of
M P 5. Three sliced images, at different xz-cross sections highlighted by the dashed
lines, illustrate that part of the bridging ligament has already failed, pointed by the
red arrows.
surface heterogeneity. 2D finite element DCB model, with double cohesive layers, was
Fig DCB_CT_gap_5
employed using ABAQUS/CAE 2017. The detailed information was listed in previous
numerical research in Chapter 5. In the model, the adhesive thickness was 200 µm
and the patterning of T &LA and T &LC was deployed. T &LA was the control surface
with the interfacial strength of 19 MPa (Table 5.2) and fracture toughness of 0.28
kJ/m2 obtained previously. As the arrest region, the interfacial strength of T &LC
was 24.5 MPa (Table 5.2), while the toughness value varied between 0.20 and 0.38
kJ/m2 to represent the surface heterogeneity.
However, since average ERR of T &LC was slightly smaller than that of T &LA,
numerical results illustrate that the adhesive ligament detaches from the arrest region
T &LC, while the ligament mainly detached from the control T &LA region during
experiment tests, as depicted in Fig. 6.10 (a) and (b). In experimental bridging phenomena (Fig. 6.10 (a)), the produced ligament was held on the arrest region T &LC
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Figure 6.9: (a) Typical global responses and the corresponding ERR of multiple
patterning of T &LA and T &LC with the gap distance of 10 mm. Two dashed lines
indicate the ERR of T &LA baseline and the average plateau value, respectively. The
cyan arrow points to the partial ligament,
while the yellow arrow shows the location
T gap=10mm
which failed to trigger a ligament. (b) In situ observations of crack propagation from
the side of the DCB specimen. The arrest regions T &LC are highlighted in green
and yellow arrows indicate positions of the crack tip.
Fig DCB_gap_10 6
and detached backwards from the control treatment T &LA on the top interface, while
numerical results illustrated that the ligament was anchored on the top interface and
only detached from T &LC on the bottom side (Fig. 6.10 (b)).
To further illustrate the effect of arrest ERR on the local damage mechanisms,
both lowest and highest ERR values were deployed in the numerical model. When
the arrest region has a smaller toughness value, i.e., GLC = 0.20 < GLA , the created
ligament would delaminate from the arrest region, as shown in Fig. 6.10 (c). While
larger toughness of the arrest region (GLC = 0.38 > GLA ) leads to the backward
peeling off on the top interface (Fig. 6.10 (d)). Numerical responses were compared
to experimental results, as depicted both in Fig.6.11. Both global responses capture
the same transition point of the creation of the adhesive ligament as the experimental
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Figure 6.10: Observations of the local ligament damage among the experimental result
(a) and numerical investigations with arresting toughness values, GT &LC = (b) 0.25,
(c) 0.20, and (d) 0.38 kJ/m2 .
results. Instead of experiencing a fast load drops and increase, simulation results show
gradual variation when the ligament is created and stretched, ending up with the same
level of maximum loads and ERR values. Therefore, surface heterogeneity determined
the local damage mechanisms of bridging ligaments and polluted the formation of
Fig DCB_simulation_damage 7
adhesive ligaments, resulting in partial generated ligaments or even failure of the
formation of adhesive ligaments, as indicated in Fig.6.11 (c) and (f).
In order to achieve more repeatable bridging ligaments, the same LA and LC patterning strategy was applied to rough baseline surface P P . Typical load-displacement
curve and ERR are illustrated in Fig. 6.12, along with in situ observation of crack
propagation from the side of the DCB specimen. Fracture surfaces of tested specimens are illustrated in Fig. 6.13, along with the corresponding schematic of the
surface patterning. The cyan dashed lines clearly highlight the locations of broken
adhesive ligaments, with a spacing distance of 10 mm. When the crack front met
the arrest region P P &LC, for example point a in Fig. 6.13, a secondary crack was
initiated at the opposite surface, i.e., point b, and the full adhesive ligament was
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Figure 6.11: Comparison between experimental responses and numerical results using
two cohesive fracture toughness values of the arrest region. The selected toughness
values are the lowest and the highest values obtained from uniform LC DCB tests, (a)
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Fig DCB_simulation_load 8
generated. Thus, the height difference of the patterning on P P surfaces was proved

to be efficient to achieve stable and controllable ligament formation.

6.2.5

Comparison between numerical and experimental results

The further comparison between experimental and numerical results was assessed as
follows. In terms of global responses, numerical simulations could experience either
lower ERR or similar level of enhancement as experimental responses. When changing
the adhesive properties, such as Young’s modulus, maximum stress, or ultimate failure strain, bridging ligaments would fail at different length, as illustrated in Fig.6.14,
resulting in distinct maximum ERR values. Longer ligament length could be obtained
numerically through decreasing the Young’s modulus, increasing the plastic strain,
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Figure 6.13: (a) Fracture surfaces of DCB specimens with P P &LA/P P &LC patterning. Dash cyan lines highlight the breakage location of the adhesive layer. (b)
Schematic of the surface patterning of the chosen region, highlighted in the red box
on the fracture surface.

0.39kJ/m2

or enhancing the failure strain of the adhesive materials, which, in practice, may be
largely affected by the air bubbles trapped during curing. Thus, the governing pa-
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rameter for load-displacement response and obtained ERR is the length of generated
adhesive ligament. Longer ligaments could store more strain energy and delaminate
extra CFRP/adhesive interfaces, leading to a higher maximum ERR value.
(a)

(b)
length 1.6 mm

length 5.4 mm

Figure 6.14: Comparison of different final ligament lengths obtained using the same
arrest ERR value of 0.38 kJ/m2 , (a) 1.6 mm, and (b) 5.4 mm.
Multiple adhesive ligaments were also achieved numerically. Following the same
geometrical parameters, the anchor size was fixed as 5 mm, with varying gap distance
of 2.5, 5, and 10 mm. The load-displacement responses and R-curves are illustrated in
Fig.6.15, which mimic well with responses obtained in experimental DCB tests from
the beginning (dash line in Fig.6.15), but deviates to lower loads and ERR plateau
values.

6.3

Fig DCB_simulation_length
Concluding remarks

In summary, the same surface patterning strategy was validated experimentally in
this chapter, which was proposed numerically in Chapter 5. Experimental DCB tests
proved that the proposed patterning strategy successfully triggered through-width
adhesive ligaments. For the single patterning, clear R-curve could be obtained and
the plateau value could be two times higher than the baseline ERR, which mainly
came from the strain energy stored within the bridging adhesive ligament. Moreover, multiple patterning largely enhanced ERR since more adhesive ligaments were
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Figure 6.15: Numerical load-displacement responses and ERR curves of M P 2, M P 5,
Fig DCB_simulation_MP
and M P 10. The light blue curves
are obtained through simulation. Dash lines show
the point of the formation of adhesive ligaments.
created at the same time. Smaller gap distance indicated higher plateau value of
obtained R-curve and more elastic, plastic and damage energy could be stored in
bridging ligaments. Rough baseline P P surface could further ensure the joint safety
by promoting the repeatability of the formation of adhesive ligaments, due to the
roughened surface morphology. Therefore, patterning of laser-based surface pretreatments is promising to trigger adhesive ligament and thus ensure the joint safety due
to the large-scale bridging phenomena. This surface patterning strategy could be
applied through various patterning, using different combinations of surface pretreatments, to generate extrinsic bridging of adhesive ligaments, which is very promising
to achieve high-performance, reliable, and safe adhesively bonded composite joints.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks

7.1

Summary

In this thesis, various surface preparation strategies were investigated to access whether
they could enhance the strength, mode I energy release rate, or safety of adhesively
bonded CFRP joints. Uniform surface pretreatments of film covering, sanding or
sandblasting, and pulsed CO2 laser irradiation were evaluated at first, and their mechanical responses were correlated with surface chemistry/energy and surface morphology characterization (Chapter 3). Then, mode I ERR of laser-trench-based strategies were investigated, trying to promote mechanical interlocking and achieve large
ERR by increasing the surface roughness (Chapter 4). Finally, the joint safety was
proved to be enhanced by deploying a novel surface patterning strategy, which could
trigger bridging adhesive ligaments during crack propagation in the adhesive joints.
The mechanisms of the formation of adhesive ligaments were revealed through 2D numerical DCB models with double cohesive layers and the effects of controlling parameters were drawn (Chapter 5). While the proposed patterning strategy was validated
experimentally, showing promising joint safety improvement due to the large-scale
bridging of adhesive ligaments (Chapter 6). Several conclusions can be made herein.
1. Apparent shear strengths were similar among various investigated surface pretreatments, rough baseline surface P P showed the maximum displacement at
failure;
2. Silicon was proven to be the main contaminant which would be detrimental to
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mode I ERR;
3. Surface energy illustrated a positive correlation with the peel load and mode I
ERR, for surface pretreatments T , T &LC, T &S or T &SB;
4. Continuous laser-based parallel trenches improved mode I ERR and outperformed the linear prediction based on the rule of mixture, mainly because of
the formation of adhesive ligaments;
5. Strategies of using perpendicular trenches were not promising for the chosen
material system, since the incident laser irradiation would easily expose carbon
fibers which led to substrate failure;
6. Surface roughness values demonstrated inexplicit effects on determination of
mode I ERR, but the specific surface morphology would benefit the enhancement of mode I ERR;
7. Patterning of laser-based trenches showed enhanced ERR, but obtained responses were scattered and failed to control the triggering of adhesive ligaments;
8. Proposed surface pretreatment strategy, alternative patterning of arrest regions
on the top and bottom CFRP/adhesive interfaces, successfully generates the
bridging of adhesive ligaments;
9. Smaller gap distance, between two adjacent arrest regions, indicated higher
plateau value of obtained R-curve and more elastic, plastic and damage energy
could be stored in bridging ligaments;
10. The scattering created ligaments can be unified by applying the laser-based
patterning on rough baseline P P surface, because the pattern-induced height
differences help to promote the formation of ligaments.
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7.2

Future Works

The proposed surface patterning strategy, which successfully generates adhesive ligaments, is promising to enhance both mode I ERR and the joint safety. This concept
is easy to implemented without foreign materials adding to the original joining structure. Several future directions could be considered following this current work.
1. To better understand the formation of the adhesive ligament. The thickness of
the adhesive layer, the thickness and the stiffness of CFRP substrates, and the
shape of arrest regions could be interesting investigation parameters.
2. To further enhance ERR and joint safety by promoting the actual energy dissipation. Arrest regions could be also patterned along the width direction, aiming
to boost the tearing of the adhesive layer by triggering several ligaments simultaneously. Besides, thermoplastic inclusions [145] could be integrated inside the
adhesive layer to enhance the plastic and damage dissipation while stretching
and fracturing the bridging ligaments.
3. To transfer this concept of the formation of bridging ligaments, through manipulating the interfaces, to toughening of bulk materials. For example, delamination of CFRP laminates could be toughened by manufacturing the microstructures, aiming to promote the structural bridging.
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Appendix A

A.1

Mode I delamination inter-laminar toughness of CFRP
laminates

Inter-laminar toughness of CFRP laminates was obtained as a reference value to aid
the analysis of failure mechanisms, since the substrate failure could be one possible
failure mode of adhesively bonded CFRP joints [15].
Unidirectional CFRP laminates ([0◦ ]16 ) were prepared as substrates for this investigation. An aluminum film was inserted between the 8th and 9th plies to create
a 60-mm pre-crack, in Fig. A.1. The release agent (TR 960, TR Mold Release, CA,
USA) was smeared three times on the aluminum film to avoid bonding with CFRP
pre-pregs during the curing process. Then, the same curing cycle was applied as specified in Chapter 2, ending up with a 300 × 300 × 4 m3 cured CFRP plates. Finally, the
plate was cut into strips and aluminum blocks were attached to the standard DCB
specimens.
Typical load-displacement curve and corresponding inter-laminar toughness of
CFRP laminates are illustrated in Fig. A.2. Inserted endoscope observation shows
limited fiber bridging, which corresponds to the horizontal R-curve. The comparison, to various ERR values of adhesive bonding with different surface pretreatments, indicates that the inter-laminar toughness of CFRP laminates is relatively
RP
low (GCF
= 0.48 ± 0.06 kJ/m2 ). Thus, any damage on CFRP surfaces may transI

fer the debonding crack into the substrate failure since the crack prefers to chose a
path which requires lower energy.
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Figure A.1: Fabrication process of unidirectional CFRP laminate [0◦ ]16 .
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Figure A.2: Typical load-displacement curve and corresponding ERR values of CFRP
bulk laminates. In situ endoscope observation is included and red circles highlighted
the bridging fibers.
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Appendix B

B.1

Simulation investigation with a single cohesive layer

A conventional 2D DCB FE model was adopted to assess the patterning of interfacial
properties, where the epoxy adhesive layer and two CFRP/epoxy interfaces were
simulated as one cohesive layer.
The total dimensions (length by width by thickness) of the DCB model were
250 × 20 × 4.1mm3 , and the pre-crack distance a0 = 50mm, as shown in Fig. B.1 and
Fig. B.2. The substrate and adhesive materials were extracted from the authors’ previous experimental work. The substrate was a 2-mm thick unidirectional T700/M21
CFRP laminate, which was assumed orthotropic and linear elastic, with Exx = 125000
MPa, Eyy = Ezz = 7800 MPa, νxy = νxz = 0.33, νyz = 0.4, Gxy = Gxz = 5100 MPa,
and Gyz = 2786 MPa. Both arms of substrates were discretized using plane strain Q4
elements with reduced integration and enhanced hourglass control. Rigid discrete element was used for the bonding block, where the displacement control was prescribed
(ux = 0, uz = 15 mm), as shown in Fig. B.1 and Fig. B.2. This DCB specimen
was solved using the standard/static solver while accounting for the geometrical nonlinearity (NLGEOM) within ABAQUS/CAE 2017 (ABAQUS, Simulia, Johnson, RI,
USA).
Bi-linear cohesive elements were used to join two arms, with a thickness of 0.1 mm
and cohesive strength of σ = 29 MPa. Different interfacial properties were assigned
for the cohesive elements. The baseline cohesive fracture energy (G1I = 1 kJ/m2 )
characterized the behavior of the baseline interface, while higher cohesive fracture
energy (G2I = 2 kJ/m2 ) was given to the arrest interfaces. A built-in maximum stress
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initiation criterion is used, assuming the same critical stress for each mode. When
one of the normal stress or shear stress reaches the critical value, damage initiates
within the cohesive element. A built-in mixed-mode law, with one critical value of
the total fracture energy governing the sum of the mixed-mode energy, is employed
to characterized the evolution of cohesive failure.
To investigate the effects of the spacing distance and area fraction of the higher
energy regions, three different spacing distances, i.e., S5, S10, and S20, and three
different area fraction values, i.e., A1S5, A1S10, and A2S5 were numerically performed, as shown in Fig. B.1 and Fig. B.2, respectively. A distance of 5 mm of the
baseline region was placed before the patterning area to better illustrate the effect of
higher energy region on the global load-displacement curves.
y
z

x

initial crack front

z
y

patterning

10 mm

x
5 mm

40 mm

S5

S10

S20

GI1 =1 kJ/m2
GI2 =2 kJ/m2
5 mm

10 mm

20 mm

Figure B.1: Schematic of 2D finite element model with patterning of tough interfaces.
The displacement control is applied to the bonding blocks. The location of the tough
interface is illustrated in the zoomed schematic.
Load-displacement responses of different spacing distances are illustrated in Fig.
Fig 2D_FE_spacing
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Figure B.2: Schematic of 2D finite element model with patterning of tough interfaces.
The displacement control is applied to the bonding blocks. The location of the tough
interface is illustrated in the zoomed
schematic. Af=0.33
Af=0.33
Af=0.66
S=5

S=10

S=5

B.3. The actual load-displacement curve was fluctuated between the responses of
the 2D_FE_Af
average applied load was largely affected by
uniform G1I and G2I interfaces and Fig
the spacing distance. When the crack front reached the higher energy region G2I , the
load increased until it met the same value as of uniform G2I curve. Then the load
quickly dropped when the crack front passed G2I and fast crack propagation occurred.
If the spacing distance was long enough, as in the case of S20, the load would go
back to the curve of G1I until the crack front met the next higher energy region G2I .
On the other hand, as for the effects of the area fraction, load-displacement responses
are illustrated in Fig. B.4 where similar observation was viewed that longer spacing
distance led to a larger load drop. With the same spacing distance, i.e., A1S5 and
A2S5, the load drop was similar but larger area fraction indicated a higher average
applied load.
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Figure B.3: Load-displacement curves of S5, S10, and S20. The dash curves illustrate
Fig 2D_DCB_spacing
the curves of uniform G1I and G2I .
In summary, the variation in the interfacial fracture energy led to a load fluctuation
due to the fast propagation and crack re-initiation along the DCB interface. The
average applied load could be modified by the spacing distance and area fraction
of the higher energy region. However, in the sense of steady-state analysis, such a
load fluctuation made no modification in mode I ERR of the entire DCB specimen.
Once the interfacial property was pre-defined, the failure would occurred within the
cohesive elements, resulting in a pre-described ERR value. Therefore, it is limited to
investigate the mechanisms of the surface pretreatments with enhanced mode I ERR
using the single cohesive layer model.
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Figure B.4: Load-displacement curves of A1S5, A1S10, and A2S5. The dash curves
Fig 2D_DCB_Af
illustrate the curves of uniform G1I and G2I .
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Appendix C

C.1

Python script for crack length extraction

A Python script was developed to obtain the crack length after the ABAQUS simulation. This post-processing Python script was composed of three parts. In the
beginning part, the numerical results ‘.odb’ file was identified, the crack length saving
path was named. Importantly, all the cohesive elements were grouped in ‘eleSearch’
since the crack front was always located within the cohesive elements.
,
1

import odbAccess

2

odbName = ’ S24G18 ’

3

odbPath = odbName + ’. odb ’

4

outPath = ’ Report / ’

5

odb = session . openOdb ( odbPath )

6

eleSearch = odb . rootAssembly . instances [ ’DCB -1 ’ ]. elementSets [ ’
COHESIVE_ARREST ’ ]. elements + odb . rootAssembly . instances [ ’
DCB -1 ’ ]. elementSets [ ’ COHESIVE_NOMINAL ’ ]. elements

Before obtaining the crack length for each time step (each ‘frames’), a database
was established first to link the element label (‘elementLabel’) to its x-coordinate.
Since the array of all the cohesive elements (‘eleSearch’) had a different numbering
of the the array of damageable elements (‘SDEG’), which were the same for all the
time step, the right element label was determined. The corresponding x-coordinate
was then stored in ‘eleList’, as a standalone database.
,
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1

# the element label list is the same for every frame

2

SDEG = odb . steps [ ’ Load ’ ]. frames [0]. fieldOutputs [ ’ SDEG ’]

3

eleList = []

4

for j in range (0 , len ( SDEG . values ) ) :

5

eleLabel = SDEG . values [ j ]. elementLabel

6

xmele = 0

7

for k in range (0 , len ( eleSearch ) ) :
if ( eleSearch [ k ]. label == eleLabel ) :

8

nodes = eleSearch [ k ]. connectivity

9

for l in nodes :

10

x_temp = SDEG . values [ j ].

11

instance . nodes [l -1]. coordinates [0]
xmele = max ( xmele , x_temp )

12

eleList . append ( xmele )

13

Next, at each time step, the damaged elements (both adhesive solid elements and
interface cohesive elements) were selected by using the ‘if’ condition of ‘SDEG==1’.
The maximum x-coordinate, among all damaged elements, was recorded as the actual
crack length ‘crack length’. It needs to be noted that, the damaged cohesive elements
had a larger x-coordinate than adhesive solid elements, ensuring the correctness of
the obtained crack length.
,
1

# getting the crack length for each frame

2

loadFrame = odb . steps [ ’ Load ’ ]. frames

3

n_frame = len ( loadFrame )

4

5

crack_length = []

6

x = 0

7

for i in range (0 , n_frame ) :
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SDEG = odb . steps [ ’ Load ’ ]. frames [ i ]. fieldOutputs [ ’ SDEG ’

8

]
9

for j in range (0 , len ( SDEG . values ) ) :

10

if ( SDEG . values [ j ]. data ==1) :
x = max (x , eleList [ j ])

11

12

crack_length . append (50+ x )

13

print ’i = ’ , i

14

15

# output the cracklength

16

writeName = outPath + odbName + ’. txt ’

17

f = open ( writeName , " w " )

18

for value in crack_length :

19

f . write ( " % f \ r \ n " % value )

20

21

f . close ()

22

23

odb . close ()

In summary, a post-processing Python script was developed to capture the crack
length after the ABAQUS simulation of DCB tests.
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